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Preface 
'The algebra of weakest preconditions' of the title refers to Edsger Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) 
calculus of weakest preconditions, viewed in an algebraic context. 
In his classic monograph [1976], Dijkstra defined the notion of a weakest precondition to 
describe completely the meaning ( or semantics) of a program. For any program a and any 
given postcondition Q which is desired to be true upon termination, the weakest precondition 
of a with respect to Q, written 'wp(a, Q)', is defined to be the set of all those states s such 
that execution of a from s will result in a terminating in a state where Q is true. Thus 
the program a induces a mapping wp( a, - ) which maps any predicate Q onto another 
predicate wp(a, Q). Such a mapping is called a predicate transformer for a. Dijkstra also 
introduced a nondeterministic programming language called the guarded command language. 
To capture the intuitive meanings of these programs Dijkstra axiomatised some conditions 
on the weakest precondition predicate transformer. These conditions, often called healthiness 
conditions, constitute Dijkstra's calculus of weakest preconditions. Since his axiomatisation 
is equational it is appropriate to think of it as an algebra. In Chapter 2 I give an exposition 
of the calculus and the algebra of weakest preconditions. 
As algebras go one would expect the algebra of weakest preconditions to have some standard 
(preferably set-theoretic) model - as, for example, a standard model for Boolean algebras 
is the calculus of sets. 'Modelling' the algebra of weakest preconditions refers tot he problem 
of finding such a reasonable model for the algebra of weakest preconditions. In this thesis I 
examine in detail two set-theoretic models of programs: the relational model in Chapter 4 
and the fiowsets model in Chapter 6. 
Dijkstra's weakest precondition semantics is well-suited to showing the correctrwss of pro-
grams. To specify the weakest precondition of a program a with respect to a )!;i \'«•11 postcon-
dition Q is one way of trying to specify what the program must do. The issue uf n11Tectness 
is that of a program satisfying or not satisfying its specification. I explain this in Chapter 
3. 
Vl 
The essence of Dijkstra's approach to program semantics is to capture the meaning of pro-
grams not by considering the programs themselves, but by axiomatising the predicate trans-
formers which they induce. In Chapter 5 I consider the notion of a predicate transformer 
in a general algebraic context. I use the notion of the power operation of a given relation, 
as first introduced by Jonsson and Tarski ([1951], [1952]) in a seminal paper on Boolean 
algebras with operators. 
In expounding the notions of pre- and postconditions, of termination and nontermination, of 
correctness and of predicate transformers I found that the same trivalent distinction played 
a major role in all contexts. Namely: 
Initialisation properties: 
An execution of a program always, sometimes or never starts from an initial state. 
Termination/nontermination properties: 
If it starts, the execution always, sometimes or never terminates. 
Clean-/messy termination properties: 
A terminating execution always, sometimes or never terminates cleanly. 
Final state properties: 
All, some or no final states of a from s have a given property. 
I considered it worthwhile to attempt a thorough analysis and classification of the way in 
which these possibilities interact and determine what we mean by correctness, by represent-
mg programs and by executing programs. This presentation of core intuitions is done in 
Chapter 1. 
In so far as this thesis makes any original contributions I take these to be: 
(1) The case analysis of execution properties, representation methods, execution methods 
and notions of correctness in Chapters 1 and 3. 
(2) Utilising the notion of power algebra for the study of predicate transformers. 
(3) The flowsets model. (This is joint work with my supervisor; to appear in Brink and 
Vll 
Rewitzky [19?].) 
The Harvard system is used in this thesis for literature referencing. In each chapter, def-
initions, lemmas, theorems, corollaries and examples are numbered consecutively in order 
of appearance. Within a chapter, say Chapter 2, '(3)' would for example refer to the third 
entity in that chapter, whether this be a definition, a lemma, a theorem, a corollary or an 
example. Outside Chapter 2, '(2.3)' would refer to this same entity. Figures and tables are 
numbered separately. 
All mathematical symbols used are listed in the Index of Notation, with a page reference 
to their definition or first use . There is also a List of Tables and List of Figures. 
Vlll 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this chapter I introduce what I take to be the core intuitions behind any model of pro-
grams. The first part of this chapter focusses on different kinds of possible initialisation and 
execution properties of programs. I distinguish three initialisation properties and fifteen 
execution properties. In the second part I introduce various choices that must be made in 
modelling programs. These choices lead to twenty-four representation methods. I conclude 
the chapter with a mathematical characterisation of four different execution methods for 
programs. This chapter is for motivation only and my later exposition refers back where 
necessary to the distinctions and choices outlined here. 
Any execution of a program starts in a certain state, and may or may not terminate. If it 
terminates it may do so cleanly, which means that it may do so in some state, or messily, 
which means that upon termination it is not in one of the states making up the state space. 
A set of states is called a predicate, and a program may be viewed as the set of all its possible 
executions. A program is called nondeterministic if from a given initial state different final 
states are possible. 
Any model of programs should attempt to capture these intuitions. Thus the following 
distinctions will appear a number of times in this thesis. 
( 1) For any program a, and any states, is s a possible initial state of a or not? [Intuitively: 
From s, would a start, or not?] 
1 
(2) For any execution of a program a, does it terminate or not? If it does, does it terminate 
cleanly or not? [Intuitively: Once started, would a stop? If so, how?] 
(3) Does a given property hold for all or only for some elements of a set? [Intuitively, 
this occurs in a variety of contexts. For example, Do all executions terminate, or only 
some? Do all final states have a property Q, or only some?] 
In the latter case, note that by negation two further cases arise. For example, 
• Negating 'a ahvays terminates' yields 'a sometimes does not terminate' 
• Negating 'a sometimes terminates' yields 'a always does not terminate' (or 'a never 
terminates'). 
• Negating 'Every final state has property Q' yields 'Some final state does not have 
property Q'. 
• Negating 'Some final state has property Q' yields 'Every final state does not have 
property Q' ( or 'No final state has property Q'). 
Note also that 'sometimes' can be interpreted in two ways. First 'sometimes' can be taken 
in the sense of including the possibility of 'always'. That is, 'P sometimes holds' means 
'there is at least one instance of P holding'. Alternatively, 'sometimes' can be taken in the 
sense of excluding the possibility of 'always'. That is, 'P sometimes holds' means 'there is 
at least one instance of P holding and there is at least one instance of P not holding'. In 
other words 'P sometimes holds' can be taken to mean either one of 
• 'at least once P holds', or 
• 'at least once P holds and at least once P does not hold'. 
In this thesis I choose as default option the latter. The former will be explicitly indicated, 
where necessary, by writing something like 'P sometimes or always holds'. Analogously, 
'some' can be taken to include or exclude the possibility of 'every', and unless otherwise 
indicated I will always use 'some' with the latter meaning. 
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These distinctions allow us to say th·: following of a program o:, a predicate Q and an initial 
state s. 
A Initialisation properties (from any initial state) 
(1) a always starts from s, or 
(2) o: sometimes starts from s and 
a sometimes does not start from s, or 
(3) a never starts from s. 
B Termination / nontermination properties (from any initial state) 
( 1) o: always terminates from s, or 
(2) o: sometimes terminates from s and 
a sometimes does not terminate from s, or 
(3) o: never terminates from s. 
The terminating executions of a program a from an initial states include cleanly terminating 
executions and messily terminating executions. So we get: 
C Clean- / messy termination properties (from any initial state) 
Under the assumption that o: terminates, we have the three possibilities: 
( 1) o: al ways terminates cleanly from s, or 
(2) o: sometimes terminates cleanly from s and 
o: sometimes terminates messily from s, or 
( 3) o: al ways terminates messily from s. 
Properties of the final states of programs (as will be seen in Chapter 3) are impurtant when 
determining whether a program behaves as it was intended. 
D Final state properties (from any initial state) 
( 1) Every final state of o: from s has property Q, or 
(2) some final state of o: from s has property Q and 
some final state of a from s does not have property Q, or 
(3) No final state of a from s has property Q. 
3 
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Next, embedding C(l), C(2) and C(3) in 8 we can say the following of a program o: started 
in a state s. 
E Clean-, Messy- and Nontermination Properties 
Under the assumption that o: starts from initial states, we have the seven possibilites: 
Either 8(1) o: always terminates from s, which means: 
either C(l) o: always terminates cleanly from s, 
or C(2) o: sometimes terminates cleanly from s and 
o: sometimes terminates messily from s, 
or C(3) o: always terminates messily from s. 
or 8(2) o: sometimes terminates from s and o: sometimes does not terminate 
from s, which means: 
o: sometimes terminates from s and o: sometimes does not terminate 
from s, and of the terminating executions of o: from s, 
either C ( 1) o: al ways terminates cleanly from s, 
or C(2) o: sometimes terminates cleanly from s and 
o: sometimes terminates messily from s, 
or C(3) o: always terminates messily from s. 
or 8(3) o: never terminates from s. 
So we get seven properties for a program o: started in an initial state s, namely 
8(1) C(l), 8(1) C(2), 8(1) C(3), 8(2) C(l), 8(2) C(2), 8(2) C(3), 8(3). 
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Now embedding these seven execution properties in A, we can say the following of a program 
o: and an intial state s: 
F Execution properties 
A(l) o: always starts from s, which means: 
either 8( 1) o: always terminates from s, that is: 
either C(l) o: always terminates cleanly from s, 
or C(2) o: sometimes terminates cleanly from s and 
o: sometimes terminates messily from s, 
or C(3) o: always terminates messily from s. 
or 8(2) o: sometimes terminates from s and o: sometimes does not terminate 
from s, that is: 
o: sometimes terminates from s and a sometimes does not terminate 
from s, and of the terminating executions of a from s, 
either C(l) a always terminates cleanly from s, 
or C(2) a sometimes terminates cleanly from s and 
a sometimes terminates messily from s, 
or C(3) a always terminates messily from s. 
or 8(3) a never terminates from s. 
A(2) a sometimes starts from s and a sometimes does not start from s, 
which means: 
a sometimes starts from s and a sometimes does not start from s 
and once started from s 
either 8(1) a always terminates from s, that is: 
either C ( 1) a al ways terminates cleanly from s, 
or C(2) a sometimes terminates cleanly from s and 
a sometimes terminates messily from s, 
or C(3) a always terminates messily from s. 
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or 8(2) a sometimes terminates from s and a sometimes does not terminate, 
from s, which means: 
a st.>metimes terminates from s and a sometimes does not terminate 
from s, and of the terminating executions of a from s, 
either C( 1) a always terminates cleanly from s, 
or C(2) a sometimes terminates cleanly from s and 
a sometimes terminates messily from s, 
or C(3) a always terminates messily from s. 
or 8(3) a never terminates from s. 
/ A(3) j a never starts from s. 
So we get fifteen execution properties for a program a and an initial state s. As a reference 
these are listed in Table 1. 
Execution Property (i): A(l) 8(1) C(l) 
Execution Property (ii): A(l) 8(1) C(2) 
Execution Property (iii): A(l) 8(1) C(3) 
Execution Property (iv): A(l) 8(2) C(l) 
Execution Property (v): A(l) 8(2) C(2) 
Execution Property (vi): A(l) 8(2) C(3) 
Execution Property (vii): A(l) 8(3) 
Execution Property (viii): A(2) 8(1) C(l) 
Execution Property (ix): A(2) 8(1) C(2) 
Execution Property (x): A(2) 8(1) C(3) 
Execution Property (xi): A(2) 8(2) C( 1) 
Execution Property (xii): A(2) 8(2) C(2) 
Execution Property (xiii): A(2) 8(2) C(3) 
Execution Property (xiv): A(2) 8(3) 
Execution Property (xv): A(3) 
Table 1: Execution Properties 
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Are these the only possible properties? To check this I use some elementary combinatorics. 
First consider a program a for which there is at most one outcome from each initial state. 
The logical possibilities of executing a from a state s are: 
either (a) a does not start from s, 
or (b) a starts and terminates cleanly from s, 
or ( c) a starts and terminates messily from s, 
or ( d) a starts and does not terminate from s. 
Now consider a program a which may have several possible outputs for some of its inputs. 
The logical possibilities of executing a from a state s are obtained by taking all possible 
combinations of (a) - (d). So the number of logical possibilities is: 
(:) + (: ) + (:) + (:) + (:) = l+ 4+ 6 +4 +I= 16 
The first possibility arises from not taking any of the four properties, which corresponds to 
not activating a in state s at all. In my enumeration of all the execution properties of a 
program a and a state s I assume a is activated in the state s. Accordingly, exactly fifteen 
possibilities remain, as indicated above. 
I now come to the second part of this chapter. Here I consider the choices that must be 
made in modelling programs. First it must be decided which initialisation properties (A(l), 
A(2), A(3)) of a program a from a states we wish to represent in a model. Using elementary 
combinatorics we see there are: 
possibilities. Namely, 
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either 
or A(l) 
or A(2) 
or A(3) 
or [A( 1) and A(2)] 
or [A(l) and A(3)] 
or [A(2) and A(3)] 
,(one are represented. 
Only executions which always start are represented. 
Only executions which sometimes start are represented. 
Only executions which never start are represented. 
All executions which sometimes or always starts are 
represented. 
All executions which always start or which never start 
are represented. 
All executions which sometimes or never start are 
represented. 
or [A(l), A(2) and A(3)] All executions are represented. 
Of these possibilities only three are interesting: A(l), [A(l) and A(2)], and [A(l), A(2) and 
A(3)]. So we could choose: 
Rl Initialisation Property Representations 
either ( 1) Only states from which o: always starts are included as initial states. (That is, a state 
from which o: sometimes or always does not start is disregarded as an initial state.) 
or (2) All states from which o: sometimes or always starts are included as initial states. (That 
is, only states from which o: never starts are disregarded as initial states.) 
or (3) All states in which o: is activated are included as initial states. (That is. no states are 
disregarded as initial states.) 
I will now consider the relationship(s) (if any) between these three choices. \ly ,rnalysis is 
based on the following criterion: 
Option (n) in Rl is subsumed under another option (m) m Rl if the ,I'! of 
initialisation properties that can be represented when option (n) is clHN'Il is 
contained in the set of initialisation properties that can be represen tl'd when 
option (m) is chosen. 
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The subsumption relationship between the above three choices is given in Figure 1, 
R1(3) 
/ 
Rl(l) 
-
R1(2) 
Figure 1 
where an arrow means 'is subsumed by'. For example, an arrow from R1(2) to R1(3) 
means 'option R1(2) is subsumed by option R1(3)' interpreted as 'the set of initialisation 
properties that can be represented when option R1(2) is chosen is contained in the set of 
initialisation properties that can be represented when option R1(3)' is chosen. 
Second, it must be decided which kind( s) of execution properties for a program started from 
a state are to be represented directly in a model. Namely, we could choose from the list (E) 
of clean-, messy- and nontermination properties (on p 4): 
either B( 1) C( 1) Only cleanly terminating executions are represented. 
or B( 1) C(2) Only terminating executions are represented, but these may include 
both cleanly- and messily terminating executions. 
or B(l) C(3) Only messily terminating executions are repesented. 
or B(2) C(l) Only cleanly- and nonterminating executions are represented. 
or B(2) C(2) All kinds of executions are represented. 
or B(2) C(3) Only messily- and nonterminating executions are represented. 
or B(3) Only nonterminating executions are represented. 
The choices B(l) C(3), B(2) C(3) and B(3) are not interesting. So the number of choices 
reduces to four. Namely: 
R2 Execution Property Representations 
either ( 1) Only cleanly terminating executions are represented. 
or (2) Only terminating executions are represented, but these may include both clean- and 
messy termination. 
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or (3) Only cleanly terminating and nonterminating executions are represented. 
or ( 4) All kinds of executions are represented. 
I will now discuss ways of including/ excluding states as initial states when respectively 
option R2(1), R2(2), R2(3) or R2(4) is chosen. 
• For option R2 ( 1) there is no direct representation for messily terminating and for 
nonterminating executions. To represent terminating executions (where 'terminating' 
now means 'cleanly terminating') we could choose: 
either (a) Only states from which a program always terminates are included as initial states. 
(That is, a state from which a program sometimes or always does not terminate 
is disregarded as an initial state.) 
or (b) All states from which a program sometimes or always terminates are included as 
initial states. (That is, only states from which a program never terminates are 
disregarded as initial states.) 
• For option R2(2) there is no direct representation for nonterminating executions. 
There are two possibilities for representing terminating executions. They are the same 
as above, except that 'terminating' now means 'either cleanly or messily terminating.' 
• For option R2(3) there is no direct representation for messily terminating executions. 
There are two possibilities for representing cleanly terminating and nonterminating 
executions. Namely, we could choose: 
either (a) Only states from which a program always terminates cleanly and/or does not 
terminate are included as initial states. (That is, a state from which a program 
sometimes or always terminates messily is disregarded as an initial state.) 
or (b) All states from which a program sometimes or always terminates cleanly and/or 
does not terminate are included as initial states. (That is, only states from which 
a program always terminates messily are disregarded as initial states.) 
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• For option R2( 4) all the execution properties for a program which starts from a state 
can be represented. For this there are two approaches. First, nontermination could 
be equated with messy termination (as in for example, Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]), Gries 
[1981], Dijkstra and Scholten [1990]). For this approach, the convention is to introduce 
a special symbol '..l' ( called bottom) to denote the final state of such executions. This is 
not always a good idea because nontermination may be the normal behaviour pattern 
of a program. Also there may be other ways in which a program can go wrong, for 
example, 'overflow', 'underflow' (due to a value being out of range), 'break' (due to a 
deliberate break in program execution), 'undefinedness' (due to say division by zero), 
etc. If these possibilities are taken into account equating nontermination with messy 
termination is not adequate - a direct representation is required respectively for 
messily terminating executions and nonterminating executions. The second approach, 
therefore, is to distinguish explicitly between nontermination and messy termination. 
So the two approaches are that: 
either (a) one special representation simultaneously for messily terminating executions and 
nonterminating executions could be introduced, 
or (b) two special representations respectively for messily terminating executions and 
nonterminating executions could be introduced. 
So there are eight choices for the kind(s) of executions to be represented in a model of 
programs, namely 
R2(1)(a), R2(l)(b), R2(2)(a), R2(2)(b), R2(3)(a), R2(3)(b), R2(4)(a), R2(4)(b). 
I will now consider the relationship( s) (if any) between these eight choices. My analysis is 
based on the following criterion: 
Option (n) in R2 is subsumed under another option (m) in R2 if the set of exe-
cution properties that can be represented when option (n) is chosen is contained 
in the set of execution properties that can be represented when option (m) is 
chosen. 
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Table 2 indicates whether or not the various execution properties in Table 1 can be rep-
resented when the options in R2 are chosen. The rows refer to the execution properties p 
(where p = (i) - (xv)); the columns refer to the eight options R2(i)(x) (where i = 1, ... , 4; 
x = a, b) for executions. I use the following notation: 
'J ' in rmv ·p' under column 'R2(i)(x)' means execution property p can be 
represented when option R2(i)(x) is chosen. 
'x' in row 'p' under column 'R2( i)( x)' means execution property p cannot be 
represented when option R2( i)( x) is chosen. 
For example, execution property (ii) can be explicitly represented when option R2(1 )(b) is 
chosen; but not when option R2( 1 )( a) is chosen. 
R2(1) R2(2) R2(3) R2(4) 
( a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) ( a) (b) 
(i) J J J J J J J J 
(ii) X J J J X J J J 
(iii) X X J J X X J J 
(iv) X J X J J J J J 
(v) X J X J X J J J 
(vi) X X X J X X J J 
(vii) X X X X J J J J 
(viii) X J X J X J J J 
(ix) X J X J X J J J 
(x) X X X J X X J J 
(xi) X J X J X J J J 
(xii) X J X J X J J J 
(xiii) X X X J X X J J 
(xiv) X X X X X J J J 
(xv) X X X X X X J J 
Table 2: Execution Properties and Execution Property Representations 
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The subsumption relationship betwt •n the above eight choices is given in Figure 2, 
R2(2)( a) 
--
R2(2)(b) 
/ T T ~ 
R2(4)(a) +-- R2(1 )(a) 
--
R2(l)(b) 
--
R2(4)(a) 
""' 
l l / 
R2(3)(a) ---, R2(3)(b) 
Figure 2 
where an arrow means 'is subsumed under'. For example, an arrow from option R2(3)(a) 
to R2(3)(b) means 'option R2(3)(a) is subsumed under option R2(3)(b)' interpreted as 
'the set of execution properties that can be represented when option R2(3)(a) is chosen is 
contained in the set of execution properties that can be represented when option R2(3)(b) 
is chosen'. (Note that I have only used R2(4)(a) in Figure 2 because R2(4)(a) subsumes 
R2( 4) (b) and conversely . ) 
The three choices (Rl(l), R1(2), R1(3) (on p 8)) for the set of initial states and the eight 
choices (R2(i)(x) (where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and x = a, b) (on p 11)) for executions lead to 
twenty-four different representation methods for programs. As a reference these ctre listed 
in Table 3. 
Representation Method Rj(l) : Rl(j) and R2(l)(a) 
Representation Method Rj(2) : Rl(j) and R2(l)(b) 
Representation Method Rj(3) : Rl(j) and R2(2)(a) 
Representation Method Rj( 4) : Rl(j) and R2(2)(b) 
Representation Method Rj(5) : Rl(j) and R2(3)(a) 
Representation Method Rj(6) : Rl(j) and R2(3)(b) 
Representation Method Rj(7) : Rl(j) and R2(4)(a) 
Representation Method Rj(8) : Rl(j) and R2(4)(b) 
Table 3: Representation Methods 
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where j = 1, 2, 3. 
Note that in Rj(n), that is, Rl(j) and R2(i)(x) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8; i 
1, 2, 3, 4; x = a, b), the conjunct 'Rl(j) and R2(i)(x)' means the set of states included as 
initial states when representation method Rj(n) is chosen is simply the intersection of the 
set of states included as initial states when Rl(j) is chosen and the set of states included 
as initial states when R2(i)(x) is chosen. (That is, the set of states disregarded as initial 
states when representation method Rj ( n) is chosen is simply the union of the set of states 
disregarded as initial states when Rl (j) is chosen and the set of states disregarded as initial 
states when R2(i)(x) is chosen.) For example, in R1(l) the conjunct 'Rl(l) and R2(1)(a)' 
means 'Only states from which a program always starts and always terminates cleanly are 
included as initial states'. 
I now investigate the connection( s) ( if any) between the various representation methods. 
I need a notation for the representation with respect to a representation method of an 
execution property of a program o: from a state s. 
For any representation method Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) and 
any execution property p (where p = (i) - (xv)) of a program o: from any states, 
exrepR·(n) ( o:, s) denotes the representation with respect to Rj ( n) of the execution 
J 
property p of o: from s. If there is no direct representation with respect to Rj(n) 
of the execution property p then exrepR, (n) ( o:, s) = 0. 
J 
For example, if (as will be done in Chapter 4) input-output paus of states are used to 
represent executions of programs then exrepR,(n)(o:,s) could denote a set of pair(s) of states 
J 
with first component s. If ( as will be done in Chapter 6) execution sequences are used 
to represent executions of programs then exrepR, (n) ( o:, s) could denote a set of execution 
J 
sequences of states with first component s. In this chapter I use a pictorial representation 
for executions of programs. As a reference, the symbols used in this chapter are collected 
together in Table 4. 
An execution property p (where p = (i) - (xv)) of a program o: from a states will 
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be called representable with respect to a representation method Rj(n) (where j 
= 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) iff exrepR·(n)(a,s) =/- 0 
J 
'•---+' 
'•- ... ' 
means that 'a always terminates cleanly from states' 
means that 'a never terminates from states' 
' ri ' •eT means that 'a always terminates messily from state s' 
means that 'a sometimes terminates cleanly and 
sometimes terminates messily from state s' 
'•/- ... ' means that 'a sometimes terminates cleanly and 
'•4' 
' • ________D ' 
"'~ 
'•' 
a space 
sometimes does not terminate from state s' 
means that 'a sometimes terminates messily and 
sometimes does not terminate from state s' 
means that 'a sometimes terminates cleanly, 
sometimes terminates messily and 
sometimes does not terminate from state s' 
means that 'a never starts from states' 
means that 'there is no direct representation for the execution 
of a from s' 
Table 4: Table of Pictorial Representations 
Table 5 indicates whether or not an execution property p (where p = (i) - (xv) in Table 
1) is representable with respect to a representation method Rj ( n) ( where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 
1, 2, ... , 8 in Table 3). If p is representable it also illustrates the pictorial representation 
of p with respect to the representation method Rj(n). In Table 5 the verticals refer to the 
twenty-four representation methods (Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) in Table 
3); while the horizontals refer to the fifteen execution properties ((i) - (xv) in Table 1). 
A blank entry in a row labelled p (for p = (i) - (xv)) under a column labelled 
Rj(n) (for n = 1, 2, ... , 8) indicates that execution property pis not representable 
with respect to representation method Rj(n). 
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A nonblank entry in a row labelled p (for p = (i)- (xv)) under a column labelled 
Rj(n) (for n = 1, 2, ... , S) indicates that pis representable with respect to Rj(n) 
and illustrates the pictorial representation of p with respect to Rj ( n). 
I now explain what each possible entry means. Consider a program O'. with execution property 
p from some states. I briefly explain what an entry in row p under column Rj(n) (where j 
1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) means. An entry of the form: 
'• -+' 
' ' • -+ ... 
'• -:P ' 
' /.'.'. ' 
·-··· 
'• _____.D ' ~
'•~' "-,. ... 
'•' 
a space 
means that using Rj(n) pis represented as an execution which 
always terminates cleanly from s 
means that using Rj(n) p is represented as an execution which 
never terminates from s 
means that using Rj(n) pis represented as an execution which 
always terminates messily from s 
means that using Rj(n) pis represented as an execution which 
sometimes terminates cleanly and sometimes 
terminates messily from state s 
means that using Rj(n) pis represented as an execution which 
sometimes terminates cleanly and sometimes 
does not terminate from state s 
means that using Rj(n) pis represented as an execution which 
sometimes terminates messily and sometimes 
does not terminate from state s 
means that using Rj(n) pis represented as an execution which 
sometimes terminates cleanly, sometimes terminates 
messily and sometimes does not terminate from state s 
means that using Rj(n) pis represented as an execution which 
never starts from state s 
means that using Rj(n) there is no direct representation for p 
An item m parentheses refers to selected values of j. The representations m 
parentheses for execution properties (viii) - (xiv) mean that for a program 
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So 
a with any such execution property from a state s exrepR1 (n) ( a, s) = 0 but 
exrepRj(n)(a, s) (for j = 2, 3) is given by the corresponding entry in Table 5. The 
representation in parentheses for execution property (xv) means exrepR3(n) ( a, s )is• 
but exrepR,(n)(a, s) = 0 (for j = 1, 2). 
J 
an execution property p of a from s is representable with respect to a represen-
tation method Rj(n) iff there is a nonblank entry in row p under column Rj(n), 
iff exrepR,(n)(a,s)-=/= 0. 
J 
Rj(l) Rj(2) Rj(3) Rj(4) Rj(5) Rj(6) Rj(7) Rj(8) 
(i) • --+ • --+ • --+ • --+ • --+ • --+ • --+ • --+ 
(ii) • --+ •/-:P ·/--P • --+ •/-? 
-~ 
(iii) • ..p. 
-~ • .p •.P 
(iv) • --+ • --+ e/--t ... .L-.... ... •/--P .L-+ ... 
(v) • --+ 
-~ e/--t ... •/---P -~ 
(vi) • .p • --+ ... •.P ·'\.~ 
( vii) • --+ ... • --+ ... • -:P • --+ ... 
(viii) (• --+) (• --+) (• --+) (• --+) (• --+) 
( ix) (• --+) (•/f) (•--+) (•~) (•/--P) 
(x) (•~) (. -P) ( • .P) 
(xi) (• --+) (• --+) (•/- ... ) ( •/--f\) ( .L-.... ... ) 
(xii) (• --+) ( •Lfi) (•/- ... ) (•/--+) (•(~) 
(xiii) ( • .p) (•--+ ... ) ( • .P) (•'\.~) 
(xiv) (•--+ ... ) (•-:P) (•--+ ... ) 
(xv) . (•~) (•) 
Table 5: Execution Properties and Representation Methods 
The information in Table 5 elaborates on the information in Table 2 as follows. Consider 
any representation method Rj(n): Rl(j) and R2(i)(x) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8; 
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i = 1, 2, 3, 4; x = a, b) and an exe< ;'.tion property p (where p = (i) - (xv)) of a program o: 
from a state s. Then 
pis representable with respect to Rj(n) iff s is included as an initial state when 
option Rl (j) is chosen and p can be represented when option R2 ( i) ( x) is chosen. 
That is, exrepR·(n)(a,s) =J 0 iff sis included as an initial state when option Rl(j) is chosen 
J 
and there is a 'J' in row 'p' under column R2(i)(x) in Table 2. Therefore exrepR-(n)(a, s) = 
J 
0 iff sis not included as an initial state when option Rl(j) is chosen or there is a 'x' in row 
'p' under column R2(i)(x) in Table 2. 
For example, execution property (ii) of a program a from a state s is representable with 
respect to R1 (2) (because a always starts from sand there is a' J' in row (ii) under column 
R2(1)(b) in Table 2) but not with respect to R1(l) (because there is a 'x' in row (ii) 
under column R2(1 )( a) in Table 2). 
Also execution property (ix) of a program a from a state s is representable with respect 
to Rj(2) (where j = 2, 3) (because sis included as an initial state when R1(2) is chosen 
and there is a 'J' in row (ix) under column R2(1)(b) in Table 1. This property is not 
representable with respect to R1(2) (because only states from which programs always start 
are included as initial state when option Rl(l) is chosen). 
Table 5 provides the following information about execution properties and representation 
methods. 
• The representation methods with respect to which a particular execution property p 
(where p = (i) - (xv)) is representable can be found by examining the nonblank entries 
in the row labelled p. For example, execution property (ii) is representable with respect 
to Rj(n) (for j = 1, 2, 3; n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8) but not with respect to Rj! n) (for j = 
1,2,3;n=l,5) 
• The execution properties representable with respect to a particular rq>n·sentation 
method Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... 8) can be found by ('X,unining the 
nonblank entries in the column labelled Rj(n). For example, when R 1 121 is chosen 
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execution properties (i), (ii), (iv), (v) can be represented; when Rj(2) (for j = 2, 3) 
is chosen execution properties (i), (ii), (iv), (v) as well as (viii), (ix), (xi), (xii) can be 
represented. 
• The execution properties distinguishable with respect to a particular representation 
method Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) can be found by comparing the 
entries in the column labelled Rj ( n) and grouping together the execution properties 
with the same pictorial representation into equivalence classes. Recall exrepR·(n)( a, s) 
J 
denotes an entry in Table 5. This means we can examine the equivalence classes 
generated by exrepR. (n). For a representation method Rj ( n) , let [ exrepR·(n)] denote J J 
the set of equivalence classes generated by exrepRj(n)· For example, [exrepa3(n)] (for 
n = 1, 2, ... , 8) is obtained as follows: 
In column R3(l) there are two distinct entries; hence two equivalence classes. So 
[exrepR3(1)] 
= { [ (i)], [(ii ),(iii), (iv), ( v ), (vi), (vii), ( viii), (ix), ( x), (xi), (xii), (xiii), (xiv),( xv)]} 
Likewise 
[exrepR3(2)] 
= { [ (i ),(ii),( iv),( v) ,(viii),( ix),( xi),( xii)], [(iii),( vi),( vii),( x ),(xiii),( xiv),( xv)]} 
[exrepR3(3)] 
= { [(i)], [(ii)], [(iii)], [(iv),( v) ,(vi),( vii),( viii),( ix),( x) ,(xi),( xii),( xiii),(xiv) ,(xv)]} 
[exrepa3(4)] 
= {[(i),(iv),(viii),(xi)], [(ii),(v),(ix),(xii)], [(iii),(vi),(x),(xiii)], [(vii),(xiv),(xv)]} 
[exrepa3(s)] 
= {[(i)], [(iv)], [(vii)], [(ii),(iii),(v),(vi),(viii),(ix),(x),(xi),(xii),(xiii),(xiv),(xv)]} 
[exrepR3(6)] 
= {[(i),(ii),(viii),(ix)], [(iv),(v),(xi),(xii)], [(vi),(vii),(xiii),(xiv)], [(iii),(x),(xv)]} 
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[exrepa3(7)] 
= { [ ( i), (viii)], [ (ii), (iv), ( v), (ix), (xi), (xii)], [ (iii), (vi), (vii), ( x), (xiii), (xiv), (xv)]} 
[exrepR3(s)] 
= { [ (i) ,(viii)],[ (ii),( ix)],[( iii),( x)], [(iv),( xi)],[( v) ,(xii)], [(vi),( xiii)],[ (vii),( xiv)],[( xv)]} 
As a reference in Theorem 1 the relationships between these eight sets [exrepR3(u)] 
(for n = 1, 2, ... , 8) of equivalence classes are given in Figure 3, 
exrepa3(3) exrepR3(4) 
i ./ i 
exrepa3(1) exrepa3(8) -- exrepa3(2) 
1 i 
""' 
1 
exrepa3(5) exrepa3(7) exrepa3(6) 
Figure 3 
where an arrow means 'is coarser than'. For example, an arrow from exrepR3(4) to 
exrepa3(8) mea·ns 'exrepa3(4) is coarser than exrepa3(8) interpreted as 'the equiva-
lence relation induced by exrepa3(s) is contained in the equivalence relation induced 
by exrepRa(4( 
• The representations distinguishable with respect to a particular execution property p 
(where p = ( i) - (xv)) can be found by comparing the entries in the row labelled p and 
grouping the representation methods with the same pictorial representations of p into 
equivalence classes. For example, for execution property (ii) there are three different 
pictorial representations in row (ii) and hence three equivalence classes. Namely: 
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My investigation of the connections between the representation methods 1s based on the 
following criterion. 
A representation method ( n) is subsumed under a representation method ( m) if 
(i) the set of executions representable with respect to ( n) is contained in the 
set of executions representable with respect to ( m), 
and (ii) the representable executions distinguishable with respect to ( n) are distin-
guishable with respect to ( m) ( or equivalently, the representable executions 
indistinguishable with respect to ( m) are indistinguishable with respect to 
( n)). 
Therefore a representation method ( n) is subsumed under a representation method ( m) if 
the equivalence relation induced by exrepm is contained in the equivalence relation induced 
by exrepn ( that is, if exrepm is finer than exrepn ( or if exrepn is coarser than exrepm)). 
A representation method ( n) is not subsumed under a representation method ( m) iff 
either { i) not every program representable with respect to ( n) is representable 
with respect to (m), 
or (ii) exrepn is not coarser than exrepm 
I will call two representation methods unrelated if neither is subsumed under the other. 
(1) Theorem 
(a) Rj(l) is subsumed under Rj(3) (for j = 1, 2, 3). 
(b) Rj(2) is subsumed under Rj(4) (for j = 1, 2, 3). 
(c) Rj(l) is subsumed under Rj(5) (for j = 1, 2, 3). 
(d) Rj(2) is subsumed under Rj(6) (for j = 1, 2, 3). 
(e) Rj(n) is subsumed under Rj(8) (for j = 1, 2, 3; for n = 2, 4, 6, 7) 
(f) R1(n) is subsumed under R2(n) (for n = 1, 2, ... , 8). 
(g) R2(n) is subsumed under R3(n) (for n = 1, 2, ... , 8). 
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(h) R 1(n) is subsumed under R3(n) (for n = 1, 2, ... , 8). 
But the converses of (a) - (h) do not hold. 
Proof I prove (a) - (e) for j = 3; the other cases are similar. Recall (from page 14) 
that the set of execution properties representable with respect to R3 (n) (for n = 1, 2, 
... , 8) is the same as those that can be represented when the option in R2 is chosen. 
So the subsumption relationships (in Figure 2) between the options in R2 can be 
used to determine whether condition (i) for subsumption of representation methods 
holds or not. Recall also from Figure 3 the sets [exrepR3(n)] (for n = 1, 2, ... , 8) of 
equivalences classes and the relationships between them. 
(a) Since R2(l)(a) is subsumed under R2(2)(a) and exrepR3 (1) is coarser than exrepR3 (3), 
R1(l) is subsumed under R3(3). But exrepR3 (3) is not coarser than exrepR3 (l), 
so R3(3) is not subsumed under R3(l). 
(b) Since R2( 1 )(b) is subsumed under R2(2)(b) and exrepR3 (2) is coarser than exrepR3 (4), 
R3(2) is subsumed under R3( 4). But exrepR3 (4) is not coarser than exrepR3 (2), 
so R 3( 4) is not subsumed under R3(2). 
(c) Since R2(l)(a) is subsumed under R2(3)(a) and exrepR3 (1) is coarser than exrepR3 (5), 
R3(l) is subsumed under R3(5). But exrepR3 (5) is not coarser than exrepR3 (1), 
so R3 ( 5) is not subsumed under R3 ( 1). 
( d) Since R2(1 )(b) is subsumed under R2(2)(b) and exrepR3(2) is coarser than exrepR3(6), 
R 3(2) is subsumed under R3(6). But exrepR3 (6) is not coarser than exrepR3 (2), 
so R3(6) is not subsumed under R3(2). 
(e) Since R2(i)(a) (and R2(i)(b)) (for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is subsumed under R2(4)(a) 
and exrepR3 (n) (for n = 2, 4, 6, 7) is coarser than exrepR3 (8), R3(n) is subsumed 
under R3(8) (for n = 2, 4, 6, 7). But exrepR3 (8) is not coarser than exrepR3 (n) 
(for n = 1, 2, ... , 7), so R3(8) is not subsumed under R3(n) (for n = 1, 2, ... , 
7). 
(f) Since option Rl(l) is subsumed under option RI(3) (Figure I), R1(n) is sub-
sumed under R2(n) (for n = 1, 2, ... , 8). For the converse, consider a program 
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o: which sometimes starts ,:tnd sometimes terminates cleanly from some state s. 
Then for n = 2, 4, 6, 7 or 8, exreprr1(n)(o:,s) = 0 but exreprr2(n)(o:,s) # 0 (since 
there are nonblank entries in the row labeled (viii) under the columns R2 (2), 
R2(4), R2(6), and R2(8)); hence not every execution property of a program rep-
resentable using R2(n) is representable using R1(n) (for n = 2, 4, 6, 7 or 8). 
R2 ( n) is subsumed under R1 ( n) ( for n = 1, 3, 5) (because the set of executions 
representable and distinguishable with respect to R2 (n) (for n = 1, 3, 5) is the 
same as that for R1(n)). 
(g) Since option R1(2) is subsumed under option R1(3) (Figure 1), R2(n) is sub-
sumed under R 3 (n). For the converse, consider a program o: which never starts 
from some state s. Then exreprr2(s)( o:, s) = 0 but exreprr3(s)( o:, s) # 0; hence 
not every program representable using R3(8) is representable using R2(8). 
(h) Since R1(n) is subsumed under R2(n) (by (f)) and R2(n) is subsumed under 
R3(n) (by (g)) it follows that R1(n) is subsumed under R3(n). D 
There are fourteen subsumption relationships in Figure 2 between the options in R2. Here 
there are only eight. I now show that I have indeed covered all the cases. 
• R3(l) is not subsumed under R3(2) because R2(l)(a) is subsumed under R2(l)(b) 
but exrepR3(l) is not coarser than exreprr3(2)· (For example, from Table 5 R3(l) 
distinguishes between execution properties (i) and (ii) but R3(2) does not.) 
• R3(3) is not subsumed under R3(4) because R2(2)(a) is subsumed under R2(2)(h) 
but exrepR3(3) is not coarser than exreprr3(4)· (For example, from Table 5 R3(3) 
distinguishes between execution properties (i) and (iv) but R3 ( 4) does nut.) 
• R3(5) is not subsumed under R3(6) because R2(3)(a) is subsumed under R2(3)(b) 
but exrepR3(5) is not coarser than exreprr3 (6)· (For example, from Table 5 R3(5) 
distinguishes between execution properties (i) and (ii) but R3(6) does nut.) 
• R3(7) is unrelated to R3(n). First R3(n) is not subsumed under R 3 l71 because 
R2(i)(a) (for i = 1, 2, 3) is subsumed under R2(4)(a) but exreprr3(nt 1~ 11ut coarser 
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than exrepR3(7). (For example, from Table 5 R3 ( 5) distinguishes between execution 
properties (iv) and (v) but R3(7) does not.) Second R3(7) is not subsumed under 
R3 (n) because R2(4)(a) is not subsumed under R2(i)(a) (for i = 1, 2, 3) 
• R 3(n) (for n = 1, 3, 5) is not subsumed under R3(8) because R2(i)(a) (for i = 1, 
2, :3) is subsumed under R2(4)(a) but exrepR3(n) (for n = 1, 3, 5) is not coarser 
than exrepR3(8)· (For example, from Table 5 R3(l) distinguishes between execution 
properties (i) and (viii) but R3(8) does not.) 
The subsumption relationship between the eight representation method R3(n) (for n = 1, 
2, ... , 8) is given in Figure 4. 
R3(3) 
i 
R3(l) 
1 
R3(5) 
R3(8) 
i 
R3(7) 
Figure 4 
R3(4) 
/ i 
--
R3(2) 
""' 
1 
R3(6) 
where an arrow means 'is subsumed under'. For example, an arrow from R3(4) to R3(8) 
means 'R3 ( 4) is subsumed under R 3 ( 8) interpreted as 'the set of execution properties rep-
resentable and distinguishable with respect to R3( 4) is contained in the set of execution 
properties representable and distinguishable with respect to R3(8)'. 
In conclusion I introduce four methods for executing nondeterministic programs. An exe-
cution of a nondeterministic program can be viewed operationally as a sequence of states, 
starting with an initial state and terminating (if at all) in a final state. I will call any such 
sequence an execution sequence ( or exseq for short). Intuitively, we may think of an execution 
tree ( or extree for short) of states developing from any initial state. Then any path from the 
root of such a tree represents a legal execution. In particular, nonterminating and messily 
terminating executions are captured naturally by the notion of an execution tree: an infinite 
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path represents the former; while a finite path with '1-' as its leaf represents the latter. So if 
S is the state space, then cleanly terminating executions yield finite exseqs ending in some 
state t E S; messily terminating executions yield finite exseqs ending in a special symbol 
'J_' ( J_ (/. S) and nonterminating executions yield infinite exseqs. An execution method for 
a nondeterministic program then corresponds to traversing the execution tree of the pro-
gram in search of a final state (that is, a leaf of the tree). My objective here is to clarify 
and to define precisely four methods for executing nondeterministic programs by describing 
four algorithms for traversing the extree of a program. For this I need some set-theoretic 
notation. This is as follows: 
First, I denote exseqs by x, y, z, ... , etc. Second, I need a notation for the set of all exseqs 
of a program from an initial state. For any program a and any initial state s I use: 
extree(o:,s) = {x Ix is an exseq of a from s} 
There are, in general, many tree traversal algorithms (for example, depth search, breadth 
search, left-first search, etc) and hence many execution methods for programs. Instead of 
attempting to present a complete list of such methods, I present in Table 6 the four methods 
described in Harel ([1979a] p 68, 69) which as he points out 'represent fair methods in which 
no specific group of leaves is drastically favoured over others'. (Harel [1979b] presented 
mathematical characterisations of execution methods in terms of trees of programs of states.) 
Consider extree( o:, s) for some program a and some state s. 
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(a) Depth-first execution method 
(1) Choose an arbitrary enumeration {xn} of extree(a,s). 
(2) Execute some Xn· 
(b) Depth-first execution method with backtracking 
(1) Choose an arbitrary enumeration {xn} of extree(a,s). 
(2) Execute Xn (if none, execution terminates but a produces no result) until: 
either (i) l.. is encountered in which case increment n by one, restore the 
original machine state s and repeat step (2), 
or (ii) execution of Xn terminates cleanly in some state t in which case a 
produces t as its result. 
(c) Breadth-first execution method 
(1) Choose an arbitrary enumeration {xn} of extree(a,s). 
(2) Execute (concurrently) Xn until: 
either (i) l.. is encountered for some n in which case execution of all the Xn 's 
terminates but a produces no result, 
or (ii) some Xn terminates cleanly in some state t in which case execution 
of all the xn's terminates and t is produced as result. 
(d) Breadth-first execution method with backtracking 
(1) Choose an arbitrary enumeration {xn} of extree(a,s). 
(2) Execute (concurrently) Xn until: 
either (i) l.. is encountered for some n in which case repeat step (2) but ignore 
Xn, 
or (ii) some Xn terminates cleanly in some state t in which case execution 
of all the Xn's terminates and tis produced as result. 
Table 6: Execution Methods 
(Note that algorithms (a) and (b) are sequential methods because the exseqs in extree( a, s) 
are executed one at a time. The algorithms ( c) and ( d) are parallel ( or concurrent) methods 
because the exseqs in extree( a, s) are executed simultaneously - the time taken to execute 
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a from s is no more than the time taken to execute the longest exseq in extree( a, s ). ) 
To compare these four methods, consider the execution properties ((i) - (xv)) in Table 1 
of a program o: from an initial state s. Table 7 indicates the result (if any) produced by 
a program o: activated in a state s using the various execution methods ((a) - (d)). A 
nonblank entry in the table indicates that o: does something; a blank entry in the table 
indicates that o: does nothing. The horizontals refer to the execution properties (i) - (xv) of 
a program o: from a states and the verticals refer to the execution methods (a) - (d). I use 
the pictorial representations described in Table 4 - here 'terminates cleanly' is replaced 
by 'produces a state t E S as result'. 
Consider a progam o: with an execution property p from some state s. An entry in Table 
7 in row p under column x (where x = (a), (b), (c), (d)) means the same as explained 
on p 16, only reading 'execution method' for 'representation method' and 'executed' for 
'represented'. 
For the present purposes it seems sufficient to voice my opinion that execution method (b) 
is to some extent unrealistic. In fact, using this method, if a program o:, reaches an abort 
state '1-', a will backtrack to the most recent nondeterministic choice statement and execute 
another alternative. If there are no more alternatives then o: backtracks to the next recent 
one and so on. If all the alternatives are exhausted in this way the execution terminates but 
no result is produced. It is unclear to me how an implementation of a language can adopt 
such a technique. 
Execution methods (b) and (d) are discussed in Hoare [1978]. In fact, Floyd [1967b] origi-
nally suggested execution method ( d). 
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(a) ,, (b) (c) (d) 
(i) • -+ • -+ • -+ • -+ 
(ii) .~ • -+ • -+ 
(iii) 
·-P 
(iv) •/--+ ... eL--t ... • -+ • -+ 
(v) 
·~ 
eL--t ... • -+ 
(vi) 
.'\.~ •-+ ... • -+ 
(vii) •-+ ... •-+ ... •-+ ... •-+ ... 
(viii) • -+ • -+ • -+ • -+ 
(ix) .q • -+ • -+ 
(x) •-fi 
(xi) eL--t ... eL--t ... • -+ • -+ 
(xii) .~~ '\. ... eL--t ... • -+ 
(xiii) . '\.~ •-+ ... • -+ 
(xiv) •-+ ... •-+ ... •-+ ... •-+ ... 
(xv) • 
Tab.le 7: Execution Properties and Execution Methods I 
Finally I relate the execution methods to the two dual notions of nondeterminism: demonic 
and angelic. 
A demonic notion of nondeterminism assumes there is some demon controlling the nondeter-
minism in the sense that if there is at least one nondeterministic choice that wi II terminate 
messily then this choice will be chosen and the program will not terminate cleanly. In other 
words if anything can go wrong it will. Any statement about a program which rrn1st be true 
regardless of any nondeterministic choices that may occur during program exernt1on can be 
interpreted in terms of demonic nondeterminism. For example, statements s11d1 rt.'i: 
(i) 'a always starts from s' 
(ii) 'a always terminates from s' 
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(iii) 'every final state of a from s has property Q' 
(iv) 'every states E P has a property Q' 
can all be interpreted in terms of a demonic notion of nondeterminism because: 
• if a sometimes or always does not start from s, then (i) is false, 
• if a sometimes or always does not terminate from s, then (ii) is false, 
• if some or every final state of a from s does not have property Q, then (iii) is false, 
• if some or every states E P does not have property P, then (iv) is false. 
Dually, an angelic notion of nondeterminism assumes there is some angel controlling the 
nondeterminism in the sense that if there is at least one nondeterministic choice that will 
terminate cleanly then this choice will be chosen and the program will terminate cleanly. 
In other words, if anything can go right it will. Any statement about a program which 
must be true for at least one nondeterministic choice made during program execution can 
be interpreted in terms of angelic nondeterminism. For example, statements such as: 
(i) 'a sometimes starts from s' 
(ii) 'a sometimes terminates from s' 
(iii) 'some final state of a from s has property Q' 
(iv) 'some states E P has a property Q' 
can all be interpreted in terms of an angelic notion of nondeterminism because: 
• if a sometimes or always starts from s, then ( i) is true, 
• if a sometimes or always terminates from s, then (ii) is true, 
• if some or every final state of a from s has property Q, then (iii) is true, 
• if some or every states E P has property P, then (iv) is true. 
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Using execution method ( a) ( or ( c)) to execute a nondeterministic program a every execu-
tion sequence ( or exseq) of a is considered to be an execution of a. In a sense if anything 
can go wrong it will. Therefore execution methods ( a) and ( c) give rise to a demonic inter-
pretation of nondeterminism (Dijkstra [1976], Main [1987], Jacobs and Gries [1985]). On the 
other hand using execution method (b) ( or ( d)) to execute a nondeterministic program a 
only the cleanly terminating execution sequences ( or exseqs) of a are considered to be com-
putations of a. In this sense if anything can go right it will. Therefore execution methods 
(b) and (d) give rise to an angelic interpretation of nondeterminism (Floyd [1967b], Main 
[1987], Jacobs and Gries [1985]). 
In summary, the main ideas introduced in this chapter are: 
• 15 execution properties listed in Table 1, 
• 24 representation methods listed in Table 3, and 
• 4 execution methods described in Table 6. 
The central role of these ideas is reflected in the rest of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Dijkstra's Weakest Precondition 
Semantics 
For many years, computer programming was considered a skill, in the sense that computer 
programmers combined a little commonsense and intuition with hours of debugging to make a 
program perform as expected. Such an approach is not conducive to well designed programs. 
Dissatisfied with its inadequacies, Hoare [1969] introduced a formal approach based on the 
notion of correctness of programs. However, formality alone leads to incomprehensibly 
detailed proofs, making it difficult to determine if an already existing program fulfils its 
purpose. During the early 1970's, the need to combine formality with commonsense and 
intuition during program development became apparent. The challenge was to separate the 
mathematical concerns (of what is produced by a program) from the operational concerns 
( of how a program produces a result on an abstract machine). 
The insights of the 1970's into the nature of computer programming culminated in the 
weakest precondition semantics introduced in Dijkstra's original research paper [1975]. This 
paper was the forerunner of his classic monograph [1976] which made a significant impact on 
the methods of designing and proving the correctness of programs: Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) 
advocated that a program should be proved correct not after but concurrently with its de-
sign. Subsequently, Dijkstra's approach has been presented in textbook form in Gries [1981] 
and offered as a program methodology in Backhouse [1986], Dromey [1989] and Morgan 
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[1990]. Dijkstra's weakest precondition semantics forms the core topic of this thesis. My 
aim in this chapter is to give a comprehensive yet comprehensible overview of the topic, and 
simultaneously to lay the foundation for work done in later chapters. 
Hoare's [1969] approach was originally presented in the framework of deterministic programs 
(that is, programs for which there is at most one outcome from each initial state). However, 
Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) introduced his weakest precondition semantics in the more general 
framework of nondeterministic programs: each program may have several possible outputs 
for at least one of its inputs. The semantics does not constrain which of the possibilities will 
actually be produced by a particular execution of the program. 
Following McCarthy [1963], a state is taken to mean an assignment of some value to each 
program variable - hence, in effect, a sequence of values. Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) assumed 
that the input of a program is reflected in the choice of an initial state, while a final state 
reflects the output of a program. The set of all possible states of programs is called the state 
space, denoted, here by S. A predicate, in the first instance, is an interpreted formula in a 
first-order language. However, as in Dijkstra ([1976] p 14) it is common practice to equate 
a predicate Q with the set of all states in which Q is true, and I adopt this useful ambiguity 
without further mention. Predicates therefore are subsets of S ( that is, elements of P( S) ). 
I will denote programs by a, /3, 1 , ... , states bys, t, u, ... and predicates by P, Q, R, .. .. 
(This notation differs from Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]), Gries [1981] and Dijkstra and Scholten 
[1990].) 
The main idea is that the meaning of a (nondeterministic) program a is given by describing, 
for any predicate Q which is desired to be true upon termination of a, the set of all states s 
such that execution of a from s will result in a terminating in a state where Q is true. This 
set is called the weakest precondition of a with respect to Q, written wp(a, Q). Note that 
for any program a, 'wp( a, - ) ' is a mapping from predicates to predicates, that is wp( a, - ) : 
P(S) -t P(S). This mapping is called the weakest precondition predicate transformer for a. 
A predicate which characterises a set of final states of a program is called a postcondition 
for the program. A predicate which characterises a set of initial states of a program is called 
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a precondition for the program. 
So a weakest precondition predicate transformer is a tool for describing the initial states in 
which a program must be started in order to produce a final state in a given postcondition, 
and for ignoring the intermediate states which may occur during program execution. In-
tuitively, we can think of a program as some sort of inexplicable leap from an initial state 
to a final state - that is, a black box. One virtue of this approach, as Dijkstra ([1976] p 
xiv) explains, is that we do not have to worry about the details of implementations and can 
therefore reason about properties even of programs with no realistic operational interpreta-
tion. 
As the formal derivation of programs developed, Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) original method 
no longer provided adequate formalism. Furthermore, Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) approach 
was originally concerned with an input-output analysis of program behaviour. However, 
some properties of programs require a finer analysis of the program behaviour, for example, 
unbounded nondeterminacy (that is, there exists at least one state such that no finite upper 
bound on the number of possible next states can be given). Recently, Dijkstra and Scholten 
[1990] rejuvenated Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) weakest precondition semantics and presented 
a more formal self-contained approach to remedy these shortcomings. 
2.1 Dijkstra's Guarded Command Language 
At the outset, Dijkstra ([1976] p xiii) was faced with the question: 'Which programming 
language am I going to use?'. The complexity of a language with many feat mes is likely 
to be reflected in the methodology used for specifying the semantics of programs written in 
the language. For this reason Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) restricted his exposition to only the 
essential features of a programming language and defined a simple informal lan11;11age. One 
virtue of such a simplification, as eloquently expounded in Dijkstra ( [1976] p '2 J .')) is that 
programming can be presented as a discipline rather than a craft: 'a disciplirw that would 
assist us in keeping our program intelligible, understandable and managcablt;. .\fter all, 
programming is a way of thinking, the purpose of which 'is to reduce the det ai l,·d reasoning 
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needed to a doable amount' (Dijkstra [1976] p 216) and a programming language is a tool 
which has 'an influence on our thinking habits' (Dijkstra [1976] p xiii). 
To avoid becoming immersed in details of formal definitions, the syntax of this programming 
language is defined, here as in Gries [1981], by appealing to the reader's knowledge of 
mathematics and programming. There are two special atomic programs, skip and abort. 
The former has the effect of doing nothing, while the latter always fails to reach a final state. 
Next, there is a whole class of atomic programs called assignment statements. These are 
of the form 'z := e', where z is a program variable and e is some expression (for example, 
arithmetical) and intuitively understood as 'z becomes e' or 'assign to z the value of e'. 
A natural extension of the single assignment statement is the so-called multiple assignment 
statement of form 'z1 , z2 , ... , Zn : = e1 , e2 , ... , en' where the z/s are distinct program variables 
and the ei 's are expressions. This program has the effect of simultaneously substituting the 
ei 's for the Zi 's. 
From the atomic programs, compound programs can be constructed in one of three ways. 
First, any two programs o: and /3 may be composed into another program o:; /3, intuitively 
understood as 'do a, then do /3'. Second, for any predicates B 1 , B 2 , ... , En and programs 
o: 1 , o: 2 , ... , an where n 2 0, there is an alternative command IF of the form: 
intuitively understood as 'select some true Bi and execute the corresponding a/. If either 
none of the Bi's evaluate to true or at least one Bi is not well-defined, the program will 
abort. Third, there is an iterative command DO of the form: 
do B1 ---+ 0:1 ~ B2 ---+ 0:2 ~ . . . ~ Bn ---+ O'.n od 
intuitively read as 'Repeat the following until no longer possible: select some true Bi and 
execute the corresponding a/; again n 2 0. In the case where all the Bi's initially evaluate 
to false, the iterative command simply skips (Dijkstra [1976] p 39). 
Note that each Bi ensures that the corresponding O'.i is only executed under certain con-
straints and hence is called a guard. Each 'Bi ---+ ai' is called a guarded command. For this 
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reason this programming language is sometimes referred to as a guarded command language. 
(Note that a command is a program.) Nondeterminacy can be introduced when at least two 
guards in an IF or DO construct are not mutually exclusive. (Note that nondeterminacy is 
not always introduced in this way because even if B 1 and B2 are not mutually exclusive, if 
a 1 = a 2 then nondeterminacy is not introduced (by if B1 -, a1 ~ B2-, a2 Ji).) 
Unlike an if or case statement in conventional programming languages ( for example, Pascal, 
Algol 60), the alternative command IF in Gries ([1981] p 134) and Dijkstra and Scholten 
([1990] p 145) is assumed to have no defaults. In other words the guards in an IF-construct 
must be jointly exhaustive, but they need not be mutually exclusive. Under this no-defaults 
assumption the empty guarded command, 'if f i', and the single guarded command, 
'if B do a' ( unless B = S) are excluded. There is a danger of confusion here, since the 
definitions of IF in Gries ([1981] p 132) and Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 139) do allow 
these two forms. The syntax of IF in Dijkstra ([1976] p 33) excludes 'if f i' but allows 
'if B do a'. Dijkstra ([1976] p 34) simply remarks: 'If we allow the empty guarded com-
mand set as well, the statement 'if f i' is therefore semantically equivalent with the earlier 
statement abort.' 
Both Dijkstra ([1976] p 34) and Gries ([1981] p 132) assume the well-definedness of all guards 
in the IF construct. Hence the only way in which an IF command can go wrong is if no 
guard is true. vVhat happens when such a situation arises? If there are no defaults such 
a situation never occurs, nevertheless, Dijkstra/Gries do cater for it. In fact, in Dijkstra 
([1976] p 26) and Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 135) 'abort' means 'does not terminate', 
so what they are actually saying is that if no guard is true then IF is equivalent (in some 
sense) to a program which goes into an endless and unproductive loop. It is unclear what 
the virtues of such a notion are. Intuitively, it seems that if no guard is true nothing should 
happen. What will be made clear in Chapter 6, I trust, is that this intuitive insight ( of 
nothing happening) can be made into a tidy treatment of the IF construct, both technically 
and conceptually. In this treatment, for any a the composition, 'IF;a' will always pass 
control from IF to a, even when no guard of IF is true. 
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To facilitate the exposition and minimise the technical details, I have effected some restric-
tions along the lines of Gries [1981]. First: there are no side effects of the evaluation of 
expressions and guards. This means that the evaluation of expressions and conditions may 
change no variable. For example, the execution of 'z := e' may change only z, and the 
evaluation of e itself changes no variables. Consequently, expressions and guards can be 
considered as conventional mathematical entities ( with properties such as associativity and 
commutativity of addition and logical laws). Second, I omit multiple assignment (Gries 
[1981] (9.2.1)), because it can be abbreviated to 'z := e' where z represents an n-tuple 
(z1, ... , zn) of program variables and e is an n-tuple (e1, ... , en) of expressions. Writing 
multiple assignment in this way does not change the (weakest precondition) semantics so, 
the results for multiple assignment statements are mere repetitions of those for single assign-
ment statements. Third, I will assume the well-definedness of all expressions and guards. 
Fourth, I restrict IF to at most two guards (that is, 'if B1 --+ o 1 ~ B2 --+ 02 Ji') because a 
general IF command can be expressed a binary IF without changing the (weakest precondi-
tion) semantics. In particular, 
'if B1--+ 01 ~ B2--+ 02 ~ ... ~ Bn--+ On Ji', for n ~ 2 
can be written as: 
'if B1--+ 01 ~ (B2LJB3 ... LJBn)--+ IF2 Ji' 
where IF2 = if B2--+ 02 ~ ... ~ Bn--+ On Ji 
Intuitively, 'if B1 --+ o 1 ~ (B2LJB3 ... LJBn)--+ IF2 Ji' can be understood as follows. Let 
C2 = B2 U B3 ... U Bn. There are four cases: first, if B1 is true and C2 is false ( that is, 
B2, ... , Bn are all false) then execute o 1, second if B1 is false and C2 is true ( that is, at 
least one of B2, ... , Bn is true) then execute IF 2; third, if B1 is true and C2 is true then 
execute one of o 1 or IF 2 without knowing which; fourth, if both B1 and C2 are false then 
abort. Executing IF2 can be understood as selecting some true Bi (for i = 2, 3, ... , n) 
and then executing the corresponding Oi. This corresponds to the intuitive semantics of 
'if B1 --+ 01 ~ B2--+ 02 ~ ... ~ Bn--+ On Ji', for n ~ 2. Applying an analogous argument 
to 
IF; = if B; --+ O; ~ ... ~ Bn --+ On Ji (for i = 2, 3, ... , n) 
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• 
it follows that a general IF command can be expressed as a sequence of binary IF's without 
changing the semantics. 
In particular, 
can be written as: 
'if Bi -+ 0:1 ~ (B2 U B3 ... U En) -+ /32 Ji' 
where /Ji = if Bi -+ O'.i ~ (Bi+l U ... U En) -+ /3i+1 f i for i = 2, 3, ... , n - 1 
/Jn = O'.n. 
Since the formal definition of the general IF is a simple extension of binary IF it is a mere 
notational matter to extend the results obtained for two guards to n guards. 
Also, if there are no defaults, 
'if B do a' 
must be written as 
'if B-+ a ~ ,B -+ skip Ji'. 
Fifth, DO is restricted to one guard ( that is, 'do B -+ a od', or more familiarly 'while B do a') 
since, as Gries ([1981] p 139) and Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 188) point out, in the pres-
ence of the general IF command the simple DO will suffice. That is, 
is equivalent to 
or 
'do BB-+ IF od' where BB= B1U ... LJBn. 
Intuitively, do B -+ a od can be understood as: 'Repeat the following, until it has no ef-
fect: 'check whether B is true and if so do a'. Then execute skip'. Since DO skips when 
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B1 U ... U Bn is false, DO can be ;.:tuitively read as: 'Repeat the following, until it has 
no effect: 'check whether B1 U ... U Bn is true and if so: select some true Bi and execute 
the corresponding o:;'. Then execute skip'. In other words (from the intuitive semantics 
of IF): 'Repeat the following, until it has no effect: 'check whether B1 LJ ... LJ Bn is true 
and if so execute IF'. Then execute skip.' But this corresponds to the intuitive seman-
tics of 'do B --. a od' with B replaced by B1 LJ ... U Bn and a by IF. Hence intuitively, 
'do BB --. IF od' is semantically equivalent to DO. 
2.2 An Algebra of Weakest Preconditions 
To specify the semantics of a language it is necessary to state what each construct in the 
language means. The Dijkstra/ Gries methodology is to characterise programs ( that is, 
constructs) by axiomatising the behaviour of weakest precondition predicate transformers. 
This means that the possible performance of a program is reflected by the behaviour of its 
associated predicate transformer. 
One of Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) primary objectives was to present a set of rules to assist 
in the design of better programming languages. To this end beginning with a program a 
he postulated for the weakest precondition predicate transformer 'wp( a, - ) ' a set of axioms 
which underlie our reasoning about programs written in any programming language. In the 
following I use the numbering in Gries [1981]. 
For any program a and any predicates Q and R, 
(7.3) Law of the Excluded Miracle: wp(a, 0) = 0 
(7.4) Distributivity of Conjunction: wp(a,Q)nwp(a,R) = wp(o.QnR) 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7. 7) 
Law of Monotonicity: If Q ~ R then wp(a, Q) ~ wp(a, R) 
Distributivity of Disjunction: wp( a, Q) U wp( a, R) ~ wp( o. Q UR) 
For any deterministic program a, wp( a, Q) LJ wp( a, R) = wp( o. Q UR) 
(Note that the terminology in (7.4) and (7.6) is misleading: (7.4) and (7.6) really l'Xpress the 
distributivity law (for the weakest precondition predicate transformer wp(o. - ) I ,nth respect 
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to rather than of conjunction and disjunction, respectively. The laws (if they existed) for 
distibutivity of conjunction and disjunction could respectively be given by equations of the 
form: wp(a,Q)nwp(,B,Q) = wp(an,B,Q), and wp(a,Q)LJwp(,B,Q) = wp(aLJ,B,Q).) 
These axioms, which if successfully applied lead to a systematic derivation of implementable 
programs, were appropriately named healthiness properties ( or criteria) in Hoare [1978]. 
(Note that (7.5) and is a consequence of (7.4) and (7.6) (or (7.7)) is in turn a consequence of 
(7..5). So as pointed out in Hoare ([1978] p 469) (7.5) and (7.6) (or (7.7)) could be ignored.) 
A fifth healthiness condition, expressing a continuity property for 'wp( a, - ) ', introduced by 
Dijkstra ([1976] p 74) is: 
Law of Continuity: For any increasing chain ( under ~) of predicates { Pi}i2'.0, 
wp(a, U; Pi)= Ui wp(a, Pi). 
Postulating the Law of Continuity guarantees that the programs at issue are boundedly 
nondeterministic. For suppose a is unboundedly nondeterministic, that is suppose there 
is an initial state t from which a is guaranteed to terminate but from which an infinite 
number of different final states s1, s2, S3 .. . each satisfying U; P; are possible. Define Qo = 
Ui P; - { s1, s2, s3, ... } and Q;+1 = Qi U{ Si+d for i 2: 0. Then { Qi};2'.o is an increasing chain 
of predicates with lub (U Pi) (that is, U; Q; = U; P;). Now t E wp( a, U Q;) since U; Q; is 
true in each of s1 ,s2 ,s3 , .... But there is no i 2: 0 such that Q; is true for all final states of 
a since only finitely many of them are added at each stage. Thus t (/. U; wp(a, Qi); hence 
wp(a, -) is not continuous at U; P;, a contradiction. 
To fit the guarded command language (in §1), Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) imposed some con-
straints on 'wp( a, - ) ' for each atomic program and introduced a set of axioms for construct-
ing new weakest precondition predicate transformers in such a way that whatever can be 
constructed by applying them is a weakest precondition predicate transformer satisfying the 
healthiness conditions, provided each component weakest precondition predicate transformer 
does. In the following I use the numbering in Gries [1981]. 
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(8.1) 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
(9.1.3) 
wp(skip, Q) = Q 
wp(abort,Q) = 0 
wp( a; /3, Q) = wp( a, wp(/3, Q)) 
wp('z := e',Q) = Q;, where Q; denotes the predicate which differs from 
Q only in that each occurrence of variable z is replaced by the value of 
the expression e. 
(10.3b) wp(if B1-+ a1 ~ B2-+ a2 Ji, Q) = (B1UB2) n (·B1LJwp(a1,Q)) 
n ( ·B2 U wp( a2, Q)) 
(11.2) wp(while B do a, Q) = Un~O Hn(Q), where 
Ho(Q) = ,B n Q, and Hn+1(Q) = Ho(Q) U wp(if B do a,Hn(Q)) 
Since the axiomatisation is equational it is appropriate to think of it as an algebra and call 
it an algebra of weakest preconditions. It is this algebra to which the title of my thesis refers. 
Under the assumption of bounded nondeterminacy each state of an execution of a program 
has only finitely many successor states. The set of all possible executions of a (boundedly 
nondeterministic) program from any given initial state will form a finitely branching tree 
(with respect to the next-state relation). If this tree contains infinitely many nodes (or 
states) then, by Konig's lemma (in for example, Smullyan ([1968] p 32)), there must be at 
least one infinite branch in the tree. This means that under the assumption of bounded 
nondeterminacy, the semantics of a program is based on the following inference: if from 
a given initial state s a program can produce an infinite number of different results then 
there must also be a nonterminating execution from s of the program. In particular, if a 
(boundedly nondeterministic) program is guaranteed to terminate from a given initial state, 
then each branch in the (finitely branching tree) will be finite. In this case, by Konigs 
lemma, the tree itself must be finite and therefore there is only a finite number of different 
branches in the tree. 
An iterative command is called strongly terminating if for each state s there is an integer n 
such that the loop is guaranteed to terminate in n or fewer iterations. (Termination that 
is not strong is called weak termination. (This terminology is used by Back [1980] who 
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attributes it to Dijkstra.) The predicate Hn(Q) for n 2 0 in (11.2) represents exactly the 
set of all states from which execution of while B do a terminates in n or fewer iterations 
with Q true. Dijkstra's weakest precondition wp( while B do a, Q) for the iterative command 
captures exactly the set of initial states from which execution terminates in a finite number of 
iterations with Q true. (This means that wp(while B do a, Q) formalises strong termination 
for while B do a.) 
To illustrate these points, consider an implementation (in Dijkstra [1976] p 76) of a program 
which assigns to a variable x any positive integer: 
a: go_on = true; x := 1; 
do go_on ---t x := x + l 
~ go_on ---t false 
od 
This loop has infinitely many different possible outputs, but termination is not guaranteed. 
If termination is enforced by replacing the first guarded command with 
'go_on and x::; N ---t x := x+l' for some positive integer, then only finitely many different 
results can be produced. 
Is the derivation of weakest preconditions practical for all programs? By way of exam-
ple I will consider the if B1 - a 1 ~ B2 --t a 2 Ji and while B do a constructs. (Recall 
from §1 that the results for the general IF and DO command are extensions of those for 
if B1 - o: 1 ~ B2 --t o: 2 Ji and while B do o:.) Gries ([1981] p 135) points out: 'often, we 
are not interested in the weakest precondition of an alternative command, but only in de-
termining if a known precondition implies it'. Necessary and sufficient conditions under 
which X ~ wp(if B1 --t o:1 ~ B 2 --t a 2 Ji,Q) is true are given in Dijkstra ([1975] p 456) as 
Theorem 1, in Dijkstra ([1976] p 37) as 'The Basic Theorem for the Alternative Construct' 
and in Gries ([1981] p 135) as Theorem (10.5). The theorem follows: 
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( 1) Theorem For any predicate Q, 
X <:;;; wp(if B1 -+ a1 ~ B2 -+ a2 Ji), Q) iff (i) X <:;;; B1 U B2 
(ii) X n B1 <:;;; wp(a1, Q) 
(iii) X n B2 <:;;; wp( a2, Q) D 
In general, it is difficult to determine the weakest precondition wp( while B do a, S) such 
that the iterative construct will terminate. Therefore, as Gries ([1981] p 140) puts it: 'we 
want to develop a theorem that allows us to work with a useful precondition of a loop ( with 
respect to a postcondition) that is not the weakest precondition'. 
This sought-after precondition is called an invariant of the loop: it is ' ... a predicate P that 
is true before and after each iteration of [the] loop' (Gries [1981] p 141). So the idea is that 
ifs E P and while B do a is executed from s, then the final state is again an element of P. 
In the Dijkstra/Gries formulation of invariants termination is not built in - it must be 
proved separately by a bound function t for a loop with respect to a given input. Let t( s) 
denote the bound on a loop when started in state s. Then t( s) provides an upper bound 
on the number of iterations of the loop still to be performed. The idea is that t( s) is 
bounded below by O provided execution of while B do a has not terminated. Each iteration 
of while B do a decreases t( s) by at least one so that termination is guaranteed to occur. For 
suppose an unbounded number of iterations were performed. Then t( s) would be decreased 
below any limit which would lead to a contradiction. 
Why is the notion of an invariant useful? The idea is that an invariant, as a precondition of 
a loop, is easier to obtain than the weakest precondition. Namely, for 'while B do a' and 
a given postcondition Q, if we can find an invariant J such that ,B n J <:;;; Q, then I will 
be a precondition of the loop - that is, J <:;;; wp( while B do a, Q). The reasoning is that if 
execution is started in J it remains in J; upon termination Bis false (hence ,Bis true). But 
then any final state is in ,BnJ, hence in Q. This is essentially shown in Dijkstra ([1975] 
p 456) as Theorem 4, in Dijkstra ([1976] p 38) as 'The Basic Theorem for the Repetitive 
Construct' (also 'The Fundamental Invariance Theorem for Loops'), in Gries ([1981] p 144) 
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as Theorem (11.6) ('a theorem concerning a loop, an invariant and a bound function') and 
in Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 180) as the 'Main Repetition Theorem'. That is, ( when 
predicates are thought of as sets) 
(2) Theorem For any predicates I, B and Q, and any program a, 
(a) ifB n I~wp(a,J), and 
(b) 
(c) 
if for every state s in which both I and B are true, t is greater than zero, and 
if for every state s in which I and B are true and in which fort ~ t 1 + l 
for some variable t 1 , wp( a, t ~ t 1 ) is true, 
then 
I ~ wp( while B do a,I n ,B). 
Dijkstra's weakest precondition semantics are not useful for the derivation of programs with 
unbounded nondeterminism. Dijkstra's ([1976] p 77) reason for excluding unbounded non-
determinism is that when using guarded commands it is impossible to implement a program 
which from a given initial state is guaranteed to terminate and also may produce inifinitely 
many different results. To emphasise the problem, Dijkstra ([1976] p 77) considered the 
following program: 
/3: dox-/:-0--+ ifx>O--+x:=x-l 
~ x < 0 --+ 'set x to any positive integer' 
Ji 
od 
where execution of the program 'set x to any positive integer' is guaranteed to terminate 
with x equal to some positive integer, but no a priori upper bound for the final value of x 
can be given. When initiated in a state in which x = -l, the set of all possible executions 
of /3 will form the infinitely branching tree in Figure 5: 
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l 
0 
Figure 5 
In this tree, -1 branches to infinitely many points - Konigs lemma is no longer applicable. 
Each branch of this tree is finite, but for each integer n, there is a branch of length greater 
than n (the branch through n + 1). This means (as first observed by Back [1980]) there is 
no integer k such that /3 is guaranteed to terminate in less than k iterations and hence for 
any states in which x = -1, s (/. wp(/3,S) (because Dijkstra's [1976] weakest precondition 
semantics depends on strong termination (p 40) for loops). But 's (/. wp(/3,S)' if and only 
if '/3 never terminates from state s' or '/3 terminates weakly from state s'. This means 
weakest precondition semantics cannot distinguish between these two execution properties. 
Our intuitive understanding ( as represented in Figure 5) of the behaviour of /3 from a state 
in which x = -1 cannot be captured by the weakest precondition semantics of /3. 
Dijkstra ([1976] p 206) points out, program execution becomes significant when dealing with 
unbounded nondeterminism. In this connection a predicate which only guarantees that the 
program will not produce the wrong result but does not guarantee strong termination is 
more meaningful than the weakest precondition of a with respect to a given postcondition. 
Such a predicate for a program a and a given postcondition Q is called the weakest lib-
eral precondition of a with respect to Q, written wlp(a,Q) in Dijkstra ([1976] p 21). This 
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approach, as presented in Dijkstra .nd Scholten [1990] is the subject of the next section. 
The semantics of unbounded nondeterminism has also been addressed in, for example, Back 
[1980], Boom [1982] and Hesselink [1990]. 
2.3 Dijkstra's Revised Mathematical Methodology 
Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] give a self-contained algebraic-logical presentation of an (im-
proved) axiomatic approach. The formal material, presented in the first author's usual 
cultured style, proves to be difficult reading. There are two major innovations ( with respect 
to Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) earlier work) in the new approach: the inclusion of unbounded 
nondeterminism and the treatment of the semantics of the repetitive construct. To cater for 
these, Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] have revised the earlier [1976] mathematical methodology 
and effected sonie notational adaptations of predicate calculus. 
My intention in this section is to a give a preview of a few terminological and notational 
conventions adopted throughout Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] before outlining ( in §4) its 
new approach to program semantics via predicate transformers. 
A state space is defined to be a nonempty Cartesian product space, components of which 
are thought of as values of program variables. A total function defined on the state space 
is called a structure. (For example, integer- and boolean matrices, etc) can all be treated as 
structures.) In particular, a boolean structure is a total boolean-valued function defined on 
the state space. A predicate is therefore a boolean structure and a mapping bet W<'('ll boolean 
structures corresponds to a predicate transformer. (Dijkstra and Scholten 's [ 19\lO] approach 
is based on a calculus of boolean structures and on mappings between boolean structures.) 
There are two special boolean structures, true and false which are called boo/um scalars. 
These boolean scalars always exist since the state space is nonempty. The sy111l,uls ·=', '=}' 
and '~' denote mappings from a pair of boolean structures to a boolean strnl! 1m·: 
For any boolean structures P and Q, 
• 'P = Q' means P and Q are equal as functions 
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(that is, P and Q both map a state to true (or to false)), and 
• 'P => Q' means P implies Q as functions 
(that is, no state is mapped to true by P and to false by Q), and 
• 'P ¢= Q' means P follows from Q as functions 
(that is, no state is mapped to false by P and to true by Q) 
A square bracket notation ,'[]',is introduced to denote a mapping from boolean structures 
to boolean scalars such that for any boolean structure X, [X] = true if and only if X, as a 
function, maps every state to true. In particular, [true] = true and [false] = false. If X is 
a boolean structure which is true for some states and false for the others then [X] = false. 
(Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] did not consider boolean structures which are undefined for 
some states.) The mapping ' [ ]' is called an 'everywhere' operator (Dijkstra and Scholten 
[1990] p 8). It is the identity function for boolean scalars (that is, boolean scalars are those 
boolean structures solving the equation X : [[X] - X]) and it is idempotent (that is, for 
any boolean structure Y, [[[Y]] [Y]]). The convention introduced in Dijkstra and Scholten 
([1990] p 9) is that square brackets'[]' are used to express 'complete' equality between two 
operands that might be structures. For example, the Rule of Leibnitz traditionally written 
as: 
X = y => f(x) = f(y) 
is written (in Dijktra and Scholten ([1990] p 9) as: 
[x = y] => [f(x) = f(y)] 
The first pair of'[]' is needed because the arguments x and y could be structures; the second 
pair of ' []' is needed because f may be structure-valued. 
For example, suppose '+' is an infix operation on integers and '2:' denotes an ordering on 
integers. Then for integer structures x and y, 'x + y' is an integer structure, 'x + y 2: 2' is 
a boolean structure and '[x + y 2: 2]' is a boolean scalar. When treating boolean matrices 
as structures, a pointwise comparison of the components of two matrices yields a boolean 
structure and for any boolean matrix X, [X] = true if and only if every component of X 
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gets mapped to true. In particular, if A is the matrix 
and B is the matrix [: : l 
then 'A = B' is the boolean structure 
(where O corresponds to false and 1 to true) and '[A= BJ' is the boolean scalar false. 
Throughout the book a new proof annotation format is adopted: a proof of P = R is written 
in the form: 
p 
= { hint why P = Q } 
Q 
= { hint } 
= { hint } 
R 
A proof of 'P =;, R' ( or 'P {= R') is written similarly, except at least one step may use ':::;,' 
(or'¢=') instead of'='. Only the most essential hints should be included so as not to detract 
from the proof. This proof format is reminiscent of the 'intermediate assertion' method of 
program proving in the early days of Floyd [1967a]. 
Two functions from pairs of boolean structures to boolean structures are postulated: equiv-
alence (Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] p 32) and disjunction (Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] p 
35) denoted respectively by '-' and 'V'. (Note that '=' is an alternative for '=' used only 
when associativity holds (Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] p 10, 32)). (Note that what Dijkstra 
and Scholten [1990] are doing is nothing new: they are using the fact from set-theory that 
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given any set X the collection of functions from X to {F, T} can have a boolean algebra 
structure defined on it. In particular, the function 'V' from a pair of boolean structures to a 
boolean structure is postulated to be symmetric, associative, idempotent, distributive over 
=, distributive over itself and have the boolean scalar true as zero element. ) 
A novel idea of Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 37) is to define conjunction, written 'A', in 
terms of equivalence and disjunction. For this they use a relation called 'The Golden Rule' 
(Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] (5,18) ): 
[X A Y = X = Y = X V Y] 
In conjunction with associativity of = this formula can be parsed as: 
either [(X A Y) = ((X = Y) =·(XV Y))], 
or [((X A Y) = (X = Y)) =(XV Y)], 
or [(X A Y) = (X = Y =(XV Y))], 
or [((X A Y) = X) = (Y =(XV Y))], 
or [((X A Y) = X = Y) =(XV Y)], 
or [X A (Y = X = Y = (XV Y) )]. 
Conjunction is a function from pairs of boolean structures to boolean structures with prop-
erties that follow from those postulated for '=' and 'V'. Another such function, called 
implication and denoted by'::::;,', is defined by (Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] (5,37)): 
[X ::::;, Y _ X V Y = Y] 
Analogously, a function denoted by'{:::', read as 'follows from', is defined by (Dijkstra and 
Scholten [1990] (5,44) ): 
[X {::: Y = X A Y = Y] 
Negation, denoted by'-,', is a function between boolean structures with properties postulated 
with respect to '=' and 'V'(Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] p 51). 
The properties of these functions can be summarised as follows: ( S, =;,) is a partially ordered 
set (that is, a poset) with a maximum element true and a minimum element false in which 
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any two boolean structures P and Q have a greatest lower bound, Pt\ Q, and a least upper 
bound, P V Q, where V and t\ distribute over each other. Furthermore any boolean structure 
P has a complement, -,p, such that P V -,p = true and Pt\ -,p = false. This means that 
boolean structures form a boolean algebra, (S, V, t\, ,, true, false). 
Finally, with a view to characterising the semantics of the repetitive constructs, Dijkstra 
and Scholten ( [1990] p 76) show that every chain of boolean structures under the ordering 
:::} has a greatest lower bound (and also a least upper bound). So (S,:::}) is a poset with a 
minimum element false in which chains have least upper bounds (that is, (S,:::}) is a domain 
(in for example, Manes and Arbib [1986] p 149)). 
To cater for an assignment statement, Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 116) define a (prefix) 
predicate transformer for substitution: 
(z := e)(Q) 
intuitively understood as: 'Q with z replaced by the value of e' ( or 'whatever Q says about 
z is true of the value of e '). 
In order to remedy the shortcoming concerning programs with unbounded nondeterminacy, 
encountered in Dijkstra [1976], Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] Chapter 9) define the semantics 
of the repetitive construct in terms of solutions of equations of the form: 
Y = b(X,Y) 
where X is a predicate, that is, a boolean structure, and bis a total boolean-valued function 
over S, that is, a structure over S (written in Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (8,0)) as Y: 
[b.X.Y]). For this Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (8,1)) consider simpler equations of the 
form Y = b(Y) (written Y : [b.Y]), that is, fixed points of b. It is shown (in Dijkstra 
and Scholten ([1990] p 148,149)) that for every boolean-valued function b there is precisely 
one element X ~ S such that b (X) = X and for each Y ~ S with b (Y) = Y, X ~ Y, 
namely X = n{Y I Y = b (Y)} (provided it exists). This is called the strongest solution 
of Y = b (Y) in Dijkstra and Scholten [1990]. (The ordinary terminology used is: X is the 
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least fixed point of b (Manes and A ;,ib [1986] p 153) (de Bakker [1980] p 70).) Likewise, 
the weakest solution of Y = b (Y) ( conventionally, the greatest fixed point of b) (if it exists) 
is the unique element X = LJ{Y I Y = b (Y)} ~ S such that b (X) = X and for each Y ~ S 
with b(Y) = Y, Y ~ X. 
The usefulness of least fixed points in the characterisation of semantics of the repetitive 
construct is pointed out in Manes and Ar bib ( [1986] §6.2). In this connection Dijkstra 
and Scholten [1990] prove two theorems ( analogous to those in Manes and Ar bib [1986]) 
concerning the existence of fixed points. A least fixed point is characterised as an infinite 
meet in the first and as an infinite join in the second. The first theorem deals with functions 
f over (S, ~) with the property: if X ~ Y then f(X) ~ J(Y), that is, monotonic functions. 
This is: 
Knaster-Tarski Theorem (Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (8,25) p 1.54) 
For any monotonic function f over (S, ~), the strongest solution of Y = f(Y) 
is X = n{Y I f(Y) ~ Y} ( and the weakest solution is X = U{Y I f(Y) :? Y} ). 
However, this theorem is not particularly useful in program semantics. Another character-
isation is obtained by considering continuous functions over (S, ~) - that is. functions f 
such that for any chain (under ~) {P;};2 o of subsets of S, f(Ui 2o Pi)= Ui2o f( P, ). This is: 
Kleene's Fixed Point Theorem (Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (8,60) p 163) 
For any continuous function J over (S, ~), the strongest solution of Y = f( Y) 
is X = Ui2o f(0) (and the weakest solution is X = ni2 o t(S)). 
Unfortunately, Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 158) use some quite nondescript 11utations for 
the strongest and weakest solutions of equations of the form 'Y = f (X, Y) ·. na11wly 'g.X' 
and 'h.Y' - these are commonly denoted respectively by'µ' and 'v' (de Bakker ,rnd de Roever 
[1973]). In particular, the least fixed point of f(X, Y) = Y is denoted by fLX.[J1 X. Y) = Y] 
and the greatest fixed point by vX.[f(X, Y) = Y]. 
A final notion introduced to help describe bound functions for loops is that of well fu1111dedness 
(Enderton [1977] p 241-242), which is used instead of the ordering on natural 11111nlwrs. This 
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notion of well-foundedness applies to posets and the relevant facts are accessible to anyone 
with knowledge about induction. In particular, 
For any poset ( D, ~), the following are equivalent: 
(a) D is well-founded 
(b) D is well-ordered (that is, every nonempty subset of D has a minimal ele-
ment) (Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (9,16)) 
( c) Course-of-values induction over D is valid 
(Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (9,20)) 
(d) All decreasing chains in D are finite (Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (9,22)) 
It is impressive how neatly well-foundedness, in particular its equivalence to course-of-values 
induction, fits into Dijkstra's 'Fundamental Invariance Theorem for Loops'. 
2.4 The Weakest Liberal Precondition 
Finally the preliminaries are over, now we come to the Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] pro-
gram semantics which, as in §2, I present equationally. (Note that true and false correspond 
respectively to S and 0.) Consistent with the methodology established in Dijkstra ([1975], 
[1976]), Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] postulate predicate transformers and healthiness con-
ditions. The former notation 'wp(a, Q)' and 'wlp(a, Q)' are replaced with 'wp.a.Q' and 
'wlp.a.Q' where the '.' denotes function application ( as in lambda calculus (Hindley and 
Seldin [1986]) ). In this thesis I use the former notation. 
They postulate for every program a a predicate transformer wlp( a, - ) and a predicate 
wp( a, S) (rather than the predicate transformer wp( a, - ) ) and then define wp( a, - ) as 
(Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] (7,2)): 
wp(a,Q) = wp(a,s)nwlp(a,Q) 
for all predicates Q. This definition is consistent with Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) postulation 
of wp(a, - ). In the first instance, wlp(a, Q) characterises the set of all states s such that 
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if execution of o: from s terminates then it does so in Q. Secondly, wp(a,S) characterises 
the set of all states from which o: terminates. Then wp( a, S) n wlp( a, Q) is the set of all 
initial states s such that every execution of a from s will terminate and does so in a state 
in Q. And this is exactly the weakest precondition of a with respect to Q as postulated in 
Dijkstra ([197.5], [1976]). 
The new set of healthiness conditions is: 
For any program o:: 
(RO) wlp(a,niPi) = niwlp(a,Pi) for all Pi~ S 
(Rl) wp(a, 0) = 0 
Condition (RO) implies (as shown in Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 132)): 
wlp(a, 0) = 0 and 
wp(a, ni Pi)= ni wp(a, Pi) for all Pi~ S. 
The intended effect of (Rl) is to eliminate states from which a program o: sometimes ter-
minates and sometimes does not terminate ( that is termination/ nontermination property 
8(2) in Chapter 1, p 3). It also eliminates states from which a program o: does not always 
start ( that is initialisation property A(2) in Chapter 1, p 3) (Programs which sometimes 
start and sometimes do not start from a state are called partial programs in Nelson [1989]). 
It should be noted that the original four healthiness conditions (§2, p 38) (as postulated 
by Dijkstra [1975]) are direct consequences of (RO) and (Rl) and hence are not explicitly 
required. These are as follows: (The proofs are in Dijkstra and Scholten [1990].) 
For any program a and any predicates Q and R, 
(7.3) Law of the Excluded Miracle: 
wlp( a, S) = S 
wp(a,0) = 0 
(7.4) Distributivity of Conjunction: 
wlp(a,Q)nwtp(a,R) = wlp(a,QnR) 
wp(a,Q)nwp(a,R) = wp(a,QnR) 
(7.5) Law of Monotonicity: 
If Q ~ R then wlp( a, Q) ~ wlp( a, R) 
If Q ~ R then wp(a,Q) ~ wp(a,R) 
(7.6) Distributivity of Disjunction: 
wlp(a,Q)Uwlp(a,R) ~ wlp(a,QLJR) 
wp( a, Q) U wp( a, R) ~ wp( a, Q UR) 
( 7. 7) For any deterministic program a, 
wlp( a, Q) U wlp( a, R) = wlp( a, Q UR) 
wp(a,Q)LJwp(a,R) = wp(a,QLJR) 
The fifth healthiness condition ( the Law of Continuity, (§2.2, p 8)) has been excluded since, 
as Dijkstra and Scholten ( [1990] p 125) explain, 'in order to reason in a trustworthy manner 
about abstract programs one has to know how to cope with unbounded nondeterminism'. 
Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) guarded command language is extended with the introduction 
of an ( unboundedly nondeterministic) program called havoc. This program has the effect 
of terminating in an unpredictable state from a given initial state. Now the intention in 
Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] is to capture the semantics of this program and those in §1 
by imposing conditions on 'wlp( a, - ) ' and 'wp( a, S) '. These are the following: (I use the 
numbering of Dijkstra and Scholten [1990].) 
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(7.16) wlp( skip, Q) = Q 
(7.17) wp(skip,S)=S 
(7.13) wlp(abort,Q) = S 
(7.14) wp(abort,S) = 0 
(7.10) wlp( havoc, Q) = S, if Q -1- 0 
(7.11) wp(havoc,S) = S 
(7.23) wlp(a; /3, Q) = wlp(a, wlp(/3, Q)) 
(7.24) wp(a;/3,S) = wp(a,wp(/3,S)) 
(7.19) wlp('z := e',Q) = (z := e)(Q) 
(7.20) wp(' z := e' ,S) = S 
(7.27) wlp(if B1 --+ o:1 ~ B2 --+ o:2 Ji,Q) = (·B1 LJwlp(o:1,Q)) n (·B2Uwlp(a2,Q)) 
(7.28) wp(if B1--+ 0:1 ~ B2--+ 0:2 fi,S) = (B1UB2) n (·B1LJwp(o:1,S)) n 
( ·B2 U wp( 0:2, S)) 
These definitions are indeed valid since as shown in Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] the com-
mands they define satisfy (RO) and (Rl ). It is worth noting that there is no theorem 
corresponding to Dijkstra's theorem 'The Basic Theorem for the Alternative Construct' and 
Gries's ([1981] p 135) Theorem (10.5) (that is, Theorem (2.1) in this thesis) because using 
the new approach the problem of determining wp( i J B 1 --+ o:1 ~ B 2 --+ o:2 Ji, Q) is broken 
into two smaller problems, namely, determining wlp(iJ B1 --+ 0:1 ~ B2 --+ 0:2 Ji, Q) and de-
termining wp(iJ B1 --+ 0:1 ~ B2--+ 0:2 Ji, S). 
Although the iterative construct is somewhat more complicated to handle than the other 
constructs, if the command a is deterministic then so is DO. In the case of the repetitive 
construct, the issue of termination or rather nontermination must be considered with care. 
In particular, termination of DO is guaranteed for all initial states in which wp( DO, S) 
holds. What follows is a brief account of the semantics of the simple while B do a. 
The idea is that wp( while B do a, Q) is the set of all those states s such that execution 
of while B do a from s will terminate in a state Q. Then in Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] 
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(9,2)) wp( while B do a, Q) is definer: to be the strongest solution of the mapping 
f(Y) = (BLJQ) n (,BLJwp(a,Y)) 
(=(BUQ) n(,B LJ(,BLJwp(a,Y)) = (BUQ) n(,BUB) n(,BLJ(,BLJwp(a,Y))) = 
(BUQ) n (,BLJwp(if B-+ a Ji, Y))). That is, 
wp( while B do a. Q) = n{Y I Y = f(Y)} where f(Y) = (BU Q) n (,BU wp( if B-+ a f i, Y)) 
So, here, initially no upper bound on the number of execution steps is needed. 
Analogously, wlp( while B do a, Q) is the set of all those states s such that if execution of 
while B do a from s terminates then it does so in a final state in Q. Then wlp( while B do a, Q) 
is defined in Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (9,1)) to be the weakest solution of the mapping 
g(Y) = (BLJQ) n (,BLJwlp(a,Y)) 
(= (BUQ) n (,BU (,BLJwlp(a, Y)) = (BUQ) n (,BLJwlp(if B-+ a Ji, Y))). That is, 
wlp(while B do a,Q) =U{Y I Y = g(Y)} whereg(Y) = (BUQ) n(,BLJwlp(if B-+ a fi,Y)) 
Finally, Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] (9,26)) formulate a new version of Dijkstra's [1976] 
theorem for the iterative construct. When predicates are thought of as sets, this theorem is 
as follows: 
Theorem For any program a, any predicates I and B and any arithmct1r ex-
pression t, 
(a) if for every states in which both I and B are true, t is greater than ::cro, and 
(b) if for every states in which I and B are true and in which t has rnlur t 1 
for some variable t1, wp( a,l n f < f 1) is true, 
then 
I ~ wp( while B do a,l n ,B). 
Replacing (c) in Theorem (2.1) (of this thesis) by 
(c)' for every states in which I and Bare true and in which t has value t 1 Jo,· ,01111 variable 
t1 , wp(a, t < ti) is true, 
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and using Gries ([1981] (7.4)) to combine (2.l)(a) and (c)', it turns out that Gries's formu-
lation of Dijkstra's [1976] theorem for the iterative construct reduces to that of Dijkstra and 
Scholten [1990]. 
2.5 Categorising the State Space 
A major concern in the study of program semantics is to develop a framework and language 
in which we can provide a helpful classification of executions. To maintain consistency with 
the Dijkstra/Gries type exposition I will assume that: 
(i) a always starts from s, and 
(ii) nontermination is equated with messy termination. 
The fundamental question is: What do we want to be able to say of a program a, an initial 
state s, and a postcondition Q? Recall from Chapter 1 the key to answering this question 
lies in the execution and final state properties of a program from a state. 
First concerning the execution of a from state s we ask: Does a always, sometimes, some-
times not or never terminate from s? So we want the termination/nontermination property 
of a program a started from a state s. There are eight possibilities arising from the ter-
mination/nontermination properties (8(1),8(2) and 8(3) in Chapter 1, p 3). Namely, a 
neither terminates nor does not terminate from s; 8(1) a always terminates from s; 8(2) a 
sometimes terminates from s; 8(3) a never terminates from s; [8(1) and 8(3)] a sometimes 
terminates and sometimes does not terminate from s; [8(1) and 8(2)] a sometimes or always 
terminates from s; [8(2) and 8(3)] a sometimes or always does not terminate from s; and 
[(8(1), 8(2) and 8(3)] there is an execution of a from s. 
Secondly concerning the final states of a from state s we ask: Does every or some final state 
of a from s have a given property Q? or Does every or some final state of a from s not 
have a given property Q? So we want the final state properties of a program a from a state 
s. There are eight possibilities arising from final state properties (D(l ), D(2) and D(3) in 
Chapter 1, p 3). Namely: there is no final state of a from s; D(l) every final state of a from 
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s has property Q; D(2) some final state of a from s has property Q; D(3) no final state of a 
from s has property Q; [D(l) and D(2)] some or every final state of a from s has property 
Q; [D(l) and D(3)] every or no final state of a from s has property Q; [D(2) and D(3)] some 
or every final state of a from s does not have property Q; [D(l), D(2) and D(3)] there is a 
final state of a from s. 
From these possibilities we can identify eight categories (a) - (h) of the state space S. 
Namely: 
(a) { s I a al ways terminates from s} 
(b) { s I a sometimes terminates from s} 
( c) { s I a sometimes does not terminate from s} 
( d) { s I a never terminates from s} 
( e) { s I every final state of a from s has property Q} 
(f) { s I some final state of a from s has property Q} 
(g) { s I some final state of a from s has property ,Q} 
(h) { s I every final state of a from s has property ,Q} 
corresponding respectively to B(l), [B(l) and B(2)], [B(2) and B(3)], B(3), D(l), [D(l) and 
D(2)], [D(2) and D(3)], and D(3). 
Knowing that the Dijkstra/ Gries language of 'wp' and 'wlp' is a language for reasoning 
about programs, we enquire whether it captures each of the above eight cases. 
So my goal is to capture the above eight sets by formulating conditions on executions and 
states. For this the interpretation of a program as a black box is inadequate since the details 
of executions are ignored. Instead I will view a program (operationally) as a sequence of 
atomic steps. Recall from Chapter 1 (p 24, 25) since programs are nondeterministic, any 
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given initial state gives rise to an execution tree (or extree for short). I will assume that the 
meaning of a program is given by the set of all its possible execution trees. 
The set Seq( S) of exseqs is defined as follows: 
s+ denotes the set of all finite non-empty sequences of elements of S. 
SX) denotes the set of all infinite sequences of elements of S. 
Seq(S) = s+ LJS00 • 
I denote exseqs by x, y, z, ... etc, the idea being that when I write 'x = (x1 , x2 , x 3 , •. . )' it 
is left open whether or not xis finite. But 'x = (x 1 , x2 , .•. , Xn)' means x is finite and has 
Xn as last element, where Xn E S. (Note that it can never be the case that some x; r/. S (for 
i = 1, 2, ... , n) because by (ii) there is no state of messy termination.) 
I now define some operations on exseqs. For any x E Seq(S), say x = (x 1 ,x2 ,x3 , •. . ): 
f irst(x) = x1 
last(x) = { Xn 
undefined 
if XE 5+ and X = (x1, X2, ... , Xn) 
if x E S 00 . 
We need a notation for the set of all execution sequences of a program from an initial state. 
For any program a and any initial state s 
extree(a,s) = {x E Seq(S) I first(x) =sand xis an exseq of a} 
Then extree(a,s) ~ Seq(S) and divides into two subsets as follows: 
fin( a, s) denotes the set of all finite exseqs of a from s. 
infin( a, s) denotes the set of all infinite exseqs of a from s. 
Thus extree(a,s) = fin(a,s) U infin(a,s). 
Note that 'extree( a, s) = 0' would mean that a does not start from s. Recall from p 
57 that we have assumed that every program is defined for every state. (That is, for every 
program a and every states, extree( a, s) =I- 0.) Also 'extree( a, s) = fin( a, s)' means 'every 
execution of a from s is finite' or ' every execution of a from s terminates'. Recall from 
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the earlier discussion on bounded/unbounded nondeterminacy (§2) that in the particular 
case of a boundedly nondeterministic program a, 'extree( a, s) = fin( a, s)' is equivalent to 
'extree(a, s) is finite' by Konig's lemma. (Note that a deterministic program a can proceed 
in exactly one way from any state s, so in this case extree( a, s) is a singleton.) 
Finally I introduce a notation for the set of all final states of a program from a given initial 
state. For any program a and any initial state s 
out(a,s) = {t I (:lx E extree(a,s)) [t = last(x)]} = {last(x) Ix E extree(a,s)} 
(Note that I am not using sequences in the sense that the limit of an infinite exseq of a from 
s is an output for a from s. So out ( a, s) captures the final states of cleanly terminating 
executions (that is, exseqs in fin(a,s)) of a from s.) Then for any predicate Q, 'out(a,s) ~ 
Q' means 'every final state of every (terminating) computation of a from s is one in which 
Q is true'. 
Using the above notation we can easily express the eight sets ( a )-(h): 
( a) { s I a always terminates from s} = { s I infin( a, s) = 0} 
(b) { s I a sometimes terminates from s} = { s I fin( a, s) =/- 0} 
( c) { s I a sometimes does not terminate from s} = { s I in fin( a, s) =/- 0} 
( d) { s I a never terminates from s} = { s I fin( a, s) = 0} 
( e) { s I every final state of a from s has property Q} = { s I out (a, s) ~ Q} 
(f) {s I some final state of a from s has property Q} = {s I out(a,s)nQ =I- 0} 
(g) {s I some final state of a from s has property ,Q} = {s I out(a,s) n,Q =I- 0} 
(h) { s I every final state of a from s has property ,Q} = { s I out ( a, s) ~ ,Q} 
Note that there are variations. For example, provided a is defined for state s, 
(d) {s I a never terminates from s} = {s I out(a,s) = 0} 
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In fact, we can capture all these eigl'! sets by defining two primitive functions: 
at: programs -+ predicates, defined by 
at ( o:) = { s I o: always terminates from s} 
and 
af: programs x predicate -+ predicates, defined by 
af( o:, Q) = { s I every final state of o: from s has property Q} 
I use terminology 'af' for 'all final states' and 'at' for 'always terminates'. (Note that 
af(o:,S) = S and if Q ~ R then af(o:,Q) ~ af(o:,R) (that is, af(o:,-) is monotonic over 
predicates). Now, 
(a) { s I o: al ways terminates from s} = at ( o:) 
(b) {s Io: sometimes terminates from s} = ,af(o:,0) 
( c) { s I o: sometimes does not terminate from s} = -, at ( o:) 
( d) { s I o: never terminates from s} = af( o:, 0) 
( e) { s I every final state of o: from s has property Q} = af ( o:, Q) 
(f) { s I some final state of o: from s has property Q} = ,aj( o:, ,Q) 
(g) { s I some final state of o: from s has property ,Q} = ,af( o:, Q) 
(h) { s I every final state of o: from s has property ,Q} = af( o:, ,Q) 
Using the two primitive functions at and af ( that is, implicitly, the eight set,- ,ti Jove) we 
can easily express the Dijkstra/ Gries predicate transformers wp and wlp. \ a11wl_\·. for any 
program o:: 
wp ( o:, - ) : predicates -+ predicates, defined by 
wp (o:, Q) = at(o:) n af(o:, Q) 
(Note that wp(o:,S) = at(o:) n af(o:,S) = at(o:).) 
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and 
wlp ( a, - ): predicates ---+ predicates, defined by 
wlp(a,Q) = af(a,Q) 
Note that wp(a,Q) = wp(a,S) n wlp(a,Q). Hence Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] take 
wlp(a,-) and wp(a,S) as primitives. (The latter really is a mapping wp(-,S): programs 
---+ predicates.) These are exactly our primitives af and at. Therefore, 
(a) {s I a always terminates from s} = wp(a,S) 
(b) {s I a sometimes terminates from s} = ,wlp(a,0) 
( c) { s I a sometimes does not terminate from s} = , wp (a, S) 
( d) { s I a never terminates from s} = wlp ( a, 0) 
(e) {s I every final state of a from s has property Q} = wlp (a, Q) 
(f) { s I some final state of a from s has property Q} = ,wlp ( a, ,Q) 
(g) {s I some final state of a from s has property ,Q} = ,wlp(a,Q) 
(h) {s I every final state of a from s has property ,Q} = wlp(a,,Q) 
This shows that, given a few assumptions on definedness, the Dijkstra/Gries language of 
'wp' and 'wlp' really does capture the eight cases. 
2.6 Discussion 
In conclusion, I provide a critical assessment of the original Dijkstra ([1975],[1976]) approach 
and the current mature Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] approach to programming language 
semantics. In my opinion there are a number of respects in which neither is entirely adequate 
for characterising the semantics of programs in the sense required by practical considerations. 
(The list is not meant to be in order of priority.) 
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First, Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) and Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] consider only one way in 
which a program can 'go wrong': abortion due to no guard of an IF evaluating to true. 
But ( as I mentioned in Chapter 1) in practice there are several ways in which ( an execution 
of) a program may fail, for example, 'overflow', 'underflow' ( due to a value being out of 
range), 'break' (due to a deliberate break in program execution), 'undefinedness' (due to, 
say, division by zero), etc. In order to cater for the other failures which may arise, Gries 
[1981], imposed conditions under which the assignment and alternative commands do not 
fail. However, along with Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) (and Dijkstra and Scholten 1990]), for 
ease of exposition, Gries [1981] also assumed the well-definedness of expressions used in 
assignment commands and guards. 
Second, the law of excluded miracle only allows the construction of programs which can be 
started from every possible initial state. This means that every state is a possible initial 
state of any program and hence Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) and Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] 
implicitly consider only total programs. However it may be reasonable (in some context) to 
consider a notion of partial programs (that is, programs which may not always start). Nelson 
[1989] simplified Dijkstra's [1976] healthiness conditions by dropping this law for which he 
could see no practical significance. 
Third, although recursive procedures play a central role in computer science, Dijkstra ([1975], 
[1976]) chose to omit them from his language of guarded commands. His primary concern was 
to select the most effective constraints on programming languages rather than to consider 
'as most universal a programming language as possible' (Dijkstra [1976] p 213). One of the 
reasons for the omission, as Dijkstra ( [1976] p xvi) explains is: 
The point is that I felt no need for them in order to get my message across, viz. 
how a carefully chosen separation of concerns is essential for the design of in all 
respects, high-quality programs: the modest tools of the mini-language gave us 
already more than enough latitude for nontrivial, yet satisfactory designs. 
Nelson [1989] generalised the weakest precondition semantics, constituted in Dijkstra [1976], 
to include the semantics of recursion. 
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Fourth, the treatment of a single guarded command 'if B -----+ a f i' is somewhat unclear. 
Although this case is not explicitly mentioned in Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]), it would seem 
that the familiar command, ·if B do a' corresponds to 'if B-----+ a Ji'. However, due to the 
lack of defaults assumed in Gries ([1981] p 134) such a command corresponds to 'if B -----+ 
a ~ ,B -----+ skip f i'. Does this mean that there is no one-guarded alternative command ( un-
less B = S in which case the guard does nothing)? The same discrepancy arises in Dijkstra 
and Scholten ([1990] p 138) where 'if B -----+ a f i' is allowed but 'if B do a' corresponds 
to 'if B -----+a~ ,B-----+ skip Ji' (Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 145). However, Dijkstra 
and Scholten ([1990] p 193) observe that 'if B-----+ a Ji', when initiated in a state in which 
B holds, corresponds to one iteration of 'while B do a'. To see this recall, from §4, the 
definition of the semantics of the repetitive command. In particular, for any predicate Q, 
wlp(while B do a,Q) = (BLJQ) n (,BLJwlp(a,wlp(DO,Q)) 
= (BUQ) n (,BLJwlp(a;while B do a,Q) 
= wlp('ij,B-----+ skip -0 B-----+ a; while B do a Ji', Q) 
and 
wp(while B do a,Q) = (BUQ) n (,BLJwp(a,wp(while B do a,Q)) 
= (BUQ) n (,BLJwp(a;while B do a,Q) 
= wp('ij,B-----+ skip~ B-----+ a; while B do a Ji', Q) 
This means that 'ij ,B -----+ skip ~ B -----+ a; while B do a f i' is semantically equivalent to 
'while B do a'. However, operationally, an execution of 'while B do a' consists of a (finite 
or infinite) sequence of executions of 'if B -----+ a f i' ( or simply a) under the constraint that 
Bis true before each of these executions. Execution of 'while B do a' terminates if and only 
if B does not hold after a finite number (possibly zero) of these executions of 'if B-----+ a Ji' 
(or simply a). So, in general, 'while B do a' consists of a (finite or infinite) sequence of 
executions of 'ij,B -----+ skip~ B -----+ a; while B do a Ji' (or of 'if B-----+ a Ji'). Therefore 
the weakest precondition semantics of one or zero iterations of 'while B do a' is the same 
as the weakest precondition semantics of 'if B -----+ a f i'. 
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Chapter 3 
Correctness 
This chapter is concerned with a major problem confronting all programmers: whether or 
not a program behaves as intended. This is the problem of the correctness of a program. 
Important issues in this regard are the meanings of 'correctness', different notions of cor-
rectness and methods of increasing one's confidence that a program is correct. The first part 
of this chapter gives some background and justification as to why program correctness is an 
important area of study. In the second part I introduce what I take to be important fac-
tors influencing a program's correctness. I consider different possible constraints on a state 
in which a program is activated: 2 initialisation constraints and 26 execution constraints. 
These lead to 52 notions of correctness. 
Since the advent of the first computers a significant amount of programmer effort has been 
deployed in fixing errors in programs. There are two main methods of producing programs 
without errors or with fewer errors: testing and proving. At first much emphasis was placed 
on the former. Testing a program involves executing it, either mechanically or manually, on 
a particular set of data. An important feature of testing is that the effect of the program 
is discovered only for a particular chosen set of input data by inductive reasoning. Such a 
technique can be performed without much thought and reveals only the presence of errors, 
not their absence. 
The idea of proving properties of programs ( for example, correctness) can be traced back to 
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the early 1960's. For example, in a ·
0
1 aper concerning a mathematical theory of programs, 
McCarthy [1963] suggested that 'instead of trying out computer programs on test cases 
until they are debugged, one should prove that they have the desired properties'. Thereafter 
much attention was devoted to the operational proofs of program correctness. Such proofs 
are based on a model of computation, and the effects of executing a program on a machine 
are considered. It was only in the second half of the sixties that significant research on 
formal proofs of program correctness evolved. 
The idea of formally proving program correctness emerged through the work of Naur [1966] 
and Floyd [1967a]. Naur [1966] provided an informal technique for specifying program proofs 
and, in a seminal paper [1967a], Floyd proposed that an adequate definition of a program-
ming language could be obtained from the specification of proof techniques. Building on 
Naur's and Floyd's work, Hoare [1969] laid the foundations for much of the work in program-
ming methodology, program proving and programming language design. Hoare's approach, 
currently known as an axiomatic approach ( also an algebraic approach), was to define pro-
gramming language constructs in terms of how programs containing them can be proved 
correct, rather than in terms of how they are to be executed. (The definition consisted of a 
logical system of axioms and inference rules. This logical system is called Hoare logic and 
sometimes Floyd-Hoare logic.) The main idea is that properties of a program and the effect 
of executing a program on a set of data are established from the program text by means of 
deductive reasoning. 
Gradually (during the 1970's) it was recognised that a program and its prnuf ,ltould be 
developed concurrently, with the main emphasis on the idea of correctness. That is, the 
concerns of correctness and methods used in proving correctness influence the d1·wlopment 
of a program from the beginning. It was Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) who clarified how this could 
be achieved via his calculus for the derivation of programs ( that is, the algebra of weakest 
preconditions in Chapter 2.2). Dijkstra's algebra of weakest preconditions is pr 1111arily an 
algebra for rigorous program derivation rather than an algebra for post hut \ ,·rilication. 
Hoare [1969] introduced sufficient conditions such that a program will prod111 ,. 1 lw correct 
result if it terminates; while Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) introduced necessary II nd , ufficient 
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conditions ( or weakest preconditions) such that a program is guaranteed to terminate and 
produce the correct result. 
Variants of Hoare's approach include: specification languages and programming logics. Spec-
ification languages, of which a variety have been developed, are languages for writing pro-
grams which are to be verified. Many employ a set of axioms and inference rules based on 
first-order predicate calculus which can be used to give a precise statement of the effect that 
a program is required to achieve. Specific examples include Euclid (Lampson et al [1977]), 
the Vienna Development Method or VDM (also Vienna Development Language or VDL) 
(Jones [1986]) and Z (Spivey [1989], Norcliffe and Slater [1990]). Specification languages 
are useful for illustrating the practical consequences of attempting to design a language for 
which proofs are feasible. 
Programming logics such as dynamic logic (Pratt [1976], [1979a], Harel [1979a]), process logic 
(Pratt [1979b]), temporal logic (Emerson [1990]) and action logic (Pratt [1990]) are further 
logical systems motivated by program correctness. The purpose of a programming logic is 
to provide a mathematical framework useful for specifying and verifying the correctness of 
programs. Programs are not actually written within the mathematical framework - it serves 
as a tool for describing certain behavioural patterns of programs. For example, dynamic 
logic can be used to describe the input-output behaviour of programs; while process logic 
and temporal logic can used to say what happens during an execution. 
An overview of Hoare's [1969] approach and subsequent developments is provided in §1. 
In §2 I use the analysis of execution properties in Chapter 1 to introduce various notions 
of program correctness. Of these, however, only a few have previously been investigated. 
These are identified in §4. §5 is devoted to concepts of correctness which cater for both 
nontermination and messy termination - to cater for the other ways in which a program 
can go wrong. A comparison of the various notions of correctness for programs is given in 
§6. 
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3.1 Correctness of Programs 
To begin with I expound the notion of correctness based on Hoare's axiomatic approach. 
One meaning of 'correctness' of programs arises by putting some constraints on the input to 
a program and the expected relation between its inputs and outputs. A constraint charac-
terising the values of program variables before initialisation of a program is called an input 
assertion (or a precondition), while that characterising the values program variables should 
assume after execution of the program is called an output assertion ( or a postcondition). An 
assertion is a statement about a program's state which is either true or false. Then the 
idea is that a notion of correctness of a program should reflect the relationship among an 
input assertion, an output assertion and the program. Hoare's [1969] original notation for 
expressing a notion of correctness for a program a with respect to an input assertion P and 
an output assertion Q is ·P{o:}Q'. ('{P}o:{Q}' is now more widely used.) Such a triple is 
called a Hoare triple in Jacobs and Gries [198.S]. 
A proof of correctness for a program involves showing formally that a program satisfies 
its specification. In order to achieve this, an axiom or inference rule is associated with 
each atomic or compound program of a programming language. These axioms or inference 
rules state what may be asserted after execution of the program in terms of what was true 
beforehand. So to prove a program is correct with respect to an input assertion P and an 
output assertion Q we assume the truth of P and use (like a proof in logic) the axioms 
and inference rules to try to establish the truth of Q. Eventually every atomic program in 
the complete program appears between two assertions, called intermediate assertions. In 
general, the input assertions used must describe all possible inputs for a program not only 
a finite (small) collection of specific inputs. Then a proof of correctness of a program is a 
proof over all the program inputs. A program together with assertions between each pair 
of statements is called a proof outline. Placing assertions in a program is called annotating 
the program and the final program is called an annotated program. For a complex language 
with many features the correctness proofs for programs are likely to be elaborate and this 
will be reflected in the complexity of the underlying axioms and rules. 
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Mathematical logic notations can be used to express assertions. If a proof of a program does 
not rely on special properties of the symbols used but only those required for all inputs then 
the proof is valid for every specific input. If special properties of the symbols (for example, 
x 2:: 0, x > 0) must be asssumed to construct a proof then an exhaustive case analysis 
constitutes a complete proof. 
The practice of proving the correctness of programs should not be regarded as a purely 
theoretical exercise. First, a proof of correctness for a program is a rigorous method of 
formulating the purpose of a program and conditions under which it will perform as intended. 
In this respect correctness proofs play an increasingly significant role in the documentation of 
programs. Second, correctness proofs using machine-independent axioms and inference rules 
reveal the machine-dependent features of programs and therefore can be used in establishing 
the portability of programs. Third, the axiomatic approach is an indispensible tool for 
writing programs which are simple and clear since programming language constructs are 
defined with a view to making proofs involving them easier to understand instead of making 
their execution easy. Fourth, the reliability of programs can be increased because correctness 
proofs can be used to detect errors and force the programmer to make explicit in the program 
text information for understanding and maintenance of the program. 
However, due to the size and complexity of programs it may be difficult to develop input and 
output assertions against which to verify an already existing program and it may be impos-
sible to show that, if found, the input and output assertions do in fact reflect the intentions 
of the programmer. To overcome such difficulties Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) proposed a more 
goal-directed approach in which a program and its proof are developed simultaneously. 
It seems natural to ask whether such an axiomatic approach provides an adequate alternative 
to the existing 'forward' development of programs. Dijkstra [1976] provided many examples 
to illustrate the extreme importance of the output assertion (instead of the input assertion) in 
developing programs. Suppose we want to find a program a such that { P}a{ Q}. Dijkstra's 
goal-directed approach requires that an input assertion P be derived from a program and an 
output assertion; while the 'historical' approach involves developing a from P only (without 
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reference to Q). The chance of producing (under the latter approach) a correct program 
which solves a given problem is remote. (See also Gries [1979a].) 
The connection between Hoare's approach and Dijkstra's approach to program correctness 
is simple. For a program a, a precondition P and a postcondition Q, triples of the form 
{ P}a{ Q} are the basis of the approach to program correctness via Hoare logic. Dijkstra's 
([1975], [1976]) approach to program correctness of a program a with respect to a postcon-
dition Q, is to specify the least constrained precondition P, written wp(a, Q), such that 
{P}a{Q} holds (that is, {wp(a,Q)}a{Q} holds and for any P such that {P}a{Q} holds 
P ~ wp(a,Q)). Therefore, {P}a{Q} iff P ~ wp(a,Q). This means that the algebra of 
weakest preconditions can be written using triples of the form {P}a{Q}. A complete list of 
the equivalent formulations for the formulae in the algebra of weakest preconditions is given 
in, for example, Gries [1979b] and Apt [1984]. 
It is interesting to note that Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] introduce in direct analogy to 
a proof outline, a proof format (Chapter 2.3): a proof together with hints (or assertions) 
between each pair of steps. One virtue of this idea is to give the reader the opportunity of 
familiarising himself with the methodology whereby programs and their specifications are 
developed together with correctness proofs. 
The response to Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) approach has been lively, and there is now an 
extensive and still growing literature on Dijkstra's algebra of weakest preconditions. What 
was at first ( or so it seemed) a purely theoretical exercise has grown into a programming 
methodology, expounded in three recent books: Backhouse [1986], Dromey [1989] and Mor-
gan [1990] . The textbook of Gries [1981] is one of the first attempts to establish the 
respectability of the whole weakest precondition enterprise and to convince programmers 
that developing programs and proofs hand-in-hand often leads to correct programs which 
are shorter and clearer than those previously produced. 
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3.2 Notions of Correctness 
My aim in this section is to introduce different possible meanings of the statement 'a program 
behaves as intended'. Recall from Chapter 1 that we deal with two basic concepts: executions 
and states. These are treated on different levels of generality. 
On the first level we have: 
I (a) Execution properties (that is, initialisation and clean-, messy and nontermination prop-
erties) of a program started from a given initial state. 
(b) Properties of final state( s) of a program started from a given initial state. 
On the second level we have: 
II (a) Execution properties (that is, initialisation and clean-, messy and nontermination prop-
erties) of a program started from all or only some states with a given property. 
(b) Properties of final state(s) of a program started from all or some states with a given 
property. 
In Chapter 1 I only considered the first level; now I consider both. 
Recall from § 1 that a notion of correctness should reflect some relationship bet ween a pre-
condition, a program and a postcondition. A meaning of correctness arises by p11tting con-
straints on all or only some states in which a program is activated. Now for a prt'condition 
P, a program o: and a postcondition Q, the following phenomena need investigation: 
( 1) Constraints on a state s with property P in which a program o: is act i \ a red. These 
arise from: 
(i) the initialisation properties (A(l), A(2), A(3) in Chapter 1, p :J1 ()f II from s, 
( that is, o: always, sometimes or never starts from s), 
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and/or (ii) the termination/nontermination properties (8(1), 8(2), 8(3) in Chapter 1, p 3) 
of a from s, (that is, o always, sometimes or never terminates from s), 
and/or (iii) the clean-/messy termination properties (C(l), C(2), C(3) in Chapter 1, p 3) of a 
from s, ( that is, if a terminates from s, a always, sometimes or never terminates 
cleanly from s), 
and/or (iv) the final state properties (D(l), D(2), D(3) in Chapter 1, p 3) of o from s (that 
is, every, some or no final state of o from s has a property Q). 
and (2) Do all or only some initial states with property P satisfy the chosen constraints? 
In this section I will assume that nontermination is equivalent to messy termination, so if a 
program starts from a state s it either terminates cleanly or does not terminate at all from 
s. Therefore I need only consider (l)(i), (l)(ii) and (2). My investigation is divided into two 
parts: in the first part I only consider the final states of cleanly terminating executions; in 
the second part I also consider the 'state of nontermination'. 
Let S be state space and assume predicates are subsets of S. I now consider possible 
constraints on a state s with property P in which a program a is activated. 
First it must be decided which initialisation properties (A(l), A(2), A(3)) of a program a 
activated in a state s we wish to capture by a notion of correctness. Recall (from Chapter 
1, p 8, 9) there are eight possibilities. Namely: we can capture either no executions or only 
executions which always, sometimes or never start from s (that is, respectively A(l), A(2) or 
A(3)); or only executions which always or sometimes start from s (that is, [A(l) and A(2)]); 
or only executions which sometimes or never start from s (that is, [A(2) and A(3)]); only 
executions which always or never start from s (that is, [A(l) and A(3)]) or all executions 
from s (that is, [A(l), A(2) and A(3)]).) Of these possibilities only three were considered for 
initialisation property representations in Chapter 1 (p 8): A(l), [A(l) and A(2)] and [A(l), 
A(2) and A(3)]. However the latter may only be interesting in a context where it is the 
normal behavioural pattern of programs never to start from some states. Here I will only 
consider A(l) and [A(l) and A(2)]. These two properties give rise to two constraints on a 
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states with property P in which a program a is activated. Namely, we could choose: 
C 1 Initialisation constraints 
either ( 1) Only states from which a always starts are captured as initial states. (That is, a state 
from which a sometimes or always does not start is disregarded as an initial state.) 
or (2) All states from which a sometimes or always starts are captured as initial states. (That 
is, only states from which a never starts are disregarded as initial states.) 
(Constraint C 1 (1) corresponds to the assumption (i) in Chapter 2.5 (p 56).) 
Second, it must be decided which termination/nontermination properties for the program a 
started from a state s with a property P are to be captured by a notion of correctness. In 
Chapter 2.5 (p 57), we identified four categories (a) - (d). Namely: 
( a) { s I a always terminates from s} 
(b) { s I a sometimes terminates from s} 
( c) { s I a sometimes does not terminate from s} 
( d) { s I a never terminates from s} 
corresponding respectively to B(l); [B(l) and B(2)]; [B(2) and B(3)] and B(3). 
Recall from Chapter 1 (p 2) that negating 'a always terminates from s' yields 'a sometimes 
terminates from s'. Therefore category (c) is the complement of category (a). Likewise 
category (d) is the complement of category (b). Categories (a) and (b) give rise to two 
constraints on a state s with property P in which a program a is activated. Namely, we 
could choose: 
C2 Termination Constraints 
either ( 1) Only states from which a program always terminates are captured as initial states. 
(That is, a state from which a program sometimes or always does not terminate is 
disregarded as an initial state.) 
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or ( 2) All states from which a program sometimes or always terminates are captured as initial 
states. (That is, only states from which a program never terminates are disregarded 
as initial states.) 
(Then by negation two further constraints corresponding to categories ( c) and (cl) arise.) 
Thirdly, the expected property Q of all or only some final states of a program a started from 
a state s leads to further constraints on states in which a is activated. It must be decided 
which (if any) of the properties D(l), D(2) and D(3) (in Chapter 1, p 3) are to be captured. 
In Chapter 2.5 (p 57) we identified four categories ( e) - (h). Namely: 
( e) { s J every final state of a from s has property Q} 
(f) { s J some final state of a from s has property Q} 
(g) { s J some final state of a from s does not have property Q} 
(h) { s I every final state of a from s does not have property Q} 
corresponding respectively to D(l); [D(l) and D(2)]; [D(2) and D(3)] and D(3). 
Recall again from Chapter 1 (p 2) that negating 'every final state of a from s has property 
Q' yields 'some final state of a from s does not have property Q'. Therefore category (g) 
is the complement of category (e). Likewise category (h) is the complement of category (f). 
Categories (e) and (f) give rise to two constraints on a states with property Pin which a 
program a is activated. Namely, we could choose: 
C3 Outcome constraints 
either ( 1) Only states such that every final state of a from s has property Q are captured as 
initial states. (That is, a state s such that some or every final state of o: from s does 
not have property Q is disregarded as an initial state.) 
or (2) All states such that some or every final state of a from s has property Q are captured 
as initial states. (That is, only states such that every final state of a from s does not 
have property Q are disregarded as initial states.) 
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(Then by negating (1) and (2) two further constraints corresponding respectively to cate-
gories (g) and (h) arise.) 
Combining the two initialisation constraints (C1(l) and C1(2)) and the two termination 
constraints (C2(l) and C2(2)) we obtain the following four constraints. 
C4 Initialisation and termination constraints 
(1) C1(l) and C2(l): 
Only states from which a always starts and always terminates are captured as initial 
states. 
(2) C1(l) and C2(2): 
Only states from which a always starts and sometimes or always terminates are cap-
tured as initial states. 
(3) C1(2) and C2(l): 
Of the states from which a sometimes or always starts only those from which a always 
terminates are captured as initial states. 
(4) C1(2) and C2(2): 
Of the states from which a sometimes or always starts only those from which a some-
times or always terminates are captured as initial states. 
(Note: by negating the second conjunct (or the entire conjunction) in each of C4(x) (for x 
= 1, 2, 3, 4) eight further constraints arise. For example, (C1(l) and negation of C2(l)); 
(negation of C1(l) or negation of C2(l)).) 
Combining the two initialisation constraints (C1(l) and C1(2)) and the two outcome con-
straints ( Ca(l) and Ca(2)) we obtain the following four constraints. 
C 5 Initialisation and outcome constraints 
(1) C1(l) and C2(l): 
Only states from which a always starts and from which every final state of a has a 
property Q are captured as initial states. 
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(2) C1(l) and C2(2): 
Only states from which o: always starts and from which some or every final state of o: 
has a prope.rty Q are captured as initial states. 
Of the states from which o: sometimes or always starts only those from which every 
final state of o: has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(4) C1(2) and C2(2): 
Of the states from which o: sometimes or always starts only those from which some or 
every final state of o: has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(Note: by negating the second conjunct (or the entire conjunction) in each of Cs(x) (for x 
= 1, 2, 3, 4) eight further constraints arise. For example, (C1(l) and negation of C3(l)); 
(negation of C1(l) or negation of C3(l)).) 
Combining the two termination constraints (C2(l) and C2(2)) and the two outcome con-
straints (C3(1) and C 3 (2)) we obtain the following four constraints. 
C6 Termination and outcome constraints 
(1) C2(l) and C3(l): 
Only states from which o: always terminates and from which every final state of o: has 
a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(2) C2(l) and C3(2): 
Only states from which o: always terminates and from which some or every tinal state 
of o: has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(3) C2(2) and C3(l): 
Of the states from which o: sometimes or always terminates only those from which 
every final state of o: has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(4) C2(2) and C3(2): 
Of the states from which o: sometimes or always terminates only those fr"m which 
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some or every final state of a has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(Note: by negating one or both conjuncts ( or the entire conj unction) in each of C 6 ( x) ( for x 
= 1, 2, 3, 4) sixteen further constraints arise. For example, (C2(l) and negation of Ca(l)); 
(negation of C2(l) and Ca(l)); (negation of C1(l) and negation of C2(l)); (negation of 
C1(l) or negation of C2(l)).) 
Finally combining the two initialisation constraints ( C 1 ( 1) and C 1 ( 2)), the two termination 
constraints (C2(l) and C2(2)) and the two outcome constraints (Ca(l) and Ca(2)) we 
obtain another eight constraints. Namely: 
C7 Initialisation, termination and outcome constraints 
(1) C1(l) and C5(l): 
Only states from which a always starts, from which a always terminates and from 
which every final state of a has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(2) C1(l) and C5(2): 
Only states from which a always starts, from which a always terminates and from 
which some or every final state of a has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(3) C1 (1) and C5(3): 
Of the states from which a always starts and sometimes or always terminates only 
those from which every final state of a has a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(4) C1(l) and C5(4): 
Of the states from which a always starts and sometimes or always terminates only 
those from which some or every final state of a has a property Q are captured as 
initial states. 
(5) C1(2) and C5(l): 
Of the states from which a sometimes or always starts only those states from which a 
always terminates and from which every final state of a has a property Q are captured 
as initial states. 
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(6) C1(2) and C6(2): 
Of the states from which a sometimes or always starts only those states from which 
a always terminates and from which some or every final state of a has a property Q 
are captured as initial states. 
(7) C1(2) and C6(3): 
Of the states from which a sometimes or always starts only those states from which a 
sometimes or always terminates and from which every final state of a has a property 
Q are captured as initial states. 
(8) Ci(2) and C6 ( 4 ): 
Of the states from which a sometimes or always starts only those states from which 
a sometimes or always terminates and from which some or every final state of a has 
a property Q are captured as initial states. 
(Note: further constraints arise by considering negations.) 
The above constraints and their negations are all constraints on states in which a program 
a is activated and hence allow us to formulate notions of correctness for a program a with 
respect to a state s and a postcondition Q. For the purposes of my investigation in this 
thesis I will not consider the negations of the constraints in Ck (fork = 1, 2, ... , 7). Now 
to formulate notions of correctness for a program a with respect to a precondition P and a 
postcondition Q we need constraints on all or only some states with a property P in which 
a program a is activated. We could choose either: 
Cs Initial state constraints 
(1) Every state with property Pin which a is activated satisfies a constraint in Ck (fork 
= 1, 2, ... , 7). 
or (2) Some or every state with property P in which a is activated satisfies a constraint in 
ck (for k = 1, 2, ... , 7). 
or (3) Some states with property P in which a is activated satisfy a constraint in Ck (for k 
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= 1, 2, ... , 7) and some other states with property P in which a is activated satisfy 
another constraint in Ck (fork= 1, 2, ... , 7). 
Of these only Cs(l) has been covered in the literature. Although Cs(2) and C8 (3) have not 
been investigated they may also be of interest. What is at issue is a notion of 'not being 
(completely) incorrect'; rather than a notion of 'correctness'. For instance, a programmer 
may find that for a program a, a precondition P and a postcondition Q, a is correct with re-
spect to a subset P' of P, and Q. It seems that a notion of 'not being (completely) incorrect' 
would be useful to express such a relationship among a, P and Q. Such a notion formulated 
using Cs(2) could indicate the possibility of an error; while those formulated using Cs(3) 
could distinguish (say) possible errors concerning termination from those concerning final 
states in a particular context. For the purposes of this thesis I will not consider the third 
constraint. 
The above constraints can be interpreted in terms of the two dual notions ( demonic and 
angelic) of nondeterminism introduced in Chapter 1 (p 28, 29). Each constraint Ck( 1) 
(for k = 1, 2, 3) characterises, for a program a, a set of initial states s from which every 
execution of a establishes a particular property. Recall from Chapter 1 that this means 
these constraints refer to a demonic interpretation of nondeterminism. As a reference in 
subsequent sections I will call such constraints demonic constraints. On the other hand each 
constraint Ck(2) (fork = 1, 2, 3) characterises, for a program a, a set of initial states s from 
which at least one execution of a establishes a particular property. Recall from Chapter 1 
that this means these constraints refer to an angelic interpretation of nondeterminism. As 
a reference in subsequent sections I will call such constraints angelic constraints. Also any 
conjunct of the form 'Ci(l) and Cj(l)' (for i, j = 1, 2, 3) refers to a demonic interpretation 
of nondeterminism; while any conjunct of the form 'Ci(2) and Cj(2)' (for i, j = 1, 2, 3) (or 
'Ci(l) and Cj(2)' (for i, j = 1, 2, 3)) refers to an angelic interpretation of nondeterminism. 
So the 2 initial state constraints (Cs(l) and Cs(2)) and the 26 constraints (in Ck fork= 
L 2, ... 7) on states in which a program a is activated lead to 52 notions of correctness. 
Namely: 
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Notions for initialisation 
Notion N1(C1(x)): Cs(l) and C1(x): 
Every state s with property P is captured by constraint C1 (x) 
Notion N2(C1(x)): Cs(2) and C1(x): 
Some or every states with property Pis captured by constraint C1(x) 
where x = 1, 2. 
Notions for termination 
Notion N1(C2(x)): Cs(l) and C2(x): 
Every state s with property P is captured by constraint C2(x) 
Notion N2(C2(x)): Cs(2) and C2(x): 
Some or every state s with property P is captured by constraint C2(x) 
where x = 1, 2. 
Notions for outcomes 
Notion N1 (C3(x)): Cs(l) and C3(x): 
Every state s with property P is captured by constraint C3(x) 
Notion N2(C3(x)): Cs(2) and C3(x): 
Some or every state s with property P is captured by constraint C3(x) 
where x = 1, 2. 
Notions for initialisation and termination 
Notion N1(C4 (x)): Cs(l) and C4(x): 
Every states with property P is captured by constraint C 4 (x) 
Notion N2(C4(x)): Cs(2) and C4(x): 
Some or every state s with property P is captured by constraint C4(x) 
where x = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Notions for initialisation and outcomes 
Notion N1(C5(x)): Cs(l) and C5(x): 
Every state s with property P is captured by constraint C5(x) 
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Notion N2(Cs(x)): Cs(2) and Cs • ): 
Some or every state s with property P is captured by constraint Cs(x) 
where x = 1, 2, :3, 4. 
Notions for termination and outcomes 
Notion N1(C6(x)): Cs(l) and C6(x): 
Every state s with property P is captured by constraint C6 ( x) 
Notion N2(C6(x)): Cs(2) and C6(x): 
Some or every state s with property P is captured by constraint C6(x) 
where x = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Notions for initialisation, termination and outcomes 
Notion N1(C1(x)): Cs(l) and C7(x): 
Every state s with property P is captured by constraint C1(x) 
Notion N2(C1(x)): Cs(2) and C7(x): 
Some or every state s with property P is captured by constraint C7(x) 
where x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
I now come to the second part of this section. Each of the notions of correctness formulated in 
the first part assumes the existence of final states because they are based on the input-output 
semantics of programs. However, this assumption is not always warranted because there 
are programs which are continuously operating, and ideally nonterminating ( for example, 
operating systems). The normal behavioural pattern of such programs (or systems) is an 
arbitrarily long execution sequence. Since there are in general no final state:- \W need to 
formulate notions of correctness to capture the 'state of nontermination'. Tlw -.ulution to 
this problem lies in the way in which we view a program. In this part I look c1 t how the 
correctness of such programs can be specified. 
In the preceding discussion we assumed that predicates are subsets of S and did nut require 
an explicit erroneous state for nontermination. As a solution to the abovement 1u1wd problem 
Jacobs and Gries [1985] suggested the introduction of a special symbol to denuk t lw ·state of 
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nontermination'. I will use the special symbol, 'oo', to indicate the 'state of nontermination' 
and allow postconditions to contain oo. (Jacobs and Gries [1985] used '_l_'.) Then treating 
oc as a possible 'final' state of a program it is naturally interesting to see whether we can 
obtain notions of program correctness (based on input-output semantics) which capture 
continuously operating programs as well. Now the set of all possible initial states is S; while 
the set of all possible final states is S LJ{ oo }. 
The initialisation contraints C1(l) and C1(2) are the same as on p 72 because the set of all 
possible initial states for programs is unchanged. However, the termination/nontermination 
properties (B(l), B(2) and B(3) in Chapter 1, p 3) of a program a from a states can now 
be described as follows. Let Q be the set of all final states of a from state s. Then 
(B) Termination/Nontermination 
either ( 1) Q ~ S which means a always terminates from s, 
or (2) Q ~ S LJ{ oo} which means a sometimes terminates from s, 
or (3) Q = { oo} which means a never terminates from s. 
Therefore the termination constraints in C2 (p 72, 73) become: 
either ( 1) The set of final states of a from s is a subset of S. 
or (2) The set of final states of a from sis a subset of SLJ{oo}. 
The outcome cont rain ts C 3 ( 1) and C 3 ( 2) are the same as on p 73 only now a property Q 
of final states can describe the state of nontermination as well. 
Hence if 'oo' denotes the state of nontermination we can define all the notions of correctness 
discussed in the first part of this section, only now using the modified termination and 
outcome constraints. Namely, (Nj(Ck(x)) (for j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2, 3; x = 1, 2); Nj(Ck(x)) 
(for j = 1, 2; k = 4, 5, 6; x = 1, 2, 3, 4)) Nj(C1(x)) (for j = 1, 2; x = 1, 2, ... , 8). 
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3.3 Formulating Notions of Correctness 
Knowing (from §1) that a notion of correctness expresses a relationship between a program, 
a precondition and a postcondition, we enquire whether any of the statements (Nj(Ck(x)) 
(for j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2, 3; x = 1, 2); Nj(Ck(x)) (for j = 1, 2; k = 4, 5, 6; x = 1, 2, 3, 4); 
Nj(C7 (x)) (for j = L 2; x = 1, 2, ... , 8)) expresses a meaningful notion of correctness. The 
aim of this section is to express notions of correctness set-theoretically. 
I assume that: 
(i) every state is an initial state for every program, (that is, that constraint C1(l) holds), 
and (ii) nontermination is equated with messy termination. 
So I will only consider the notions (Nj(Ck(x)) (for j = 1, 2; k = 2, 3; x = 1, 2)) and the 
notions (Nj(C6(x)) (for j = 1, 2; x = 1, 2, 3, 4)) (introduced in §2). My investigation is 
divided into two parts: in the first the state space is S and I express notions of correctness 
set-theoretically using the apparatus defined in Chapter 2.5; in the second the set of all 
possible final states of programs is extended to SU{ oo} and postconditions may contain oo. 
To begin with let S be the state space. In Chapter 2.5, (where (i) and (ii) above were 
assumed), I introduced (p 60, 61) the two primitive functions at and af to classify executions. 
The first defines for a program a the set of initial states from which a always terminates; 
the second defines for a program a and a postcondition Q the set of initial states of a 
from which every final state of a has the property Q. These are defined using the auxillary 
functions last ( which defines the final state of some execution of a from state s) and out 
( which defines the set of all final states of a from a states). Recall from Chapter 2.5 (p 60, 
61) that for any program a and any postcondition Q, wlp ( a, Q) = af( a, Q) and wp( a, Q) 
= at(a) n af(a, Q). Now taking at(a), af(a, Q) and Pas primitives we obtain (by simple 
boolean combinations) the following characterisations: 
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Notions for termination 
N 1 (C 2 (1)) for every s E P, a always terminates from s: P ~ at(a) 
N 1 (C2(2)) for every s E P, a sometimes terminates from s: P ~ af(a, 0)' 
N 2 (C 2 (1)) for some s E P, a always terminates from s: Pn at(a) =/:- 0 
N 2 ( C 2 ( 2)) for some s E P, a sometimes terminates from s: P n af ( o:, 0 )' =/. 0 
(Note that using the equivalences 
P ~ at(a) iff ""'(Pn at(a)' =/:- 0) and 
P ~ af(a, 0)' iff ""'(P n af(a, 0) =/. 0) 
we can easily express notions for the negation of termination constraints. For example, the 
negation of N2(C2(l)): 
for every s E P, a sometimes does not terminate from s, or 
for every s E P, it is not true that o: al ways terminates from s 
is expressed by ""'(Pn at(a) =/:- 0) (that is, P ~ at(a)').) 
Notions for outcomes 
N 1 (C3(l)) for every s E P, every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P~ af(a,Q) 
N 1 ( C 3 ( 2)) for every s E P, some final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P ~ af( a, Q')' 
N2(C3(l)) for some s E P, every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
Pnaf(a,Q)=/:-0 
N2(C3(2)) for some s E P, some final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P n af ( o:, Q')' =/:- 0 
(Note that using the equivalence P ~ af(a,Q) iff "'(Pn af(a,Q)' =/:- 0) we can easily 
express notions for the negations of the outcome constraints. For example, the negation of 
for some s E P, every final state of o: from s does not have property Q, or 
for some s E P, it is not true that some final state of a:: from s has property Q. 
is expressed by ""'(P ~ af(a,Q')') (that is, Pn af(a,Q') =/:- 0).) 
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Notions for termination and outcomes 
N1(C5(l)) for every s E P, o: always terminates from sand 
every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
p ~ at(o:) n af(o:,Q) 
N1(C5(2)) for every s E P, o: always terminates from sand 
some or every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
p ~ at ( O'.) n af ( o:, Q')' 
N1(C5(3)) for every s E P, o: sometimes or always terminates from sand 
every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P ~ af(o:, 0)' n af(o:, Q) 
N1(C5(4)) for every s E P, o: sometimes or always terminates from sand 
some or every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P ~ af( o:, 0)' n af( o:, Q')' 
N 2 ( C 6 ( 1)) for some s E P, o: al ways terminates from s and 
every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P n at(o:) n af(o:, Q) -=I= 0 
N2(C5(2)) for some s E P, o: always terminates from s and 
some or every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
Pnat(o:) naf(o:,Q')'-=1=0 
N2(C5(3)) for some s E P, o: sometimes or always terminates from sand 
every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P n af(o:, 0))' n af(o:, Q) -=I= 0 
N2(C5(4)) for some s E P, o: sometimes or always terminates from sand 
some or every final state of o: from s has property Q: 
P n af( o:, 0)' n af( o:, Q')' -=I= 0 
(Note that using the equivalence P ~ X n Y iff,....., (P n (X n Y)' -=I= 0) we can easily express 
notions for the negations of the termination and outcomes constraints. For example, the 
negation of N1(C5(l)): 
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'for some s E P, it is not true th,. ( a always does not terminate from s and Q is true in 
every final state of a from s)' 
can be expressed as "'(P ~ (at (a)n af(a,Q))) (that is, Pn (at (a)n af(a,Q))' =J 0).) 
These notions are not independent. For example, for a deterministic program a, out ( a, s) 
is a singleton for any state s. Thus 
(l) P ~ af(a,Q')' iff P ~ af(a,0)'n af (a,Q). 
Proof Left to right: Take any s E af ( a, Q')'. Then out ( a, s) n Q =J 0 so out ( a, s) =J 0 
and out(a,s) ~ Q (since a is deterministic). Hences E af(a,0)'n af (a,Q). 
Right to left: Take any s E af( a, 0)' n af( a, Q). Then out ( a, s) =/ 0 and out ( a, s) ~ Q. 
But out(a,s) is a singleton; hence out(a,s)nQ =J 0, showings E af(a,Q')'. D 
Now let SU{ oo} be the set of all possible final states and suppose postconditions may 
contain oo. Recall from Chapter 2.5 (p 58) that last is a partial operation on exseqs: last (x) 
is undefined if xis an infinite sequence. Hence last cannot be used to reason about the 'state 
of nontermination'. For this reason af cannot be used to express notions of correctness for 
nonterminating programs. To achieve this we require last to be total. 
With the introduction of 'oo' as a possible final state we can define a total operation las(:,o 
(from last in Chapter 2.5 (p 58)) as follows: For any x E Seq(S), say x = (x1, I2 . .r3, ... ): 
{ 
Xn if XE 5+ and X = (x1,X2, ... ,xn) 
last 00 (x) = 
00 if XE S00 (= S.L) . 
Using this definition we can define a function a/00 : program x predicate ---+ predicate by 
afoo(a,Q) = {s I out00 (a,s) ~ Q} 
where out00 ( a, s) = { last00 (x) I x is an exseq of a from s} 
(The subscript 'oo' indicates that predicates may contain oo.) 
The characterisation of the notions of correctness for outcomes are the sanw ,1.., !!;I ven on 
page 83, only using 'a/00 ' instead of af 
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3.4 Notions of Correctness in the Literature 
My aim in this section is to identify which of the notions of correctness Nj ( Ck ( x)) ( for j = 1, 
2; k = 2, 3; x = 1, 2) and Nj(C6(x)) (for j = 1, 2; x = 1, 2, 3, 4) (expressed set-theoretically 
in terms of at, af ( or a/00 ) and P) have previously been investigated in the literature and 
relate them to the two dual notions ( demonic and angelic) of nondeterminism ( defined in 
Chapter 1, p 29). First, suppose S is the state space. 
I Partial Correctness 
Consider the notion of correctness N1(Ca(l)). P ~ af(a, Q) is true iff for every states 
with property P if a starts from s, and if it terminates, it does so in a state with property 
Q. However, if P ~ af(a, 0) (that is, if a never terminates from any state with property P) 
then P ~ af(a,Q) (by monotonicity of 'af(a,-)'). This means it is possible to establish 
the truth of P ~ af( a, Q) for a program which never terminates from any state in P. My 
conclusion is that for a state s to be in af( a, Q) it is not necessary for the execution of a 
from s to terminate at all. In this sense, P ~ af ( a, Q) is a partial specification. However 
the terminating executions of a from s must terminate in a state with property Q. Recall 
from §2 (p 78) that Ca(l) is a demonic constraint, so af(a, Q) can be interpreted in terms 
of a demonic interpretation of nondeterminism. 
Define for a program a, a precondition P and a postcondition Q, 
(1) {P}a{Q}(Pd) iff P ~ af(a,Q) 
where the subscripts 'P' and 'd' indicate respectively partial specification and demonic non-
determinism. 
In fact, Hoare [1969] originally introduced the notion of correctness expressed by 
{P}a{Q}(Pd) (which he called conditional correctness) in the framework of deterministic 
programs. It was later named partial correctness by Manna [1969] who also discussed it for 
nondeterministic programs. Another point to note is that ( 1) shows the connection between 
partial correctness and the Dijkstra/Gries predicate transformer 'wlp(a, -)'. In particular, 
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if in {P}a{Q}(Pd) O'. and Qare fixed then (by (1) and definition of wlp(a,-) in Chapter 
2.5, p 61) wlp(a, Q) is the least constrained predicate P such that the triple is true. (That 
is, {P}a{Q}(Pd) iff P ~ wlp(a,Q).) The predicate wlp(a,Q) (or af(a,Q)) is also called the 
( demonic) weakest liberal precondition of o: with respect to Qin Jacobs and Gries [1985] and 
simply the weakest liberal precondition of o: with respect to Q in Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) 
and Dijkstra and Scholten [1990]. 
Now consider the notion of correctness N1(C3(2)). P ~ af(o:, Q')' is true iff for every states 
with property P at least one execution of o: from s terminates in a state which has property 
Q. P ~ af( o:, Q')' therefore eliminates programs which never terminate from any state with 
property P (since if P ~ af(o:,0) then P ~ af(o:,Q') so Pn af(o:,Q')' = 0). However, for a 
states to be in a/(o:, Q')' it is not necessary for every execution of o: from s to terminate in 
a state in which Q is true. This means that P ~ af ( o:, Q')' is a partial specification. Recall 
from §2 (p 78) that C3(2) is angelic constraint, so af(o:, Q')' can be interpreted in terms of 
an angelic interpretation of nondeterminism. 
Define for a program o:, a precondition P and a postcondition Q: 
(2) {P}o:{Q}(Pa) iff P ~ af(o:, Q')' 
where the subscripts 'P' and 'a' indicate respectively partial specification and angelic non-
determinism. 
In fact, the predicate af( a, Q')' is exactly the ( angelic) weakest liberal precondition of a with 
respect to Q, wlpa(a,Q), in Jacobs and Gries [1985]. So {P}a{Q}(Pa) iff P ~ wlpa(a,Q). 
II Total Correctness 
To get concepts of correctness which capture both partial correctness and termination I 
consider the termination and outcome constraints Co(x) (for x = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
First, consider the notion of correctness N 1 (C6 (1)). Now P ~ at(a)n af(a,Q) is true iff 
for every state s with property P every execution of o: from s is guaranteed to terminate in 
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a state t which has property Q. Recall from §2 (p 78) that Ca(l) is a demonic constraint, 
so the predicate af(a) n af(a, Q) can be interpreted in terms of a demonic interpretation of 
nondeterminism . 
Define for a program a, a precondition P and a postcondition Q: 
(3) {P}a{Q}(Td) iff P ~ at(a)n af(a,Q) 
where the subscripts 'T' and 'd' indicate respectively total specification and demonic non-
determinism. 
{P}a{Q}(Td) captures the notion of total correctness for nondeterministic programs intro-
duced by Manna and Pnueli [1974] in an extension of Hoare's [1969] approach as well as 
the notion of weak total correctness for nondeterministic programs in Apt [1984]. Also, 
(3) shows the connection between total correctness and the Dijkstra/Gries predicate trans-
former 'wp( a, - ) '. In particular, if in { P }a { Q} (Td) a and Q are fixed then (by definition of 
wp(a, -) in Chapter 2.5, p 60) wp(a, Q) is the least constrained predicate P such that the 
triple is true. (That is, {P}a{Q}(Td) iff P ~ wp(a,Q).) The predicate wp(a,Q) (or at(a)n 
af(a, Q)) is also called the (demonic) total correctness weakest precondition in Jacobs and 
Gries [1985] and simply weakest precondition of a with respect to Q in Dijkstra ([1975], 
[1976]) and Dijkstra and Scholten [1990]. 
Second, consider the notion of correctness N1(Ca(3)). Now P ~ af(a,0)'n af(a,Q) is 
true iff for every state s with property P at least one execution of a from s is guaranteed 
to terminate in a state with property Q. Recall from §2 (p 78) that Ca(3) is an angelic 
constraint, so the predicate af( a, 0)' n af( a, Q) can be interpreted in terms of an angelic 
interpretation of nondeterminism. 
Define for a program a, a precondition P and a postcondition Q: 
(4) {P}a{Q}(ra) iff P ~ af(a,0)'n af(a,Q) 
where the subscripts 'T' and 'a' indicate respectively total specification and angelic nonde-
terminism. 
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In fact, the predicate af(a,0)'n af(a,Q) is consistent with the definition of the (angelic) 
total correctness weakest precondition of a with respect to Q, wpa(a, Q), in Jacobs and Gries 
[1985]. So {P}a{Q}(ra) iff P ~ wpa(a, Q). 
In summary, for any program a, any precondition P ~ S, and postcondition Q ~ S we can 
define: 
Partial Correctness 
N1(Ca(l)): 
N1(Ca(2)): 
Total Correctness 
N1(C6(l)): 
N1(C6(3)): 
{P}a{Q}(Pd) iff P ~ af(a, Q) 
{P}a{Q}(Pa) iff P ~ af(a, Q')' 
{P}a{Q}(Td) iff p ~ at(a) n af(a,Q) 
{P}a{Q}(Ta) iff P ~ af(a,0)'n af(a,Q) 
(where the 'd' and 'a' in the subscripts denote respectively demonic and angelic nondeter-
minism). (Recall from Chapter 2.5 (p 60, 61) that wlp(a,Q) = af(o:,Q) and wp(o:,Q) = 
at(a)n af(a,Q).) 
Now let SU{ oo} be the set of all possible final states for programs. Here I consider the 
notions of correctness expressed in terms of postconditions that may contain oo and the 
function a/00 ( defined in §3, p 85 ). 
There are three cases to consider. We could assume: 
either (i) some postconditions Q contain oo, 
or (ii) every postcondition Q contains oo, 
or (iii) no postcondition Q contains oo. 
( i) General Correctness 
Suppose postconditions Q may contain oo. For any program o:, any precondition P 
and any postcondition Q ( which may contain oo) consider the notion of correctness: 
N1(Ca(l)): P ~ af00 (a, Q). Now P ~ a/00 (0:, Q) is true iff for every state s with 
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property P, every execution of a from s sometimes terminates from s (but it is not 
guaranteed to) and every final state of a from s has property Q. The predicate 
af00 ( a, Q) can be interpreted in terms of a demonic interpretation of nondeterminism 
(because C3(l) is a demonic constraint (§2, p78)). In fact, af00 (a, Q) is consistent with 
the definition of the (demonic) general correctness weakest precondition, 'gwp(a, Q)', 
in Jacobs and Gries [1985]. 
Define for any program a, any precondition P and any postcondition Q ( which may 
contain oo ): 
(5) {P}a{Q}(cd) iff P ~ afoo(a,Q) 
where the subscripts 'G' and 'd' indicate respectively general specification and demonic 
nondeterminism. So { P}a{ Q}(cd) iff P ~ gwp( a, Q). 
Now for any program a, any precondition P and any postcondition Q (which may 
contain oo) consider the notion of correctness: N1(C3(2)): P ~ af00 (a, Q')'. P ~ 
af00 (a, Q')' is true iff for every states with property P, at least one execution of a 
from s either terminates from s in a final state with property Q or does not terminate 
at all (if oo E Q). The predicate af00 (a, Q')' can be interpreted in terms of an angelic 
interpretation of nondeterminism (because C3(2) is an angelic constraint (§2, p 78)). 
In fact, a/00 ( a, Q')' is consistent with the definition of the (angelic) general correctness 
weakest precondition, 'gwpa(a, Q)', in Jacobs and Gries [1985]. 
Define for any program a, any precondition P and any postcondition Q ( which may 
contain oo ): 
(6) {P}a{Q}(ca) iff P ~ af00 (a, Q')' 
where the subscripts 'G' and 'a' indicate respectively general specification and angelic 
nondeterminism. So {P}a{Q}(ca) iff P ~ gwpa(a,Q). 
(ii) Partial Correctness 
Suppose postconditions Q must contain oo. Then {P}a{ Q}(cd) resembles the triple 
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{ P}a{ Q}(Pd) (in (1) ). 
(In particular, take any R = QLJ{oo} whereQ ~ S. Then afc,0 (a,R) = a/00 (a,QLJ{oo}) 2 
af00 (a, Q) U af00 (a, { oo}) = af(a, Q) U af00 (a, { oo}) (by monotonicity of a/00 ). Hence 
if P ~ af( a, Q) then P ~ af00 ( a, Q U{ oo} ). On the other hand, suppose P ~ a/00 ( a, Q U{ oo} ). 
Then Vs E P, out00 (a,s) ~ QLJ{oo}, so out(a,s) ~ Q, hence P ~ af(a,Q)). Hence 
{P}a{Q}(Pd) iff P ~ afoo(a,QLJ{oo}) iff P ~ wlp(a,Q).) Similarly, P ~ af00 (a,Q')' 
captures the notion of partial correctness expressed in { P}a{ Q}(Pa) (in (2) ). 
Hence if postconditions must contain oo we can capture notions of partial correctness. 
(iii) Total correctness 
Suppose postconditions Q never contain oo. Then {P}a{Q}(Gd) resembles the triple 
{P}a{Q}(Td) (in (3)). 
(In particular, take any R = Q n S where Q ~ SU{ oo }. Then a/00 ( a, R) = af00 ( a, Q n S) 
= afoo(a,S) n af00 (a,Q) = at(a)n af00 (a,Q) (by monotonicity of a/00 ). Hence 
{P}a{Q}(Td) iff p ~ afoo(a, Qns) iff p ~ wp(a, Q).) Similarly, the triple {P}a{Q}(oa) 
resembles the triple { P}a{ Q }(Ta) (in ( 4) ). 
Hence if postconditions never contain oo we can capture notions of total correctness. 
It is evident from this discussion that the inclusion of 'oo' into the set-theoretic framework 
introduced in Chapter 2.5, provides a uniform framework in which to view and relate the 
various notions of correctness. In summary, for any program a, any precondition P ~ S, 
and any postcondition Q ~SU{ oo} we can define: 
Partial Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N1(C3(2)): 
Total Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N 1 (C3(2) ): 
{P}a{Q}(Pd) iff P ~ afoo(a,QLJ{oo}) 
{P}a{Q}(Pa) iff P ~ a/00 (a,(QLJ{oo})')' 
{P}a{Q}(Td) iff p ~ afoo(a,Qns) 
{P}a{Q}(raJ iff P ~ afoo(a,(QnS)')' 
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General Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N1(C3(2)): 
{P}a{Q}(cd) iff P ~ af00 (a,Q) 
{P}a{Q}(ca) iff P ~ afoo(a, Q')' 
(where the 'd' and 'a' in the subscripts denote respectively demonic and angelic nondeter-
minism). 
I conclude this section by mentioning that although general correctness is also based on 
input-output semantics, it expresses at least one correctness property for continuously op-
erating programs: what happens before and after an execution that terminates. However, 
it is of little use for reasoning about what happens during an execution. In a more recent 
development, Emerson [1990] utilises a temporal logic framework to provide an alternative 
formalisation of correctness based on next-state rather than input-output semantics. The 
formalisation defined is simple and provides an adequate foundation for reasoning about all 
correctness properties of continuously operating programs. 
3.5 Correctness and Messy Termination 
In this section I take the negation of 'terminates cleanly' to mean 'something went wrong'. 
The standard view ( as adopted in §2, §3 and §4) of equating 'something went wrong' with 
'nontermination' thus implicitly selects nontermination as the most important manner in 
which a program can 'go wrong'. But as indicated in Chapters 1 and 2 there are others. So 
even if we have notions of correctness which specifically cater for nontermination it would 
be useful to cater for messy termination as well - to cater for the other ways in which a 
program can 'go wrong'. My view in this section is: if a program a starts from a states it 
either terminates or does not terminate from s. If it terminates it does so either cleanly or 
messily. 
There are at least two ways to define ( in the present context) notions of correctness for 
programs. The first is analogous to the approach adopted in the first part of §2. That is, I 
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could formulate all possible notions of correctness using constraints on a state s in which a 
program o: is activated arising from 
(i) the initialisation properties (A(l), A(2), A(3) in Chapter 1, p 3) of o: from 
s, 
and/or (ii) the clean-, messy- and nontermination properties (in list E Chapter 1, p 4) 
of o: from s, 
and/or (iii) the properties (D(l), D(2), D(3) in Chapter 1, p 3) of some or every final 
state of o: from s. 
The second is analogous to the approach adopted in the second part of §2. That is, I could 
introduce a special symbol '..l' to denote the final state of messily terminating executions 
and allows postconditions to contain ..l. Then messy termination can be modelled by having 
the exseq for that execution ending in a special symbol '..l', with ..l (/. 5. So Seq(5) = 
5+ U 5.1. U SXJ, where 51.. denotes the set of all finite nonempty sequences with ..l as the last 
component and elements of 5 as the first and ( if any) intermediate components. 
I choose the latter. As in §2 my investigation is divided into two parts: in the first part, I 
only consider the final states of terminating executions ( these include cleanly- and messily 
terminating executions); in the second part I also consider the 'state of nontermination.' 
Let 5 U{ ..l} be the set of final states of programs. Now the definition of last on exseqs 
( Chapter 2.5, p 58) becomes 
{ 
Xn 
last.1.(x) = 
undefined 
if XE 5+u5.1. and X = (x1, ... xn) 
if XE 5 00 
Using last.1. I can define a function a!J..: programs x predicates ---+ predicates by 
a!J..(o:,Q) = {s I out.1.(0:,s) ~ Q} 
where out.1.(0:,s) = {last.1.(x) Ix is an exseq of o: from s}. 
(The subscript ..l indicates that predicates may contain ..l.) 
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For any predicate Q containing -1, .': ~ af.i. ( o., Q) captures the notion of partial correctness 
expressed in {P}o.{Q}(Pd)· Analogous reasoning to that in §4 (p 90, 91) for predicates which 
contain oo, only replacing 'oo' with '-1' can be used to justify this statement. Similarly, P ~ 
aft ( a, Q')' captures the notion of partial correctness expressed in { P}o.{ Q }(Pa)· Note that 
for Q ~ S, P ~ af.i. ( a, Q')' is a suitable characterisation of correctness to capture the error 
of messy termination. In fact, this is precisely Blikle's [1981] notion of global correctness 
introduced for this purpose. It is also called possible correctness in Hoare [1978]. 
However the preservation of the meaning of total correctness in the presence of messy ter-
mination is not so simple. Dijkstra's ([1976] p 16) definition of the notion of wp( a, Q) 
1s: 
We shall use the notation wp( a, Q) to denote the weakest precondition for the 
initial state of the system such that activation of a is guaranteed to lead to a 
properly terminating activity leaving the system in a final state satisfying the 
post condition Q. 
It seems that the particular notion of correctness Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) had in mind is 
one which guarantees that a program always terminates cleanly ( that is, never terminates 
messily and never goes into an endless unproductive loop) and produces the correct result. 
Now the fundamental question is: If the effects of messy termination are taken into account, 
does 
{P}o.{Q}(Td) iff p ~ at(a)n af(a,Q) 
capture the Dijkstra/Gries total correctness for any program a and postcondit iun Q ~ S? 
My approach to answering this question follows (and occasionally adapts) that suggested in 
Harel [1979a]. 
The key point (as observed in Harel [1979a] p 59) is that the definition of a nut ion of total 
correctness for a program depends on the particular execution method Ollt' hit.., in mind. 
Recall the four methods described in Chapter 1 Table 6, 
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( a) Depth-first execution method 
(b) Depth-first execution method with backtracking 
( c) Breadth-first execution method 
( d) Breadth-first execution method with backtracking 
My aim now is to define ( using the primitive functions at and a!) notions of total correctness 
dependent on these execution methods. For a program o: to be totally correct with respect 
to a precondition P and a postcondition Q ( which may contain J_) we require o: to be 
guaranteed to produce a state t E S from every s E P and Q n S to be true in every final 
state of o: from every s E P. 
In the context of this section (where nontermination is different from messy termination) 
'terminates' means 'terminates cleanly or messily'. So 
• at ( o:) eliminates states from which o: sometimes or always does not terminate. 
• af( a, S) eliminates states from which o: sometimes or always terminates messily. 
• af( a, 0)' includes all initial states from which o: terminates at least once. 
• If J_ E Q then af(o:, Q) captures the initial states of terminating executions of o: with 
final state in Q, and 
• if J_ t/. Q then af(o:, Q) captures the initial states of cleanly terminating executions of 
o: with final state in Q. 
From Chapter 1 Table 7 I conclude the following: 
(a) Using execution method (a) a program o: activated m a state s is guaranteed to 
produce a result only if o: always terminates cleanly from s ( that is, if s E at ( o:) and 
s E af( a, S) ). 
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(b) Using execution method (b) a program a activated in a state s is guaranteed to 
produce a result only if a sometimes terminates cleanly from s and a never does not 
terminate from s (that is, only ifs E af(a, 0)' ands E at(a)). 
( c) Using execution method ( c) a program a activated in a states is guaranteed to produce 
a state t E S as its result only if a sometimes terminates cleanly from s and a never 
terminates messily from s ( that is, only if s E af ( a, 0 )' and s E af (a, S)). 
(d) Using execution method (d) a program a activated in a state s is guaranteed to 
produce a state t E Sas its result only if a sometimes terminates cleanly from s (that 
is, only ifs E af ( o, 0)'). 
Consider any program o, any precondition P and any postcondition Q ~ SU{ oo }. Then 
we can define a notion of total correctness { P}o{ Q }x for each execution method x ( where 
x = (a) - (d)) as follows: 
(1) {P}o{Q}(a) iff P ~ at(a) n af(a,QnS) 
{P}o{Q}(b) iff P ~ af(a,0)' n at(a) n af(a,Q) 
{P}o{Q}(c) iff P ~ af(a,0)' n af(a,QnS) 
{P}o{Q}(d) iff P ~ af(a,0)' n af(a,Q) 
From ( 1) we can define four independent notions of weakest precondition of a program. 
Namely: 
(2) WP(a)(a,Q) = at(a) n af(a,QnS) 
WP(b)(a,Q) = af(a,0)' n at(a) n af(a,Q) 
WP(c)(a,Q) = af(a,0)' n af(a,Qns) 
WP(d)(a,Q) = af(a,0)' n af(a,Q) 
where WPx(a, Q) (for x = (a) - (d)) defines the weakest precondition of o with respect to 
Q for execution method x. Note that for execution method x, 
{P}o{Q}x iff P ~ WPx(a, Q) 
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and wpx(o:, Q) denotes the set of all those initial states s from which execution of o: using 
execution method x is guaranteed to terminate cleanly in a state in which Q is true. Therefore 
each wpx( o:, Q) satisfies Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) definition of weakest precondition. 
This raises the following question: Does Dijkstra's notion of weakest precondition depend 
on a particular execution method? To answer this question I need to determine which of the 
three notions of weakest precondition satisfies Dijkstra's healthiness properties and is also 
consistent with the way in which Dijkstra's guarded command language is defined. Instead 
of giving a complete analysis of the notions of weakest precondition WPx(o:, Q) (for x = (a) 
- ( d)) ( as done in Harel [1979a]), I will simply by a process of elimination show that only 
one of these four notions, namely WP(a)(o:, Q), can be consistent with Dijkstra's definition 
of weakest precondition. 
In particular, for each of WP(b), WP(c) and WP(d) there are programs o: and /3 such that the 
Dijkstra/Gries law for sequential composition (Chapter 2.2 (8.3), p 40) is not satisfied. 
Take o:: if true ---+ x := 1 ~ true ---+ x := 2 fi and postcondition Q: true. 
(b) For execution method (b), take /3: if x = 1---+ x := x fi. Then 
WP(b)(o:;/3,Q) = af(o:;/3,0)' n at(o:;/3) n af(a;/3,Q) = S 
since a; /3 terminates cleanly at least once, namely when o: assigns 1 to x, o:; /3 never 
loops forever and using execution method (b), Q is true in every final state produced 
by o:; /3. On the other hand, 
WP(b)(a,wp(b)(/3,Q)) = af(a,0)' n at(o:) n af(o:,wp(b)(/3,Q)) and for every states, 
out(a,s) = {t Ix= 1 in state t} U {t Ix= 2 in state t} but {t Ix= 2 in state t} ~ 
{t I out(/3,t) = {_i}} Cf:. {t I out(/3,t) ~ Q} = af(/3,Q). Thus there is no states such 
that out(o:,s) ~ af(/3,Q), so af(o:,af(/3,Q)) = 0; hence af(o:,wp(b)(/3,Q)) = 0. Hence 
WP(b)(o:, WP(b)(/3, Q)) = 0 which shows that WP(b)(o:; /3, Q)) CZ:. WP(b)(a, WP(b)(/3, Q)). 
This result, I believe supports my contention (Chapter 1, p 27) that execution method 
(b) is not suitable for defining a notion of total correctness consistent with that of 
Dijkstra. 
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( c) For execution method ( c), take "( do x = 1 ------+ x : = x od. Then 
WP(c)(a;,,Q) = af(a;,,0)' n af(a;,,QnS) = S 
since a; 1 terminates cleanly at least once, namely when a assigns 1 to x, a; 1 never 
terminates messily and using execution method ( c), Q is true in every final state pro-
duced by a; 1 . On the other hand, 
WP(c)(a, WP(c)h, Q)) = af(a, 0)' n af(a, WP(c)h, Q) ns) and for every states, out(a, s) 
= { t I x = 1 in state t} U { t I x = 2 in state t} but { t I x = 2 in state t} ~ { t I 
infin(,, t) =/:- 0} = af(,, 0). Thus there is no states such that out(a, s) ~ af(,, 0)', so 
af(a, af(,,0)') = 0; hence af(a,(WP(c)h,Q)nS)) = 0. Thus WP(c)(a,wp(c)h,Q)) = 
0 which shows that WP(c)(o:; 1 ,Q)) (£_ WP(c)(a,wp(c)(,,Q)). 
( d) For execution method ( d), take either /3 or 1 . Analogous reasomng shows that 
WP(d)(a;/3,Q)) (£. WP(d)(a,wp(d)(/3,Q)) and WP(d)(a;,,Q)) (£. WP(d)(a,wp(d)(,,Q)). 
My conclusion is that execution method (a) gives rise to a definition of weakest precondition 
consistent with Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) definition of weakest precondition in the sense that 
it captures the same meaning of correctness as that of Dijkstra. It is therefore best suited 
for determining whether a program is totally correct. Recall from Chapter 1 execution 
method (a) gives rise to a demonic interpretation of nondeterminism. This means that the 
notion of weakest precondition formulated in Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]) presupposes execution 
method (a) and hence a demonic interpretation of nondeterminism. In fact, Harel's [1979a] 
approach, via tree traversal algorithms, leads to the same result. It is interesting to note 
that this is also essentially shown in the independent investigations of de Bakker [1976], 
Plotkin (as described in de Roever [1976]) and Hoare [1978]. I have therefore answered both 
my earlier questions (p 94, 97). 
Note also that execution method (d) gives rise to a definition of weakest precondition which 
resembles 'wpa(a,Q)' (defined in §3 (5)). Recall from Chapter 1 execution method (d) 
gives rise to a demonic interpretation of nondeterminism. Therefore even if the effects of 
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messy termination are taken into ., •. count wpa(a, Q) is suitable for determining the total 
correctness of a program under an angelic interpretation of nondeterminism. 
In summary, for any program a, any precondition P ~ S and postcondition Q ~ S LJ{ _l }, 
we can define: 
Partial Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N 1 (C3(2) ): 
Total Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N 1 (C3(2) ): 
{P}a{Q}(Pd) iff P ~ af1.(a,QLJ{l_}) 
{P}a{Q}(Pa) iff P ~ af1.(a,(QLJ{l_})')' 
{P}a{Q}(Td) iff p ~ af1.(a,Qns) 
{P}a{Q}(Ta) iff p ~ af1.(a,(QnS)')' 
(where the 'd' and 'a' in the subscripts indicate respectively demonic and angelic nondeter-
minism). 
I now come to the second part of this section. Let the set of all possible final states be 
SLJ{oo}LJ{_i} and assume postconditions may contain oo and/or _l. The definition of last 
on exseqs ( Chapter 2.5, p 58) becomes 
{ 
Xn 
lastu(x) = 
00 
if XE 5+ LJSJ. and X = (x1, ... Xn) 
if x E S 00 
Using lastu I can define a function afu: programs x predicates --+ predicates by 
afu(a,Q) = {s I outu(a,s) ~ Q} 
where outu(a,s) = {lastu(x) Ix is an exseq of a from s}. 
(The subscript u indicates that postconditions may contain _l and/ or oo.) 
Now there four cases to consider for a postcondition Q ~ SU { oo} U { _l}. 
(i) Suppose _l E Q. Now: 
- if oo E Q then P ~ afu( a, Q) and P C afu( a, Q')' capture notio11s of partial 
correctness in §4 ( 1) and ( 2), and 
- if oo r:f, Q then none of the notions of correctness mentioned in §-t Mt' captured. 
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(ii) Suppose J_ (/. Q. Now: 
- if oo E Q then P ~ afu( o:, Q) and P C afu( o:, Q')' capture notions of general 
correctness in §4 ( 5) and ( 6), and 
- if oo (/. Q then P ~ afu( o:, Q) and P C afu( o:, Q')' capture notions of total 
correctness in §4 ( 3) and ( 4) 
Analogous reasoning to that (in §4) for postconditions which may contain oo and that (in 
the first part of this section) for postconditions which may contain J_ can be used to establish 
these claims. 
In summary, for any program o:, any precondition P C S and any postcondition Q C 
SU{ oo} U{ J_} we can define: 
Partial Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N1(C3(2)): 
Total Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N1(C3(2)): 
General Correctness 
N1(C3(l)): 
N1(C3(2)): 
Global Correctness 
{P}o:{Q}(Pd) iff P ~ afu(o:,QLJ{oo}LJ{_l_}) 
{P}o:{Q}(Pa) iff P ~ afu(o:,(QLJ{oo}LJ{_l_})')' 
{P}o:{Q}(Td) iff p ~ afu(o:,QnS) 
{P}o:{Q}(Ta) iff p ~ afu(o:,(QnS)')' 
{P}o:{ Q}(cd) iff P ~ afu( o:, Q) 
{P}o:{Q}(ca) iff P ~ afu(o:, Q')' 
{P}o:{Q}(c) iff P ~ afu(o:, (QnS)')' 
(where the 'd' and 'a' in the subscripts indicate respectively demonic and angelic nondeter-
minism). 
3.6 A Comparison of Notions of Correctness 
In §3, §4 and §5 I characterised and identified notions of partial, total-, global- and general 
correctness. In this section I discuss the relationships between these concepts of correctness 
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using the definitions obtained in the second part of §5. 
( 1) Theorem For any program a, any precondition P ~ S and any postcondition Q ~ 
SLJ{oo}LJ{1-}, 
(a) {P}a{Q}(Td) implies {P}a{Q}(Pd) 
(b) { P}a{ Q}(Td) implies { P}a{ Q}(c) 
(c) {P}a{Q}(Td) implies {P}a{Q}(cd) 
(d) {P}a{Q}(cd) implies {P}a{Q}(Pd) 
Analogous relationships hold for the notions of correctness using angelic constraints. 
Proof I will consider the demonic case. 
(a) For any Q ~ SU{ oo} U{1-}, Q ns ~ Q ~ Q U{ oo} U{1-}. So by monotonicity 
of afu, afu(a,QnS) ~ afu(a,QLJ{oo}LJ{1-}). Hence if P ~afu(a,QnS) then 
P ~ afu(a,QLJ{oo}LJ{1-}) (that is, {P}a{Q}(Td) implies {P}a{Q}(Pd)), How-
ever, this implication cannot be reversed. For example, consider the program a: 
abort and any postcondition Q ~ SLJ{oo}LJ{1-}. Now afu(abort,Q) = S but 
afu(abort,QnS) = 0. So {P}a{Q}(Pd) holds but {P}a{Q}(Td) does not hold. 
(b) Suppose {P}a{Q}(rd) holds. Then P ~ afu(a,QnS). Thus Vs E P, outu(a,s) ~ 
Qns and hence Vs E P, out(a,s)n(QnS)-:/ 0. Thus P ~ afu(a,(QnS)')', 
so {P}a{Q}(G) holds. Hence {P}a{Q}(Td) implies {P}a{Q}(c)· However, this 
implication cannot be reversed. For example consider the program 0:: if true --t 
abort ~ true --+ skip fi and postcondition Q = S. Now Vs E S, outu(a, s) = 
{s,1-}, so afu(a,(QnS)')' = S but afu(a,QnS) = 0. So for any P ~ S, 
P ~ afu(a,(QnS)')', but P </:_ afu(a,QnS). Hence {P}a{Q}(G) holds but 
{P}a{ Q}(Td) does not. 
(c) For any predicate Q ~ SLJ{oo}LJ{1-}, Qns ~ Qn(SLJ{oo}). So by the mono-
tonicity of afu, afu(a,QnS) ~afu(a,Qn(SLJ{oo})). Hence if P ~ afu(a,QnS) 
then p ~ afu(a,Qn(SLJ{oo})) (that is, {P}a{Q}(Td) implies {P}a{Q}(Gd))• 
However, the reverse implication does not hold. For example, consider the pro-
gram a: do true--+ skip od and postcondition Q = SLJ{oo} LJ{1-}. Now Vs ES, 
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outu(a,s) = {oo}, so afu( •. QnS) = 0 but afu(a,Qn(SU{oo})) =S. Hence for 
any P ~ S, P ~ afu(a,Qn(SU{oo})) but P (£_ afu(a,QnS). So {P}a{Q}(cdJ 
holds but { P}a{ Q}(Td) does not. 
(d) For any predicate Q ~ SLJ{oo}LJ{..l}, Qn(SLJ{oo}) ~ QLJ{oo}LJ{..l}. So by 
the monotonicity of afu(a,Qn(SLJ{oo})) ~ afu(a,(QLJ{oo}LJ{..l})). Hence if 
P ~ afu( a, Q n (SU{ oo})) then P ~ afu( a, ( Q U{ oo} U{ ..l})) ( that is, { P}a{ Q}(cdJ 
implies {P}a{Q}(Pd))· However, the reverse implication does not hold. For ex-
ample, consider the program a: abort and postcondition Q = S. Now Vs E S, 
outu(a,s) = {..l}, so afoo(a,(QU{oo}LJ{..l})) = S but afu(a,Qn(SU{oo})) = 0. 
Thus VP~ S, P ~ afoo(a,(QU{oo}LJ{..l})) but P (£_ afu(a,Qn(SLJ{oo})). So 
{P}a{ Q}(Pd) holds but {P}a{ Q}(cd) does not. D 
For any nondeterministic program a, any precondition and any postcondition, the relation-
ships between partial-, total- , global- and general correctness are given in Figure 6, 
{ P}a{ Q}(Td) ==;, 
jJ- ~ 
{P}a{Q}(c) 
{P}a{Q}(Pd) 
1t 
{ P}a{ Q}(Gd) 
{P}a{Q}(Ta) ==;> 
jJ- ~ 
{P}a{Q}(c) 
Figure 6 
{P}a{ Q}(P,,) 
1t 
{P}a{Q}(C") 
where'==;-' means 'implies'. For example, and arrow from {P}a{Q}(Td) to {P}a{Q}(Pd) 
means '{P}a{Q}(Td) implies {P}a{Q}(Pd)' interpreted as 'if a is totally correct with respect 
to P and Q, then a is partially correct with respect to P and Q.' 
Note that, in general, 
(i) {P}a{Q}(c) does not imply {P}a{Q}(cd) 
(ii) {P}a{Q}(Gd) does not imply {P}a{Q}(G) 
(iii) {P}a{Q}(c) does not imply {P}a{Q}(Pd) 
(iv) {P}a{Q}(Pd) does not imply {P}a{Q}(c) 
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As a counterexample for (i) consider the program a: if true - abort ~ true ---t skip fi 
and any postcondition Q = S. Now Vs ES, outu(a,s) = {s,1-}, so afu(a,(QnS)')' = S 
but afu(a,(Qn(SLJ{oo})) = 0. Hence {P}a{Q}(G) holds but {P}a{Q}(cd) does not hold. 
As a counterexample for (ii) consider the program /3 : do true - skip od. Now Vs E 
S outu(a,s) = {oo}, so afu(,B,(Qn(SLJ{oo})) = S but afu(/3,(QnS)')' = 0. Hence 
{P}/3{Q}(Gd) holds but {P}/3{Q}(c) does not hold. 
As a counterexample for (iii) consider the program a: if true - x := 1 ~ true ---t x := 2 
fi and the postcondition Q = {s Ix has value 1 in states}. Now Vs ES, outu(a,s) = {s Ix 
has value 1 in state s} U { s I x has value 2 in state s }. So afu( a, Q U{ oo} U{ 1-}) = 0 but 
afu( a, ( Q n S)')' = S. Hence { P}a{ Q}(c) holds but { P}a{ Q}(Pd) does not hold. 
As a counterexample for (iv) consider the program /3: abort and any postcondition Q. Now 
Vs ES, outu(a,s) = {1-}, so afu(a,QLJ{oo}LJ{1-}) = S but afu(a,(QnS)')' = 0. Hence 
{P}a{Q}(Pd) holds but {P}a{Q}(G) does not hold. 
In this chapter I have approached the definition of different notions of correctness from one 
point of view by determining constraints on initial states for programs. Noting that the 
specification, written {P}a{Q} (p 68), of a notion of correctness for a program a expresses 
a relationship between a set P of initial states for a and a set Q of final states for a, notions 
of correctness can also be defined by determining constraints on the final states for programs. 
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Chapter 4 
A Relational Model 
This chapter is concerned with a model of programs in which all reasoning about programs 
is based upon their input-output behaviour. I will critically examine two ideas: 
(i) That programs can be modelled as binary relations on states; operations on programs 
as operations on relations and the calculus of weakest preconditions as the calculus of 
binary relations. 
(ii) That it may be possible to do so equationally. 
The intuition behind idea (i) is that an input-output pair (s, t) of states is related by a 
program a iff program a sometimes reaches final state t from state s. Since programs, in 
general, are nondeterministic, any intial state s may be related by a program to a number 
of possible final states and the meaning of a program is given by the collection of all its 
possible input-output pairs. This collection is a binary (input-output) relation on states. 
The initial attraction of the relational model lies in facts such as the following. 
(a) There already exists a calculus of binary relations ( such as that of Tarski [1941]). 
(b) Details of implementations are suppressed. 
( c) Proofs are often simple. 
However, it has several shortcomings. 
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(a) It abstracts from the many properties of the computations performed in transforming 
states. (Blikle [1981]) For example, it permits a study of correctness and termination 
( as I show in §4 and §5) but not of properties of the progressive behaviour of programs. 
(For example, it fails to handle assertions like 'the variable x assumes the value O at 
some point during the computation' or 'a property P holds throughout every execution 
of a program from some state s'.) 
(b) Continuously operating programs where no output at all is expected cannot be anal-
ysed. (For example, operating systems.) (Emerson [1990]) 
(c) It falters on an important point: Gries [1981] (8.3) is not satisfied when composition 
of programs is interpreted as composition of relations. ( Gordon [1989a]) 
( d) Some relational operations ( for example, complementation) have rather artificial in-
terpretations in the context of programs. 
I will conclude in §5 that a more sophisticated model is required to capture our intuition 
about the behaviour of nondeterministic programs (including those which are continuously 
operating). 
In order to investigate idea ( i) it is necessary to find a relational model for nondeterministic 
programs. In §2 I apply the analysis of representation methods made in Chapter 1 to the 
relational model, and draw the attention of the reader to twenty-four methods of representing 
programs as binary (input-output) relations on states. In §3 I investigate the suitability 
of the various representation methods for ( each of) the notion( s) of correctness identified 
in Chapter 3.4. However, I demonstrate in §4 that models based on such representation 
methods do not comfortably accommodate Dijkstra's weakest precondition semantics, and 
so we do not obtain some perspicuous standard model for nondeterministic programs by 
just considering binary relations. We need to specialise to a certain set of relations which 
I call execution relations. Using execution relations I verify, in §5, all the formulae (except 
that for the iterative command) in Dijkstra's algebra of weakest preconditions. Of those 
verified I conclude that all, except the law for the assignment command, can be established 
equationally. 
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4.1 Background 
Before investigating a relational model it is essential to have a clear picture of the devel-
opments which motivated the research into the relevance of binary relations to theoretical 
computer science. 
One of the earliest approaches to capturing the semantics of a program a was to consider 
the final state in which a terminates as a function of the initial state from which a was 
started. The 'functional approach' to programming has been extensively followed in, for 
example, Hoare and Lauer [1974] - but it has a few shortcomings. One is that the final 
state, considered as a function of the initial state, may not be defined for all states in the 
state space, because there may be some initial state s such that either a fails to start from 
s, or if a starts from s it may terminate messily from s or it may not terminate from s. 
To deal with such situations there are at least three methods of representing a program 
as a function of states. Recall (from Chapter 1, p 8) the two options Rl(l) and R1(3) 
for representing initialisation properties of programs: either ( 1) only states from which o: 
always starts are included as initial states; or (3) all states in which a program a is activated 
are included as initial states. For the latter option recall also (from Chapter 1, p 11) the 
options R2( 4)( a) and R2( 4 )(b) for representing execution properties of programs: either ( a) 
one special symbol could be used to simultaneously denote the final state of nonterminating 
and messily terminating executions; or (b) two special symbols could be used to denote 
respectively the final state of nonterminating and messily terminating executions. There 
are then three alternative ways of representing a program as a function on states. Namely, 
we could choose either Rl(l); [R1(3) and R2(4)(a)] or [R1(3) and R2(4)(b)]. First, if 
Rl(l) is adopted, a program a could be viewed as a partial function a : S --+ S. This 
method (which corresponds to representation method R1(l) in Chapter 1 Table 3) has 
the disadvantage that it cannot distinguish between a program which can start from s but 
not terminate cleanly, and one which cannot start from s at all. ( Of course making this 
distinction may not be important in a particular context.) Second, if options R1(3) and 
R2(4)(a) are chosen then a program can be viewed as a total function a : S --+ S LJ{1-} 
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where 'o:( s) = { _l}' means 'o: is r ,:, defined at s' which can be taken as saymg 'a does 
not start from s', 'a terminates messily from s' or 'o: does not terminate from s'. Third, if 
options R1(3) and R2( 4)(b) are chosen then a program can be viewed as a total function 
o:: S----+ SLJ{_i,oo} where 'a(s) = {_i}' means 'a is not defined at s' which can be 
taken as saying 'o: does not start from s' or 'a terminates messily from s ', and 'o:( s) = { oo}' 
means 'o: does not terminate from s '. However, the latter two approaches ( which correspond 
respectively to representation methods R3(7) and R3(8) in Chapter 1 Table 3) have the 
disadvantage that they destroy the homogeneity of the state space. (Dijkstra and Scholten 
([1990] p 126). 
Perhaps the main shortcoming of viewing a program as a (partial- or total) function is that 
it caters only for deterministic programs - nondeterministic programs do not fit naturally 
into such a functional framework. This has led to a number of alternative mathematical 
frameworks for treating nondeterministic programs. One such approach is to introduce 
functions from states to subsets of states - that is, multifunctions ( or multiple- rnlued func-
tions ((Enderton [1977] p 44), (Manes and Arbib [1986] p 21-26)). By analogy with the 
discussion in Chapter 1 concerning representation methods for nondeterministic programs 
we could enumerate twenty-four representation methods in terms of multifunctions corre-
sponding to the twenty-four methods (in terms of pictorial representations) listed in Chapter 
1 Table 3. For example, if representation method R1(l), or R2(l) is adopted. a program 
o: could be viewed as a partial multifunction a : S ----+ P(S). If representation method 
R3(7): R1(3) and R2(4)(a) is adopted, a program a can be viewed as a total n111ltifunction 
a: S----+ 'P(SLJ{_i}), where for every s E 5, o:(s)-/= 0 and a(s) ~ SLJ{_i}. 
Another approach is to view a program as a binary (input-output) relation 011 ..;t ates. On 
such an approach, an initial state and a final state for a program are treated rt! the same 
level. 
Now I summarise the basic operations on relations that I need in the scq1wl .\ binary 
relation R with respect to a set 5 is a subset of the Cartesian product 5 x :-,· l lw following 
operations will be used: 
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(a) Null relation 0 ( which is the empty subset of S x S) 
Identity relation l={(x,x)lxES} 
Universal relation s XS. 
(b) Conversion R~ = {(x,y) I (y,x) ER} 
Complementation R' = { ( X' y) I ( X' y) (/. R} 
(c) Composition R;S = {(x,y) I (:lz E S)[(x,z) ER and (z,y) E SJ} 
Union RLJS = {(x,y) I (x,y) ER or (x,y) ES} 
Intersection Rns = {(x,y) I (x,y) ER and (x,y) ES} 
(cl) Infinite union Un?::ORn = {(x,y) I (:ln 2 O)[(x,y) E Rn} 
where R0 = I and Rn+l =Rn; R for n 2 0. 
The equational laws satisfied by these operations are described in a famous and seminal 
paper of Tarski [1941]. 
A variant of composition is the application of a relation to a set. One such operation for a 
binary relation R and a set Q is defined by 
(e) R: Q = {x I (:ly)[(x, y) ER and y E Q]} 
Brink ( [1978], [1981]) called this operation the Peirce product ( after CS Peirce, who intro-
duced it in 1870). 
The following theorem gives the arithmetical facts concerning ':' that will be used in §4 and 
§5. 
(1) Theorem For any relations R, T ~ S x S and any sets P, Q ~ S the following hold: 
(i) (R; T) : Q = R: (T : Q) 
(ii) R : ( P U Q) = R : P U R : Q 
(iii) (RUT):Q=R:Q U T:Q 
(iv) I: Q = Q 
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(v) 0:Q=0 
( vi) R~ : (R : Q)' ~ Q' 
(vii) If P ~ Q then R: P ~ R: Q 
(viii) R: (P n Q) ~ R: P n R: Q 
(ix) If U;E1 P; exists, so does U;Ef R: P;, and UiEJ R : P; = R: (U;EJ Pi) 
(x) R : 0 = 0 
Proof By way of example, I prove (i) - the others are similar. 
(R;T): P = {x I (:ly)[(x,y) E R;T and y E Pl} 
= {x I (:ly)[(:lz)[(x,z) ER and (z,y) ET] and y E Pl} 
= {x I (:ly)(:lz)[[(x, z) ER and (z, y) ET] and y E Pl} 
= {x I (:lz)(:ly)[[(x,z) ER and (z,y) ET] and y E Pl} 
= {x I (:lz)[(x,z) ER and (:ly)[(z,y) ET and y E P]]} 
= {x I (:lz)[(x, z) ER and z ET: Pl} 
= R: (T: P) D 
(Property (vii) is sometimes described by saying Peirce product is monotone with respect 
to~-) 
There are other set-forming operations on relations. For example, 
(f) Domain 
Range 
dom R = {x I (:ly)[(x,y) ER]}= R: S 
ran R = {y I (:lx)[(x,y) ER]}= R~: Q 
A binary relation R ~ S x S is called a total relation if dom R = S and a partial relation if 
dom R ~ S. Tarski's [1941] calculus of binary relations provides a formalism for representing 
programs as binary relations. This is as follows. 
Let S be the set of states of the computer, called the state space. A predicate P is here ( as 
in Chapters 2, 3) not interpreted as a first-order logic formula but rather thought of as being 
the set of states in which P is true. Thus a predicate is simply a subset of the state space 
S. Operations on predicates include unions, intersections and complements. 
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Programs are not assumed to be deterministic and are represented as binary relations over 
S. In this chapter, as in Blikle [1977], [o:] denotes the binary (input-output) relation corre-
sponding to a program o:. 
The programs skip and abort are represented respectively by the identity relation, I and the 
null relation, 0. For two programs o: and /3, sequential composition o:; /3 is represented by 
the composition [o:]; [/3] of the corresponding relations [o:] and [/3] (that is, [o:; /3] = [o:]; [/3]). 
Since we are dealing with nondeterministic programs, there is for any programs o: and /3 
a program o: U /3, called nondeterministic choice (Hoare [1978]) which performs either o: 
or /3, without it being known in advance which one. This program is represented by the 
set- theoretic union of the relations [ o:] and [/3] ( that is, [ o: U /3] = [ o:] U [/3]). 
In order to define the relation corresponding to the simple assignment statement, a state 
is viewed as a vector of values of ( all) program variables. Then the assignment statement 
is regarded as a program which relates two states differing in only one position, namely 
the final state has in that position the value assigned to the corresponding variable by the 
assignment command. That is, for any states ES, s = (s(l), s(2), s(3), ... ) where for each 
j = 1, 2, 3, ... , s(j) denotes the value of the program variable Xj in state s. Then for a 
program variable Xk and a well-defined expression e, the binary relation corresponding to 
the simple assignment statement 'Xk := e' is 
[Xk := e] = {(s, t) I t(k) is the value of e evaluated in states and for j =/- k s(j) = t(j)}. 
To represent the remaining two fundamental constructions of programs - the IF and DO 
statements - in the calculus of binary relations, two ideas are used. First, for a predicate B 
(used as a guard), a program B? (called test B) is used. This program skips if the input state 
s is in B but aborts if s is not in B. The corresponding relation is [ B?] = { ( s, s) I s E B}. 
The properties of this relation that will be used in §5 are given in the following Lemma. 
(2) Lemma For any program a and any predicates B and Q, 
(a) [B?]:Q=BnQ. 
(b) [o:]; [B?] = {(x,y) I (x,y) E [o:] and y EB}. 
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(c) [B?]; [a]= {(x, y) Ix EB and (x,y) E [al}. 
Proof 
(a) [B?]: Q 
= {x I (:ly)[(x,y) E [B?] and y E Q]} = {x I (:ly)[x = y and y E Q]} = BnQ. 
(b) [a]; [B?] 
= {(x, y) I (:lz)[(x, z) E [a] and (z, y) E [B?]} 
= {(x,y) I (:lz)[(x,z) E [a] and z = y and z E Bl} 
= {(x, y) I (x, y) E [a] and y EB}. 
(c) Similar to (b). D 
Second, a program whose execution consists of executing some program a a finite number 
of times is also used. This program, denoted by a*, is such that 
a* = skip U a U a ; a U . . . U an U 
= Un>O an 
where a 0 = skip and an+l = a; an for n 2 0. 
Lemma For any program a, [an] = [a]\ for n 2 0. 
Proof By induction on n. 
For n = 0, [a] 0 = I and [a0 ] = [skip] = I. Assume as induction hypothesis that [ar = [an] 
for some n. Then 
[ar+l [ar; [a] (by definition) 
[an]; [a] (by induction hypothesis) 
[an; a] (by definition) 
[an+l] (by definition) D 
The corresponding binary (input-output) relation is [a*]= [a]* , where 
[a]* = I U [a] U [a]; [a] U ... U [at U ... = Un::::o [at. This is the reflexive tran-
sitive closure of a relation. It is called the Kleene closure of the relation (Kozen ([1980] 
p 356) ), after SC Kleene, who contributed extensively to the theory of so-called regular 
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expressions (in Kleene [1956]). Tht ,, for any programs o:1 and o: 2 and any predicates B1 
and B2, the program 'ifB1 -+ 0:1 ~ B2-+ o:2fi' can be written as 'B1?;o:1 U B 2?;o:2 ' 
with '[B1 ?] ; [o:1 ] U [B2 ?] ; [o: 2]' as corresponding binary (input-output) relation. It is also 
easy to define the binary relations corresponding to the two special forms of IF. Namely, 
[if B do a] = [B?]; [o:] and [if B do a else /3 Ji] = [B?]; [o:] U [,B?]; [/3]. 
Finally, for any program o: and any predicate B, the program 'while B do o:' can be written 
as '(B?; o:)*; (,B?)' (or '(if B do a)*; (,B?)') with '([B?]; [o:])*; [,B?]' as corresponding 
binary (input-output) relation. 
To define the semantics of (atomic or compound) programs, a program is treated as a certain 
operator on predicates, namely the weakest precondition of a program o: with respect to a 
given postcondition Q ~ S. That is, 
(3) wp(a,Q) = {s I (:lt E S)[(s,t) E [o:]]} n {s I (Vt E S)[(s,t) E [o:]:::;, t E Q]} 
The reader will have no difficulty in recognising that the first set is interpreted simply as 
the Peirce product [o:] : S introduced in (e). The other set is equationally definable from 
Peirce product and complementation (from the Boolean algebra) as ([o:] : Q' )'. ( This is in 
fact another one of Peirce's original operations, which he called involution (Peirce [1870]).) 
Thus for any program o: and any postcondition Q ~ S, 
(4) wp(a, Q) = [o:]: S n ([o:]: Q')' 
Also a precondition of a program o: with respect to a postcondition Q ~ S is 
(5) {s I (:lt E S)[(s, t) E [o:] and t E Q]} = [o:]: Q. 
(If Q = S this is the domain of [o:], written dom[o:].) 
A postcondition of a program o: with respect to a precondition P ~ S is 
(6) { t I (:ls E S)[(s, t) E [o:] ands E Pl} = [o:]~ : P . 
(If P = S this is the range of [o:], written ran[o:].) 
These ideas have been exploited by many. I give a brief overview of instances int lw literature 
where a relational approach is adopted. In the early seventies, binary relation~ \\«'rt· used to 
model recursive programs by for example, de Bakker and de Roever [197:3]. l11t, !1cock and 
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Park [1973] and de Bakker ([1978], [1980]). An overview of the calculi of relations is presented 
in Sanderson's [1981] book, which serves as an excellent introduction to the relational ap-
proach to computation. Several methods of relational representations of (nondeterministic) 
programs have been proposed (Hoare and Lauer [1974], Plotkin [1976], Wand [1977], Smyth 
[1978]) and investigated (in for example, de Roever [1976], Blikle ([1977], [1981]), de Bakker 
[1978], Harel ([1979a], [1979b]), Guerreiro ([1980], [1981], [1982]), Jacobs and Gries [1985], 
as well as Holt [1991 ]). Jacobs and Gries [1985] provided an overview of many methods 
of relational representations. A relational approach has been used as a unifying framework 
in which to view and relate various notions of correctness (by for example, Blikle ([1977], 
[1981]), Jacobs and Gries [1985] and Holt [1991]). Nelson [1989] presents an excellent discus-
sion of the methods of relational representation corresponding to the notions of partial- and 
total correctness. The use of binary relations to model nondeterministic programs has also 
figured in logics of programs, such as dynamic logic (Parikh [1981], Harel [1979a]). (Logics 
of programs are abstract models of programming languages which reason about programs. 
In this context, a calculus of relations forms part of the mathematical framework to reason 
about programs - programs are not actually written within the framework of the calculus 
of relations, as in a relational approach to computation.) 
An application of Tarski's [1941] calculus of relations was introduced by Hoare and He 
Jifeng [1987] in the specification of an abstract data type (that is, a data structure and a 
set of operations defined on it). They extended the notion of weakest precondition to that 
of weakest prespecification of a program and a postcondition. Unlike the usual relational 
approaches to program semantics, both programs and predicates are viewed as relations. 
One respect in which the relational approach is successful is that proofs are often simple. 
Gordon [1989a] proved the formulae of Dijkstra's algebra of weakest preconditions in the 
automated reasoning environment HOL. 
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4.2 Representation and Execution Methods 
In Chapter 1 I introduced twenty-four methods of representing (nondeterministic) programs: 
Rj(n) (for j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) as listed in Table 3. By analogy with the analysis of 
the twenty-four representation methods of (nondeterministic) programs in Chapter 1 Table 
3, I will, in the first part of this section, enumerate twenty-four methods of representing 
programs in terms of binary (input-output) relations between a set of initial states and a set 
of outcomes. Recall also the four execution methods described in Chapter 1 Table 7, namely 
(a) depth-first; (b) depth-first with backtracking; (c) breadth-first; and (d) breadth-first 
with backtracking execution methods. I investigate, in the second part of this section, how 
representation methods correspond to execution methods. 
A binary (input-output) relation [a] associated with a program a is a collection of pairs 
(s, t) of states such that t is a possible outcome of executing a from initial states. The set 
of initial states for a program a is represented by the domain of the associated relation [a], 
written dom[a] and the set of outcomes is represented by the range of [a], written ran[a]. 
Therefore a relational representation of an execution of a program is the abstraction of the 
initial state and the outcome(s) of the execution. Recall from Chapter 1 that the possible 
outcomes produced by cleanly terminating executions are states. Th~ range of a binary 
relation associated with such an execution is a subset of the state space. The 'outcomes' of 
nonterminating and messily terminating executions are not states. So the range of a binary 
relation associated with such an execution must include special state( s). I will now show 
how different relational representation methods arise by putting some constraints on the 
domain and the range of relations used and the expected relation between the initial and 
final states to be represented. 
First it must be decided which initialisation properties of a program a from a state s are to 
be represented in a relational model. Within the context of this chapter, the three choices 
( considered in Chapter 1, p 8) are: 
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Rl Initialisation Property Representations 
either ( 1) Only states from which a program a always starts are related to outcomes. 
or (2) All states from which a program a sometimes or always starts are related to outcomes. 
or (3) All states in which a program a is activated are related to outcomes. 
Options Rl ( 1) and Rl ( 2) correspond to modelling programs by partial relations because 
from some states there may be no outcome at all, though the program can be activated in 
the state (that is, the state is a member of the state space). Option R1(3) corresponds to 
restricting relations to total relations because each state is related to at least one outcome 
in the sense that something must happen when a program is activated in a state. (Note that 
the relational representation methods in the literature do not distinguish between options 
Rl(l) and R1(2). Instead they are combined into one option: Some states in which a 
program a is activated are not related to outcomes.) 
Second it must be decided which kind(s) of executions (from the list in Chapter 1, p 9) are 
to be represented in a relational model. Within the context of this chapter, the eight choices 
( considered in Chapter 1, p 9, 10) are: 
R2 Execution Property Representations 
either ( 1) Only cleanly terminating executions are represented. There are two possibilities for 
representation, namely, 
(a) Only programs a with 
dom[a] = { s I a always terminates cleanly from state s}, and 
ran[a] ~ S are represented. 
or (b) Only programs a with 
dom[a] = {s I a sometimes or always terminates cleanly from states}, and 
ran[a] ~ S are represented. 
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or (2) Only terminating executions are represented (including both cleanly- and messily ter-
minating executions. There are two possibilities for representation, namely, 
(a) Only programs o: with 
dom[o:J = {s Io: always terminates from states}, and 
ran [ o: J ~ 5 U { ..l} (where '..l' denotes the final state of messily terminating exe-
cutions) are represented. 
or (b) Only programs o: with 
dom [ o: J = { s I o: sometimes or al ways terminates from state s}, and 
ran[o:J ~ SU {..l} (where '..l' denotes the final state of messily terminating exe-
cutions) are represented. 
or (3) Only cleanly terminating- and nonterminating executions are represented. There are 
two possibilities for representation, namely, 
(a) Only programs o: with 
dom[o:J = {s Io: always terminates cleanly and/or does not terminate from state 
s}, and ran[o:J ~ SLJ{oo} (where 'oo' denotes the final state of nonterminating 
executions) are represented. 
or (b) Only programs o: with 
dom[o:J = {s Io: sometimes or always terminates cleanly and/or does not termi-
nate from states}, and ran[o:] ~ SLJ{oo} (where 'oo' denotes the final state of 
nonterminating executions) are represented. 
or ( 4) All kinds of executions are represented. There are two possibilities for representation, 
namely, 
(a) ran[o:] ~ SU {_l}, where 'J_' denotes simultaneously the final state of messily 
terminating executions and nonterminating executions. 
or (b) ran[o:J ~ SU{..l}LJ{oo}, where '..l' and 'oo' denote respectively the final states 
of messily terminating executions and nonterminating executions. 
So for any program o:, and any initial state s, 
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• '(s, t) E [a]' means that a sorn a:,imes or always terrrunates cleanly from states in final 
state t. 
• if' ..l.' denotes simultaneously the final state of messily terminating and nonterminating 
executions then '(s, ..l.) E [a]' means that a sometimes or always does not terminate 
cleanly from states; otherwise '(s, ..l.) E [a]' means that a sometimes or always termi-
nates messily from state s. 
• ' ( s, oo) E [a]' means that a sometimes or al ways does not terminate from state s. 
The three choices (Rl(l), R1(2), R1(3) on p 115) for the set of initial states and the eight 
choices (R2(i)(x) on p 115, 116, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4; x = a, b) for executions lead to 
twenty-four different (relational) representation methods for programs. Namely: 
Representation Method Rj(l): Rl(j) and R2(1)(a) 
Representation Method Rj(2): Rl(j) and R2(l)(b) 
Representation Method Rj(3) : Rl(j) and R2(2)(a) 
Representation Method Rj(4): Rl(j) and R2(2)(b) 
Representation Method Rj(5): Rl(j) and R2(3)(a) 
Representation Method Rj(6): Rl(j) and R2(3)(b) 
Representation Method Rj(7): Rl(j) and R2(4)(a) 
Representation Method Rj(8): Rl(j) and R2(4)(b) 
wherej = 1, 2, 3. 
(Note that the notation used here is the same as in Chapter 1 Table 3. \rn I y now ( im-
plicitly) denoting relational representation methods for programs by refering to t lw options 
for initialisation property representations on p 115 and the options for exernt 111t1 property 
representations on p 115, 116.) 
In R3(l) the conjunct 'R1(3) and R2(1)(a)' means that from every state e\'t·ry ,·x,·cution of 
the program under consideration is supposed to terrrunate cleanly. Thus such a 111udcl cannot 
represent either messy termination or nontermination. Likewise, in R3( 3 J t lw conjunct 
'R1(3) and R2(2)(a)' means that there is no way of representing nontermit1,t111111. and in 
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R3(5) the conjunct 'R1(3) and R2(3)(a)' means that there is no direct representation of 
messy termination. 
In R3(2) the conjunct 'R1(3) and R2(1)(b)' means that from every state every execution 
of the program under consideration is supposed to sometimes or always terminate cleanly. 
Thus such a model cannot represent an execution which never terminates cleanly. Likewise, 
in R3( 4) the conjunct 'R1(3) and R2(2)(b )' means that there is no way of representing an 
execution which never terminates, and in R3(6) the conjunct 'R1(3) and R2(3)(b)' means 
that there is no direct representation of an execution which always terminates messiy. 
Recall from Chapter 1 (p 14) the representation with respect to a representation method 
Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) of an execution property p (for p = (i) - (xv)) of 
a program a from a state s is denoted by exrepR, (n) ( a, s). Here 
J 
for any representation method Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) and 
any execution property p (for p = (i) - (xv)) of a program a from a states, 
exrepR,(n)(a,s) = {(s,t) I a reaches outcome t from states}. (If there is no 
J 
representation with respect to Rj(n) then exrepR,(n)(a,s) = 0.) 
J 
That is, exrepR,(n)(a,s) is a set of input-output pair(s) of states with first components. I 
J 
will use the notation, '[a]R,(n)' to denote the binary input-output relation associated with a 
J 
program a for representation method Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3, and n = 1, 2, ... , 8). That 
is, [a]Rj(n) = usES exrepRj(n)( a, s ). 
As a reference the symbols used in this chapter to denote the input-output pair( s) associ-
ated with a program a from a state s are given in Table 8. Table 8 also indicates the 
corresponding pictorial representation (in Chapter 1 Table 4) and the set for which the 
symbol is an abbreviation. The general form of the symbols is the cross product of two sets. 
The first is the singleton { s} reflecting the fact that the execution properties p ( for p = (i) 
- (xv)) (listed in Chapter 1 Table 1) are relativised to the initial state s. The second is 
either a singleton or a set of states. A singleton (namely, {oo}, or {..l}) indicates either 
there is at most one final state of the program from state s or only one possible outcome is 
represented; while a set of states (namely, S, {oo,..l}, S1_ (= SLJ{..l}), S00 (= SLJ{oo}), 
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or Su ( = SU{ oo, _l})) indicates there may be several possible outcomes of the program 
from s. The meaning of each symbol is the same as explained in Chapter 1 Table 4 for the 
corresponding pictorial representation. (Recall an entry in parentheses means blank for j = 
1 and the entry for j = 2, 3.) 
'{s}xS' 
'{s} x {oo}' 
'{s} X {_i}' 
'{s}xS1_' 
'{s}xScx/ 
corresponds to '• ----t' and 
abbreviates { ( s, t) I o: terminates cleanly in final state t} 
corresponds to'• ----t ••• ' and abbreviates {(s,oo)} 
corresponds to'•~' and abbreviates {(s, _i)} 
corresponds to '•/---P' and 
abbreviates {(s, t) Io: terminates cleanly in final state t} U {(s, _i)} 
corresponds to '•/--+ ... 'and 
abbreviates {(s,t) Io: terminates cleanly in final state t} U {(s,oo)} 
'{s} x {oo,_i}' corresponds to'•'\.~' and abbreviates {(s,_i)}LJ {(s,oo)} 
' { s} x U' corresponds to '•~' and abbreviates 
{(s,t) Io: terminates cleanly in final state t} U {(s,..l)} U {(s,oo)} 
' { s} x 0' corresponds to '•' 
A space corresponds to a space and abbreviates the empty relation. 
Table 8: Table of Relational Representations 
Now replacing each entry in Chapter 1 Table 5 with its corresponding relational representa-
tion, we obtain Table 9. The information provided in Table 9 is as explained for Chapter 
1 Table 5, only using relational representations instead of the pictorial representations, 
where appropriate. Note that the entries in Table 9 are in small print. This is done just to 
shorten the table which otherwise could not be printed on one page. 
For example, consider representation method Rj( 4). Then for any program o: with property 
(ix) the entry in the row labelled '(ix)' under the column labelled 'Rj(4)' means [o:]Rj(4) 
(for j = 2, 3) contains input-output pairs (s, t) such that o: terminates cleanly from states 
in final state t and the input-output pair (s,_i) but [o:]R
1
(4 ) = 0. 
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Rj(l) Rj(2) Rj(3) Rj(4) Rj(5) Rj(6) Rj(7) Rj(8) 
(i) {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS 
(ii) {s}xS {s}xS.L {s}xS.L {s}xS {s}xS.L {s}xS.L 
(iii) {s}x{.L} {s}x{.L} {s}x {.L} {s}x{.L} 
(iv) {s}xS {s}xS {s}XSoo {s}XS00 {s}XS.L {s}XS00 
(v) {s}xS {s}XS.L {s}XS00 {s}XS.L {s}xU 
( vi) {s}x{.L} {s}x{oo} {s}x{.L} {s}x{oo,.L} 
(vii) {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} {s}x{.L} {s}x{oo} 
(viii) ({s}xS) ({s}xS) ({s}xS) ({s}xS) ({s}xS) 
(ix) ({s}xS) ({s}xS.L) ({s}xS) ({s}xS.L) ({s}xS.L) 
(x) ({s}x{.L}) ({s}x{.L}) ({s}x{.L}) 
(xi) ({s}xS) ({s}xS) ({s}xS00 ) ({s}XS.L) ( { s} X S00 ) 
(xii) ({s}xS) ({s}XS.L) ({s}xS00 ) ({s}xS.L) ({s}xU) 
(xiii) ({s}x{.L}) ({s}x{oo}) ({s}x{.L}) ( {s} X { oo,.L}) 
(xiv) ({s}x{oo}) ({s}x{.L}) ({s}x{oo}) 
(xv) ( {s}x{.L}) ({s}x0) 
Table 9: Execution Properties and Relational Representation Methods 
I now come to the second part of this section. Recall from Chapter 1 (p 25) the claim that 
the way in which a program is executed corresponds to traversing the execution tree of the 
program in search of a final state (that is, a leaf of the tree). The four execution methods 
described in Chapter 1 Table 6 are: 
( a) Depth-first execution method. 
(b) Depth-first with backtracking execution method. 
( c) Breadth-first execution method. 
( d) Breadth-first with backtracking execution method. 
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I claim here that the way in which a program is represented as a binary relation goes hand 
in hand with the way in which we think of a program being executed. For a representation 
method Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8), and an execution method E (where E 
= ( a) - ( d)) I need to check whether: 
For any program o: the set of outcomes ( if any) related by o: to a given initial state 
s under representation method Rj ( n) is the same as the set of results produced 
by executing o: from state s under an execution method E. 
Therefore I need a notation for the set of all input-output pairs associated with a program 
under an execution method. 
For any execution method E and any program o:, relE( o:) denotes the set of all 
pairs (s, t) of states such that o: can produce final state t from initial state s 
under execution method E. 
Replacing each entry in Chapter 1 Table 7 by its corresponding relational representation, 
we obtain Table 10 below. Each entry in Table 10 indicates the set of pairs (s, t) (where 
t E SU{ oo, J_}) such that if program o: is activated in states then state tis a possible result 
produced using an execution method ((a) - (d)). 
For example, consider execution method (a). Then for any state s and any program o: 
with property (i) the entry in the row labelled '(i)' under the column labelled '(a)' means 
rel(a)(o:) contains pairs (s, t) such that o: terminates cleanly in final state t fort ES. Also 
for any program /3 with property (ii) the entry in the row labelled '(ii)' under the column 
labelled '(a)' means rel(a)(/3) contains pairs (s,t) such that o: terminates cleanly in final 
state t fort ES and the input-output pair (s, ..1_). 
From the entries in Table 10, I conclude that rel(a) ( o:) is a total relation over S x (SU{ oo} U{ J_}) 
(because for any states all execution properties of o: from s are represented) and rel(b)(a), 
rel(c)( o: ), rel(d)( a) are partial relations over S x (SU{ oo}) (because for any states only some 
execution properties of o: from s are represented). 
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(a) (b) (c) (cl) 
(i) {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS 
(ii) {s}xS1. {s}xS {s}xS 
(iii) {s}x{-1} 
(iv) {s}XSoo {s}xSoo {s}xS {s}xS 
(v) {s}xU {s}XSoo {s}xS 
(vi) {s}x{oo,-1} {s}x{oo} {s}xS 
(vii) {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} 
(viii) {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS {s}xS 
(ix) {s}xS1. {s}xS {s}xS 
(x) {s}x{-1-} 
(xi) {s}XSoo {s}XSoo {s}xS {s}xS 
(xii) {s}xU {s}XSoo {s}xS 
(xiii) { s} X { oo ,_l} {s}x{oo} {s}xS 
(xiv) {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} 
(xv) {s }x 0 
Table 10: Execution Properties and Execution Methods II 
My analysis of the correspondence (if any) between a representation method and an execu-
tion method is based on the following criterion: 
A method of representation Rj(n) (where j = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1. '2 . .... 8) 
corresponds to an execution method E (where E = (a) - ( d)) if and u11ly if 
[a]R·(n) = re/E(a). 
J 
Therefore a method of representation Rj ( n) does not correspond to an exec u t iu11 method E 
if for some program a: 
either (1) [a]R·(n) </:. relE(a), 
J 
or (2) [a]R·(n)-;_ re!E(a) 
J 
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( 1) Theorem The correspondence or otherwise of the various representation methods to 
the various execution methods is given by the following table. 
Rj(l) Rj(2) Rj(3) Rj(4) Rj(5) Rj(6) Rj(7) Rj(8) 
(a) X X X X X X X (v) 
(b) X X X X X (v) X X 
(c) X X X X X X X X 
(d) X X X X X X X X 
where 
'x 'in a row x (for x = (a)} (b)} (c)} (d)) under column Rj(n) (for j = 1} 2} 
3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) means representation method Rj(n) does not correspond 
to execution method x, 
'v' in a row X (for X = (a)} (b), (c), (d)) under column Rj(n) (for j 
1} 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) means representation method Rj(n) corresponds to 
execution method x, 
the entries in parentheses mean: 
• 'x 'for j = 1 
• 'v 'for j = 2, 3. 
Proof By way of example I will consider representation method Rj(8) (for j = 1, 2, 
3). The others are similar. 
Rj(8)(a) A comparison of the column labelled Rj(8) (for j = 2, 3) in Table 9 and the 
column labelled (a) in Table 10 shows that [a]R·(S) and rel(a)(a) contain the same 
J 
input-output pairs. For the case j = 1, consider a program a with property (viii). 
From Table 9 the entry in row (viii) under column Rj(8) means [a]Ri(S) = 0. 
From Table 10 the entry in row (viii) under column (a) means rel(a)(a) contains 
pairs ( s, t) such that a terminates cleanly from state s in final state t. Hence 
[a]Ri(S) "}_ rel(a)(a). 
(b) Consider a program a with property (iii). From Table 9 the entry in row (iii) 
under column Rj(8) means [a]R·(S) (for j = 1, 2, 3) contains the input-output pair 
J 
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(s, _i). From Table 10 the entry in row (iii) under column (b) means a does not 
relate s to any outcome ( under execution method (b)), so rel(b) (a) = 0. Hence 
rel(b)(a) ~ [a]R·(S)· 
J 
(c) Same as for (b) only using '(c)' instead of '(b)'. 
(d) Same as for (b) only using '(d)' instead of '(b)'. D 
My conclusion is that of the twenty-four relational representation methods only four, namely 
Rj(n) (for j = 2, 3; n = 7, 8) can be used to describe the behaviour of programs executed 
using execution methods (a) and (b) (that is, sequential execution methods p 26). In 
particular, if messy termination is equated with nontermination Rj(n) (for j = 2, 3; n = 
7, 8) correspond to execution method (a); while if messy termination is not equated with 
nontermination, R2(7) and Ra(7) correspond to execution method (b ), and R2(8) and 
R3 (8) correspond to execution method (a). 
4.3 Representation and Correctness 
In §2 I considered 24 methods of representing programs in terms of binary relations. These 
correspond to the 24 representation methods Rj(n) (wherej = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) listed 
in Chapter 1 Table 3. Now recall from Chapter 3 the discussion concerning three kinds of 
correctness: General correctness, Total correctness, and Partial correctness. In this section 
I investigate whether the relational model of programs allows a satisfactory formulation of 
( each of) these notion( s) of correctness. My exposition follows ( and occassionally adapts) 
that of Majster-Cederbaum [1980]. (However, I attempt a more complete analysis.) In 
particular, I check how the relational model fits with the three kinds of semantics: Dijkstra's 
weakest precondition semantics, Dijkstra's weakest liberal precondition semantics as well as 
the general weakest precondition semantics of Jacobs and Gries [1985]. Here, as in Chapter 
3, I will assume every state is an initial state of every program. So I need only consider 
programs with execution properties (i) - (vii). 
My analysis is based on the following criterion: 
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A representation method will be called suitable for a notion of correctness iff 
the representation method distinguishes among all (but not necessarily only) the 
programs (semantically) distinguishable by the correctness weakest precondition 
predicate transformers. 
Therefore a representation method Rj ( n) (where j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... 8) is not suitable 
for a notion of correctness if: 
either ( 1) there is at least one program o:, which is not representable ( Chapter 1, p 17) with 
respect to Rj(n) (that is, [o:JR·(n) = 0), 
J 
or (2) there are at least two programs with the same relational representation but different 
weakest preconditions for the notion of correctness. 
As counterexamples, in Theorem 1 I consider the programs: 
o:(i) : skip 
o:(ii) : if true ----. skip ~ true ----. abort fi 
O:(iii) : abort 
O:(iv) : if true ----. skip ~ true ----. loop fi 
O:(vii) : do true ----. skip od. 
The subscript p (for p = (i), ... , (iv), (vii)) indicates that the program has execution property 
p from every state s E S. 
The partial-, total- and general correctness weakest preconditions of each program o:P (for 
p = (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii)) with respect to a postcondition are given in Table 11. In 
particular, for program o:P (for p = (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii)), 
• wlp(o:p,Q) for any Q ~ SLJ{oo}LJ{_i} is given by the entry in row 'o:p' under column 
'Partial', 
• wp(o:p, R) for any R ~Sis given by the entry in row 'o:p' under column 'Total', and 
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• gwp(a.p,T) for any T C SLJ{oo} 1s given by the entry m row 'av' under column 
'General'. 
Partial Total General 
O.(i) Q R T 
O.(ii) Q 0 0 
O.(iii) s 0 0 
O.(iv) Q 0 T 
O.(vii) s 0 s 
Table 11: Weakest Preconditions 
The relational representations with respect to the various representation methods Rj(n) (for 
j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) for each program Op (for p = (i), ... , (iv), (vii)) are given in 
Table 12. In particular, for a program a.P (for p = (i), ... , (iv), (vii)) and representation 
method Rj(n) (wherej = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8), exrepR·(n)(a.p,s) is given by the entry in 
J 
row 'av' under column 'Rj(n)'. Then [a.x]Rj(n) = usES exrepRj(n)(a.p, s) 
Rj(l) Rj(2) Rj(3) Rj( 4) Rj(5) Rj(6) Rj(7) Rj(8) 
O.(i) {s}x{s} {s}x{s} {s}x{s} {s}x{s} {s}x{s} {s}x{s} {s}x{s} {s}x{s} 
O.(ii) {s}x{s} {s}x{s,l.} {s}x{s,l.} {s}x {s} { s} X { s ,l.} { s} X { s ,l.} 
O.(iii) {s}x{l.} {s}x{l.} {s}x{l.} {s}x{l.} 
O.(iv) {s}x{s} {s}x{s} {s}x{s,oo} {s} x {s,oo} {s}x {s,l.} {s }x {s,oo} 
O'.(vii) {s}x{oo} {s}x{oo} {s}x{l.} { s} X { oo ,l.} 
Table 12: Relational Representations 
Each nonblank entry in a row a.P (for p = (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii)) in Table 12 indicates the 
set of pairs (s, x) where x = s, ..l, or oo such that if O:p is activated in a states then state 
x is a possible outcome. (Note that here (unlike in Tables 9 and 10) we are considering 
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particular programs namely, those ', r which there is only one possible outcome for cleanly 
terminating executions from a state s, namely s itself.) 
Now I can prove the main result of this section. 
( 1) Theorem The suitability or otherwise of the various representation methods for the 
various notions of correctness is given by the following table. 
Rj(l) Rj(2) Rj(3) Rj(4) Rj(5) Rj(6) Rj(7) Rj(8) 
General X X X X 
.J X .J .J 
Total 
.J X .J X .J X .J .J 
Partial X 
.J X .J X .J .J .J 
where j = 1, 2, 3, and 
'.J 'in row 'c' under column 'Rj(n)' means Rj(n) is suitable for the notion 
of correctness c, and 
'x' in row 'c' under column 'Rj(n)' means Rj(n) is not suitable for the 
notion of correctness c 
where 'c' denotes General-, Total- or Partial correctness. 
Proof The subsumption relationships between the representation methods in Chapter 
1 Figure 4 reduce the number of cases to be considered. First I consider the represen-
tation methods suitable for notions of correctness (that is, each '.J' entry in the above 
table). Since the core topic of this thesis is Dijkstra's weakest preconditio11 semantics 
I will only show the suitability of the various representation methods for t lw notion of 
total correctness. The other cases are similar. 
Rj(l) For any two programs o:1 and o:2 and any predicate Q ~ S, I show '.i, 1]R·(l) 
J 
[a2]a.(I) iff wp(a1, Q) = wp(a2, Q). 
J 
Take any two programs o:1 and o:2 .Assume there is a predicate Q ~ S -;uch that 
[a1]R·(l) = [a2]R·(l) but wp(a1, Q) =/:- wp(a2, Q). Without loss of l!,•·11,·r,dity sup-
J J 
pose there is some state s such that s E wp( a 1 , Q) but s (/_ 11·111 o:. (j I. Hence 
o:1 always terminates from s and Q is true in every final state of 11 1 f rnm s. So 
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Rj(3) 
Rj(5) 
(s, t) E [a1]R·(l) implies t E Q. Since s r/. wp(a2, Q) there is some computation 
J 
of o:2 from s which does not terminate cleanly in a state in Q. So there is some 
t E S such that (s, t) E [a2]Rj(l) with t r/. Q. So [ai]Rj(l) -/= [a2]Rj(l) yielding a 
contradiction. 
Conversely, assume there are two programs o:1 and o: 2 such that wp( o: 1 , Q) = 
wp( 0:2, Q) for every Q ~ S but [a1]R·(l) -/= [a2]R·(l) Without loss of general-
J J 
ity suppose there are states s, t E S such that (s, t) E [a1]R·(l) but (s, t) (/. 
J 
[a2]R·(l). Hence o:1 always terminates cleanly from s, so s E wp( a, S). Since 
J 
(s, t) r/. [a 2 ]R·(l)' there is an execution of o: 2 from s which does not terminate 
J 
cleanly. So s r/. wp( a, S). Thus wp( o:1 , S) -/= wp( o:2 , S) yielding a contradiction. 
For any two programs o:1 and o:2 and any predicate Q ~ S, I show if [a1 ]R·(3 ) = J 
[a2]R·( 3) then wp(a1, Q) = wp(a2, Q), but the converse does not hold. J 
Take any two programs o:1 and o:2 and any postcondition Q ~ S. Assume there 
is a predicate Q ~ S such that [a1]R·(3 ) = [a2]R·( 3 ). Recall Rj(l) is subsumed J J 
under Rj(3) (for j = 1, 2, 3) (Theorem l.l(a)). So [a1]R·(l) = [a2]R·(l) and hence 
J J 
wp(a1, Q) = wp(a2, Q) (by the Rj(l) case above). 
As a counterexample to the converse, consider the programs O'.(ii) and O'.(iii)· From 
Table 11 it follows that wp(a(ii), Q) = 0 = wp(a(iii), Q) for any Q ~ S. But from 
Table 12 it follows that [a(ii)]R·(3 ) -=/ [a(iii)]R·(3 r So the converse does not hold. J J 
For any two programs o:1 and o:2 and any predicate Q ~ S, I show if [a1]R·(S) = 
J 
[a2]R·(S) then wp( 0:1, Q) = wp( o:2, Q), but the converse does not hold. 
J 
Take any two programs o:1 and o:2 and any postcondition Q ~ S. Assume there 
is a predicate Q ~ S such that [a1]R·(S) = [a2]R·(S)· Recall Rj(l) is subsumed 
J J 
under Rj(5) (for j = 1, 2, 3) (Theorem l.l(c)). So [a1]R·(l) = [a2]R·(l) and hence 
J J 
wp(a1, Q) = wp(a2, Q) (by the Rj(l) case above). 
As a counterexample to the converse, consider the programs O'.(iii) and O'.(iv)· From 
Table 11 it follows that wp(a(iii),Q) = 0 = wp(a(iv),Q) for any Q ~ S. But 
from Table 12 it follows that [a(iii)]R·(S) -=J [a(iv)]R·(S)" So the converse does not 
J J 
hold. 
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I show that for any two programs o:1 and 0:2 and any predicate Q ~ S if [a1]R,(7) = J 
[a2]R,(7) then wp(a1, Q) = wp(a2, Q), but the converse does not hold. J 
Take any two programs o:1 and o:2 . Assume there is a predicate Q ~ S such 
that [a1]R,(7 ) = [a2]R,(7) but wp(a1, Q) i- wp(a2, Q). vVithout loss of generality J J 
suppose there is some states such thats E wp(o: 1 , Q) but s (/_ wp(a2, Q). Hence 
o: 1 always terminates from s and Q is true in every final state of o:1 from s. So 
(s, t) E [a 1]R,(7) implies t i- 1- and t E Q. Since s (/_ wp(a2, Q) there is some J 
computation of o:2 from s which does not terminate cleanly in a state in Q. Hence 
either (s, 1-) E [a2]R,(7 ) or (s, t) E [a2]R,(7 ) with t (/_ Q. Hence [a2]R,(7 ) i-J J J 
[a1]R,( 7 ) which establishes a contradiction. J 
As a counterexample to the converse, consider the programs a(ii) and a(iii). From 
Table 11 it follows that wp(a(ii), Q) = 0 = wp(a(iii), Q) for any Q ~ S. But from 
Table 12 it follows that [a(ii)]R,(7 ) i- [a(iii)]R,(7 )' So the converse does not hold. J J 
Rj(8) For any two programs o: 1 and o:2 and any predicate Q ~ S, I show if [a1]R,(S) = 
J 
[a2]R,(S) then wp(a1, Q) = wp(a2, Q), but the converse does not hold. 
J 
Take any two programs o: 1 and o:2 and any postcondition Q ~ S. Assume there 
is a predicate Q ~ S such that [ai]R,(S) = [a2]R,(S)· Recall Rj(7) is subsumed 
J J 
under Rj(8) (for j = 1, 2, 3) (Theorem l.l(e)). So [a1]R,(7) = [a2]R,(7) and hence J J 
wp(a1, Q) = wp(a2, Q) (by the Rj(7) case above). 
As a counterexample to the converse, consider the programs a(iii) and CY(iv)· From 
Table 11 it follows that wp(a(iii), Q) = 0 = wp(a(iv), Q) for any Q ~ S. But from 
Table 12 it follows that [a(iii)]R·(S) i- [a(iv)]R,(S)' (Note this also follows from the 
J J 
fact that [a(iii)]R,(7) i- [a(iv)]R,(7) because Rj(7) is subsumed under Rj(8) (for j J J 
= 1, 2, 3).) So the converse does not hold. 
Second I consider the representation methods not suitable for notions of correctness. 
I give counterexamples for each 'x' entry in the table. (Note in order to use the 
subsumption relationships in Chapter 1 Figure 4 the order in which the representation 
methods are considered is reversed.) 
Take any postconditions Q ~ SLJ{oo, 1-}, R ~Sand T ~ SLJ{oo}. Then from the 
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entries in Tables 11 and 12 it can be deduced that: 
Rj(7) gwp(a(ii), T) =/ gwp(a(iv), T) but [a(ii)]R·(7) = [a(iv)]R·(7)" J J 
Rj(6) gwp(a(i), T) # gwp(a(ii), T) but [a(i)]R·(6) = [a(ii)]R·(6)' J J 
wp(a(i), R) =/ wp(a(ii), R) but [a(i)]R·( 6) = [a(ii)]R·(6)' J J 
Rj(5) wlp(a(ii), Q) =/ wlp(a(iii), Q) but [a(ii)]R·(5) = [a(iii)]R·( 5)' J J 
Rj(4) Let a(xv) is a program which never starts. gwp(a(xv),T) = 0, and 
gwp(a(vii), T) = S but [a(xv)]R·(4) = 0 = [a(vii)]R·(4)' J J 
wp(a(i), R) =/ wp(a(iv), R) but [a(i)]R·(4 ) = [a(iv)]R·(4). J J 
Rj(3) gwp(a(iv), T) =/ gwp(a(vii), T) but [a(iv)]R•(a) = [a(vii)]R•(a)' 
J J 
wlp(a(iv), Q) =/ wlp(o:(vii), Q) but [o:(iv)]R·(3) = [a(vii)]R·(3)' 
J J 
Rj(2) gwp(a(i), T) =/ gwp(a(ii), T) but [a(i)]R·(2) = [a(ii)]R·(2)' J J 
wp(a(i), R) =/ wp(a(ii), R) but [a(i)]R·(2) = [o(ii)]R.(2)' J J 
(Note these counterexamples also follow from the Rj ( 6) case since the programs 
indistinguishable with respect to Rj(6) are indistinguishable with respect to Rj(2) 
(by Theorem 1.1 (d)).) 
Rj(l) u:lp(a(iv), Q) =/ wlp(o:(vii), Q) but [o(iv)]R·(l) = [o(vii)]R·(l)' 
J J 
gwp(a(iv), T) =/ gwp(a(vii), T) but [a(iv)]R·(l) = [a(vii)]R·(l)' 
J J 
(Note these counterexamples also follow from the Rj ( 3) case since the programs 
indistinguishable with respect to Rj(3) are indistinguishable with respect to Rj(l) 
(by Theorem 1.1 (a)).) D 
To conclude this section I point out some representation methods investigated in the lit-
erature. Hoare and Lauer [1974] used partial relations and option R2(l)(b) to represent 
deterministic programs. (Their method corresponds to R1(2) or R2(2).) In fact, as pointed 
out in Jacobs and Gries [1985], it is the simplest method but it does not provide sufficient 
information for studying general-and total correctness of programs. 
Guerreiro [1982] claimed using partial relations and option R2(l)(a) to represent nondeter-
ministic programs is useful if we are only interested in studying total correctness of programs. 
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This method (which corresponds to Rj(l) (for j = 1, 2)) was used by Wand [1977] to give 
the first relational characterisation of Dijkstra's weakest precondition predicate transformer. 
Recall (§2, p 117) the problem with representation method R3(l) is it has no obvious rep-
resentation for an execution of a program which always terminates messily from some initial 
state. However, as pointed out in Nelson [1989] the problem can be finessed by a conven-
tion: If the set of final states for a program is the state space, then messy termination is 
allowed; if the set of final states is a subset of the state space, then messy termination is 
forbidden. This convention as introduced by Hehner[1984] and Hoare [1985] has aroused 
some controversy (Parnas [1985]) 
It is noted in Nelson [1989] that Harel and Pratt were the first to use partial relations and 
option R2(4)(a) to represent nondeterministic programs (that is, representation methods 
Rj(7) (for j = 1, 2)). (Harel and Pratt [1978] and Harel [1979b].) If this method is chosen 
the question is: What (if any) program is represented by a relation which relates an initial 
state to no outcome at all? Nelson ([1989] p 526, 527) discusses some possibilities. As 
pointed out in Guerreiro ([1982] p 165) representation method R1(7) is independent of any 
notion of correctness. In fact, this approach was proposed by Plotkin [1976] for the study of 
total correctness and has been investigated by de Roever [1976], de Bakker [1978], Guerreiro 
([1980], [1981], [1982]) and many others. However, it is noted in Jacobs and Gries [1985] that 
'this model gives extraneous information for studying (only) total correctness: a pair ( s, s') 
is irrelevant if there is also a pair (s, 1-)'. Jacobs and Gries [1985] used this representation 
method to study general-, total- and partial correctness. 
The representation methods Rj(3), Rj(4), Rj(5), Rj(6), and Rj(8) (for j = 1, 2, 3) have 
not been investigated in the literature. 
4.4 Modelling Weakest Precondition Semantics 
My aim in this section is to find at least one method of relational representation for nonde-
terministic programs which is consistent Dijkstra's weakest precondition semantics (in the 
sense that all the formulae in the algebra of weakest preconditions can be verified). This 
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method will be used in §5 to prove ~ he formulae of Dijkstra's algebra of weakest precondi-
tions. Recall from §2 the methods of relational representation (namely, Rj(n) (for j = 1, 2, 
3; n = 1, ... 8)) for nondeterministic programs. First I show Rj(n), (for j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 
2, ... , 6) and Rj(n) ( for j = 1, 2; n = 7, 8) do not satisfactorily model Dijkstra's weakest 
precondition semantics. Second I investigate sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for 
the Dijkstra/Gries laws to hold and then specialise to a certain set of binary relations. 
Recall definition (1.4) of the weakest precondition of a program a (represented as a binary 
(input-output) relation [a]~ S x S) with respect to a postcondition Q. Namely: wp(a, Q) 
= [a] : s n ([a] : Q')' = dom [a] n ([a] : Q')' 
(1) Theorem Using representation method Rj(2) (Rj(4) or Rj(6)) (for j = 1, 2, 3), Gries 
{1981} (8.3) is not satisfied (that is, there are at least two programs a and /3 and a 
postcondition Q such that wp(a; /3, Q) =/. wp(a, wp(/3, Q)). 
Proof By way of example I consider Rj(2) (for j = 1, 2, 3). A similar argument can be 
used for the other six representation methods. Take, for example, the programs a, /3 
and,: 
a: if x := 1 --+ skip ~ x := 1 --+ x := 2 fi 
/3: if x = 1 --+ x := x ~ x = 1 --+ abort fi 
T if X = 1 --+ X := X ~ X = 1 --+ loop fi 
and the postcondition Q = true. The first step is to represent these programs as 
relations. That is, 
[a]Rj(2) = {(s,s) Ix= 1 in states} U {(s,t) Ix= 1 in states and .r = '2 i11 state t}, 
and 
[/3]R·(2) = {(t, t) Ix= 1 in state t}, and 
J 
[,]Rj(2) = {(t,t) Ix= 1 in state t}. 
Also [a; /3]R,(2) = [a ]R,(2); [/3]R,(2) = { ( s, s) I x = 1 in state s }, and J J J 
[a; ,]R,( 2) = { (t, t) I x = 1 in state t}. J 
Then by definition (1.4) wp(/3,Q) = {t Ix= 1 in state t} and wp(o. 1q11 ,.Q)) = 0 
but wp(a;/3,Q) = S. Hence wp(a;/3,Q) Cf:. wp(a,wp(/3,Q)). Also wpt··.(j) = {t I 
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x = 1 in state t} and wp(a, wp(,, Q)) = 0 but wp(a; 1 , Q) = S. Hence wp(a; 1 , Q) CZ 
wp(a, wp(,, Q)). D 
The problem lies in the fact that if representation method Rj(2) (or Rj(6)) (for j = 1, 2, 
3) is chosen the binary (input-output) relation associated with /3 does not record that /3 
sometimes terminates messily when begun in a state in which x has the value 1 For program 
1 . if representation method Rj(2) (or Rj(4)) (for j = 1, 2, 3) is chosen, the problem is due 
to the fact that the binary (input-output) relation associated with I does not record that 1 
sometimes does not terminate when begun in a state in which x has the value 1. 
In other words, using representation method Rj(2) (Rj(4) or Rj(6)) (for j = 1, 2, 3) 
there is no distinction between a program which 'always terminates cleanly' and one which 
'sometimes terminates cleanly'. (Milner first noted this problem for R 2 ( 2) (Plotkin ([1976] p 
454)).) This is also exactly the problem found in de Roever ([1976] p 473), Guerreiro ([1982] 
p 165) and Gordon ([1989a] p 434). It is therefore desirable to have a representation method 
which caters specifically for the state of messy termination and the state of nontermination. 
My conclusion is that not one of the representation methods Rj ( n) ( for j = 1, 2, 3 and n = 
2, 4, 6) can be used to model Dijkstra's weakest precondition semantics. (Recall in §3 these 
representation methods were found to be not suitable for total correctness.) It therefore 
remains to consider representation method Rj(n) (for j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 3, 5, 7, 8). 
In Chapter 3.5 (p 95-99) I showed that execution method (a) gives rise to a definition of 
weakest precondition consistent with Dijkstra's ([1975], [1976]) definition of weakest pre-
condition. The result of Theorem (2.1) shows that if messy termination is equivalent to 
nontermination only representation methods Rj(n) (for j = 2, 3; n = 7, 8) correspond to 
execution method (a). These results eliminate representation methods Rj(n) (for j = 1, 2, 
3; n = 1, 3, 5) and R1(7) from further consideration. It therefore remains to consider Rj(n) 
(for j = 2, 3; n = 7, 8). Since Rj(7) is subsumed under Rj(8) (for j = l, 2, 3) (Theorem 1.1 
(e), p 21) the programs indistinguishable with respect to Rj(8) are indistinguishable with 
respect to Rj(7). Hence it suffices to consider Rj(8) (for j = 2, 3). 
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Then the set of outcomes is U =SU { oo} U {_i}. Postconditions are subsets of U. For any 
program o: there corresponds a binary (input-output) relation written [o:JR·(S) s;:;; S x U. For 
J 
ease of exposition I will drop the subscript (so [o:J denotes the binary (input-output) relation 
corresponding to program o:). 
Now it seems reasonable to ask: 'Under what necessary and sufficient conditions does (8.3) 
hold?' By analogy with the result that functional composition of two functions is defined 
when the range of the first is contained in the domain of the second one would expect, for 
any programs o: and .B and any predicate Q that 
wp(a; /3, Q) = wp(a, wp(/3, Q)) iff ran[o:J s;:;; dom[/3J. 
But in fact ran[o:J s;:;; dom[/3J is sufficient but not necessary for (8.3) to hold. 
(2) Theorem For any programs a and /3 and postcondition Q if ran[o:J C dom[/3J then 
wp(a; /3, Q) = wp(a, wp(/3, Q)). The converse does not hold. 
Proof I first show that ran[o:J s;:;; dom[/3J is a sufficient condition. For suppose it holds. 
Then 
wp( a; /3' Q) = <lorn[ o:; /3J n ( [ o:; /3J : Q')'. 
wp( a, wp(/3, Q)) = dom[o:J n ([aJ : wp(/3, Q)')'. 
= dom[aJ n ([aJ: ( dom[/3J n ([/3J : Q')')')' 
= dom[o:J n ([aJ: ( ( dom[/3])' U ([/3J : Q')) ) ' (by Theorem (1.1 )(ii)) 
= dom[aJ n ([aJ: ( (dom[/3])') u ([aJ: ([/3J: Q')) ) I 
= dom[aJ n ([aJ: (dom[/3])')' n ([o:J: ([/3J: Q'))' 
= dom[aJ n ([aJ: ( dom[/3])')' n ([a; /3J : Q')' 
So wp(a; /3, Q) = wp(a, wp(/3, Q)) iff 
dom[a; ,BJ n ([a; ,BJ, Q')' = dom[aJ n ([o:J: ( dom[,B])')' n ([o:; ,BJ : Q')'. 
Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for (8.3) to hold is that 
( *) dom([a; ,Bl) = dom[aJ n ([aJ: ( dom[,B])')' 
Now for ran[o:J s;:;; dom[,BJ to be a sufficient condition for (8.3) to hold it must be a 
sufficient condition for ( *) to hold. I now consider under what conditions (if any) ( *) 
holds. Consider the right hand side of the equality in ( * ). 
dom[aJ n ([o:J:(dom [/3])')' 
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= dom[a] n { s I (Vt E S)[( s, t) E [a] => t E dom[,8]]} 
= dom[a] n {s I (Vt E S)[(s,t) E [a]=> (:lu E S)((t,u) E [,Bl)]} 
Thus 
s E dom[o] n ([a]: (dom[,8])')' 
{:? (:lt E S)[(s, t) E [a]] and (Vt E S)[(s, t) E [a]=> (:lu E S)((t, u) E [,Bl)] 
=> (3t E S)(3u ES) [(s, t) E [a] and (t, u) E [,Bl] 
{:? (3u E S)(:lt ES) [(s, t) E [al) and ((t, u) E [,BJ] 
{:? (:lu E S)[(s, u) E [a]; [,Bl] 
{=? s E dom[a; ,8]. 
But the implication cannot be reversed without assuming that 
(3t E S)(3u ES) [(s, t) E [a] and (t, u) E [,BJ] 
=> (Vt E S)[(s, t) E [a]=> (:lu E S)((t, u) E [,Bl)] 
that is, that ran[a] ~ dom[,B]. 
Therefore ran[a] ~ dom[,8] guarantees that dom[o:] n ([a]: (dom[,8])')' = dom[o:; ,BJ. 
In order for (8.3) to hold, it is thus sufficient to assume that any state to which a can 
lead from s is a possible initial state of ,8. 
I now show that ran[a] ~ dom[,B] is not a necessary condition. In order to have ran[a] ~ 
dom[,8] as a necessary condition we must have for any programs o and ,8 and any pred-
icate Q, wp(a,wp(,8,Q)) = wp(o;,8,Q) => ran[o:] ~ dom[,B]. As a counterexample to 
this implication, consider the programs a, ,8 and I in Theorem ( 1) and the postcondi-
tion Q = true. Now the relations associated with these programs are: 
[a]= {(s,s) Ix= 1 in states} U {(s,t) Ix= 1 in states and x = 2 in state t} U 
{(s,..L) Ix =J 1 in states} 
[,BJ = {(t, t) Ix= 1 in state t} U {(t, ..L) It ES} 
[,] = {(t,t) Ix= 1 in state t} U {(t,oo) Ix= 1 in state t} U 
{(t, ..L) Ix =J 1 in states} 
Also 
[o; ,8] = {(s, t) Ix = 1 in state t} U {(s, ..L) Is ES} 
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[a;,]= {(s,t) Ix= 1 in state t} U {(s,oo) J s ES} U {(s,1-) Is ES} 
It then follows that wp(/3, Q) = 0, wp( a, wp(/3, Q)) = 0 and wp( a; /3, Q) = 0. So (8.3) 
is satisfied. But ran[a] = SU{ 1-} and dom[/3] = S, so ran[a] CJ_ dom[/3]. On the other 
hand, for program~/, wp(,,Q) = 0, so wp(a,wp(,,Q)) = 0 and wp(a; 1 ,Q) 0. 
Hence wp(a; 1 , Q) = wp(a, wp(,, Q)). But ran[a] CJ_ dom[,] = S. D 
If total relations R ~ U x U are used to model programs then for any program a dom[a] = 
U and hence for any programs a and /3, ran[a] ~ dom[/3] always holds. Then for the 
counterexamples in the proof of Theorem (1), wp(a,wp(/3,Q)) = 0 = wp(a;/3,Q) and 
ran[a] ~ dom[/3] since dom[/3] = U . Also wp(a, wp(,, Q)) = 0 = wp(a; 1 , Q) and ran[a] ~ 
dom[,] since dom[/3] = U. 
Therefore a necessary and sufficient condition for (8.3) to hold is that the relations used for 
modelling programs must be total. This condition eliminates representation methods R2(7) 
and R2(8) from further consideration. It remains to consider representation methods Ra(7) 
and Ra(8). Also, recall [a]Ra(7) ~ S x (SU{ 1-}) and [a]Ra(S) ~ S x U. My conclusion is 
that a variant of representation method Ra(8) which uses total relations over U x U or a 
variant of representation method Ra (7)) which uses total relations (SU{ 1-}) x (SU{ 1-}) is 
required. 
A variant of representation method Ra(7) was proposed by Plotkin [1976]. Although it has 
been investigated by de Roever [1976], de Bakker [1978], Guerreiro ([1980], [1981], [1982]), 
Jacobs and Gries [1985] and many others, I select a further extension thereof for presentation. 
Namely, I consider a variant of representation method Ra ( 8) (in a context where abortion 
is not equivalent to nontermination). This seems to me a culmination of the research that 
lead first to Plotkin's [1976] method which caters specifically for nontermination and then 
to the suggestions of (for example) Blikle [1981] and Nelson [1989] to have a model which 
caters for the other ways in which a program can go wrong. 
It therefore seems that total relations of the form R ~ U x U could represent programs. Un-
fortunately, this is not the case. In the first instance, the input-output pairs ( 1-, s), ( oo, s) ~ 
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U x Udo not represent meaningful c ,mputations for any program. Secondly, a total relation 
R such that for some s E U, { t I ( s, t) E R} is infinite does not correspond to any boundedly 
nondeterministic program. In other words, under an assumption of bounded nondetermin-
ism such a relation would not represent any program. One way to eliminate these problems 
is to restrict our attention to total relations R ~ U x U satisfying three conditions: (i) if 
(j_,s) ER thens= J_, (ii) if (oo,s) ER thens= oo, and (iii) {t I (s,t) ER} is finite. 
Following the suggestion in Blikle (([1977] p 31), ([1981], p 213)), Guerreiro (([1981] p 
139)([1982] p 167)) as well as in Jacobs and Gries ([1985] p 71), I therefore consider a 
restricted set of binary relations over U = SU{ oo, J_} which I call execution relations. 
Namely: 
(3) A binary relation R ~ U x U is called an execution relation if it satisfies 
(i) Vs E tJ, { t I (s, t) E R} -/- 0 (that is, dom R = U), 
and (ii) Vs EU, if (j_,s) ER thens= J_ 
and (iii) Vs EU, if (oo,s) ER thens= oo, 
and (iv) Vs,E U {t I (s,t) ER} is finite. 
The idea with restriction (i) is that every state in which a program is activated is a possible 
initial state of the program. Therefore since nontermination is not equated with messy 
termination, an execution of a program o:, begun in some state s may terminate cleanly in 
some final state t, it may terminate messily or it may not terminate. Restriction (ii) means 
that execution 'begun' in a 'state of messy termination' terminates messily. .-\nalogously, 
restriction (iii) means that execution 'begun' in a 'state of nontermination· m·,·t·r terminates. 
It then follows from (i) and (ii) (or (iiii)) that the only possible outcome of a prugr,tm begun 
in J_ (or oo) is J_ (or respectively, oo). Finally, the idea with restriction (ii11 1s that all 
programs must be boundedly nondeterministic. 
It is interesting to note that in the context where abortion is equivalent to nunlt'rmination, 
a relation satisfying ( 3) ( i), (ii), (iv) corresponds exactly to the notion of a n ., ,d I III y relation 
in Blikle [1977], a programmable relation in Guerreiro ([1980], [1982]) and a pmy11n11 relation 
in Jacobs and Gries [1985]. 
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In conclusion I point out one limitation of this method of representing a program as a binary 
relation. The representation of a program o: which is not meant to terminate as an execution 
relation [o:] = { ( s, oo) I s E U} is useless for studying the properties of such a program. For 
this we need to analyse the intermediate states of an execution of o: from a state s. A model 
in which programs are modelled as next-state relations instead of as input-output relations 
is presented in Chapter 6. 
4.5 Verifying the Dijkstra/Gries Conditions 
~Iy aim in this section is to provide a relational model based on execution relations ( defined 
in (4.3)), to give the semantics for Dijkstra's guarded command language and to try verifying 
the formulae of Dijkstra's algebra of weakest preconditions. I will do so equationally as far 
as possible. 
To maintain consistency with the Dijkstra/Gries type exposition in this section I do not 
distinguish between messily terminating- and nonterminating executions. Let U = SU { J_} 
be the state space where 'J_' denotes simultaneously the final state of messily terminating 
executions and nonterminating executions. Then a binary relation R ~ U x U is called an 
execution relation if it satisfies 
(1) (i) <lorn R = U, 
and (ii) Vx EU, if (_1_, x) ER then x = _I_, 
and (iii) Vx EU, {(y I (x, y) ER} is finite. 
Suppose the behaviour of a program o: is described by an execution relation [o:] ~ U x U. 
Then 
(2) Theorem VQ ~ U, J_ E Q iff J_ E ([a] : Q')'. 
Proof Left to right: Suppose J_ (/. ([a] : Q')'. Then for some y E U, (_1_,y) E [a] 
and y E Q'. It follows from (l)(ii) that y = _I_; hence J_ E Q'. Thus if J_ E Q then 
_l_ E ([a] : Q')'. 
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Right to left: Suppose .l E ([a] : Q')'. Then for every y E U, if (.l,y) E [a] then 
y E Q. So by (l)(i) since (.l, .l) E [a] we get .l E Q. D 
(3) Corollary 
(a) For any predicate Q ~ U, .l E Q iff .l E [a]: Q. 
(b) [a]: S = S. 
Proof 
(a) Take any Q ~ U. Then by Theorem (2), .l E Q' iff .l E (fa] : Q'). Replacing Q' 
by P, it follows that for any P ~ U, .l E P iff .l E [a] : P. 
(b) By (l)(i) dom[a] = [a] : U = U. But by fheorem (2) .l (/. [a] : S (since .l (/. S). 
So [a] : S = S. D 
I now define a total correctness predicate transformer for execution relations. Recall the 
definition ( 1.4) (p 112) of the weakest precondition of a program a with respect to a post-
condition Q, that is, wp(a, Q) =[a]: s n ([a]: Q')'. 
Since Dijkstra's weakest precondition for a program a with respect to a postcondition Q 
represents the set of initial states from which a is guaranteed to terminate cleanly ( and in 
Q), it is reasonable to consider only subsets that do not contain '.l' as postconditions for 
programs. Then for any postcondition Q, .l (/. Q and hence by Theorem (2), .l (/. ([a] : Q')'. 
Thus the definition of a weakest precondition for a program a (represented as an execution 
relation [a] ~ U x U) with respect to a postcondition Q ~ S is: 
( 4) wp( a, Q) = ( [a] : Q' )'. 
So wp(a, -) : S --+ S such that VQ ~ S, wp(a, Q) 
predicate transformer for execution relations. 
([a] Q')' is a total correctness 
To check that wp( a, - ) is a useful total correctness predicate transformer we must verify 
that it satisfies the five healthiness criteria (in Chapter 2.2, p 38, 39). 
(5) Theorem For any program a and predicates Q and R: 
(a) (Gries [1981] (7.3)) Law of the Excluded Miracle: wp(a, 0) = 0. 
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(b) (Gries [1981] (7.4)) Distributivity of Conjunction: 
wp(a,Q)nwp(a,R) = wp(a,QnR). 
(c) (Gries [1981] (7.5)) Law of Monotonicity: 
IJQ ~ R then wp(a,Q) ~ wp(o:,R). 
(d) (Gries [1981] (7.6)) Distributivity of Disjunction: 
wp(a,Q)Uwp(a,R) ~ wp(a,QUR). 
( e) (Dijkstra ( [1976] p 76)) Law of Continuity: 
For any increasing chain under~ of predicates {PJiEI wp( a, Ui Pi) = Ui wp( a, Pi). 
Proof (a) wp(o:, 0) = ([o:]: 0')' S' = 0. 
(b) wp(a,QnR) = ([o:]: (QnR)')' = ([o:]: (Q'UR'))' =([a]: Q'U[o:]: R')' = ([o:]: 
Q')' n ([a]: R')' = wp(a,Q)nwp(a,R) 
( c) Suppose Q ~ R. Then R' ~ Q'. By the monotonicity of Peirce product with 
respect to ~ (Theorem (1.1) (vii)), [a] : R' ~ [a] : Q', from which it follows that 
([o:] : Q')' ~ ([a] : R')'; so wp( a, Q) ~ wp( o:, R). 
(d) Q ~ QUR and R ~ QUR hence by (c) wp(o:,Q) ~ wp(a,QUR) and wp(o:,R) ~ 
wp(a,QUR); so wp(a,Q)Uwp(a,R) ~ wp(a,QUR) 
(e) Choose any increasing chain {Pi}iEI of subsets of S such that P = U Pi. Now 
wp( a, Ui Pi) = ([o:] : (Ui Pi)')' 
= ([o:] : (nJPi)')' 
2 (ni [a] : (Pi)')' (by Theorem (1.l)(vii) since Vi, ni Pi ~ Pi) 
= U;([o:] : (P;)')' 
= Uiwp(o:,Pi). 
For the reverse inclusion, take x E wp(o:,Ui P;) arbitrarily. Then Vy EU, if (x,y) E [a] 
then y E Ui P;. But by (1.l)(iii), there are only finitely many y such that (x, y) E [o:]. 
So since P; ~ Pi+I for each i E I, there is some i E J such that if (x, y) E [a] then y E Pi. 
Hence for some i E J, X E ([o:] : (Pi)')' = wp( o:, P;), so wp( o:, Ui Pi) ~ ui wp(o:, P;). 
Thus wp(a, Ui Pi)= U wp(a, P;). Therefore wp(o:, -) is continuous at any P ~ S. D 
In general, the converse to Theorem ( 5) ( d) does not hold. As a counterexample within this 
context the relational representation of the example given in Gries ([1981] p 111) suffices. 
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But the converse does hold for <let· o ,ninistic programs ( that is, programs which from any 
initial states can proceed in exactly one way). 
(6) A program a is said to be deterministic iff [a] is a function. 
The weakest precondition for a deterministic program a with respect to a postcondition Q 
can be reformulated as: 
(7) wp(a, Q) =[a]: Q (a deterministic) 
(Blikle ([1977] p 30) provides an analogous definition.) Then we have: 
(8) Theorem For any deterministic program a 
(Gries [1981] (7.7)) wp(a,Q)LJwp(a,R) = wp(a,QLJR). 
Proof Using the distributivity of the Peirce product over unions (Theorem (1.l)(ii)), 
wp(a,QLJR) =[a]: (QUR) =[a]: QLJ[a]: R = wp(a,Q)LJwp(a,R). D 
The question now is: does the weakest precondition predicate transformer defined in ( 4) 
correspond to Dijkstra's weakest precondition predicate transformer? Note that tcp( a, - ) in 
( 4) is defined in terms of an execution relation [a], while wp( a, - ) in Dijkstra is postulated. 
To answer this question I define an execution relation for each command in Dijkstra\ guarded 
command language (Chapter 2.2) and use the properties in (1) of execution relations to try 
to derive the formulae in Dijkstra's algebra of weakest preconditions. If this can be done, 
then we will have shown the consistency of Dijkstra's algebra of weakest preconditions in 
our relational model for nondeterministic programs. 
Recall from §1 (p 110-112) the binary relations associated with the programs in Dijkstra's 
guarded command language. Namely: 
(a) [skip]= {(x,y) Ix= y} = I. 
(b) [abort] = 0. 
( c) For any program variable X k and any well-defined expression e, 
[Xk := e] = {(x,y) I y(k) is the value of e in state x and for j-=/ k, r(J 1-= 111J)} 
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( d) [if B1 -+ a1 ~ B2 -+ a2 f i] = [B1 ?] ; [ai] U [B2 ?] ; [a2] 
where [Bi?]= {(x, x) Ix E BJ for i = 1,2. 
Also [if B do a] = [B?J; [a], and [if B do a else (3 Ji]= [B?]; [a] U [,B?]; [/3]. 
(e) [while B do a]= [if B do a]*; [,B?] = (Un;;:o [if B do at); [,B?] 
where [if B do a] 0 = I, and [if B do at+1 = [if B do at; [if B do a], for n ~ 0. 
Of these only [skip], [Xk := e] and [if B do a else ,Bf i] are execution relations. The others 
are not total relations and hence do not satisfy condition (l)(i) for execution relations. In 
particular, 
(b) dom [abort] = 0, 
(d) Vx E ,Bl n ,B2, {y I (x, y) E [if B1 -+ a1 ~ B2-+ a2 Ji]}= 0. 
Vx E ,B, {y I (x, y) E [if B do al}= 0, and 
(e) since [if B1 -+ a 1 ~ B2 -+ a 2 Ji] is not an execution relation, [while B do a] captures 
only the (cleanly) terminating executions of while B do a. 
To rectify this situation the execution relations are taken to be: 
( b)' [abort J = { ( x, l_) I x E U} 
( d)' [if B1 -+ a1 ~ B2 -+ a2 f i] 
=[B1 ?] ; [a1] LJ [B2 ?] ; [a2] U{(x, _i) IX E ,Bl n ,B2} 
= [B1 ?] ; [a1] U [B2 ?] ; [a2] U [( ,B1 n ,B2)?]; [abort] (by Lemma (1.2)( c)) 
where [Bi?]= {(x,x) Ix E BJ for i = 1,2. 
(Note that [if B1 -+ a 1 ~ B2 -+ a 2 Ji] is an execution relation only if [a1] and [a2] 
are.) 
'if B do a' can be taken to mean 'if B -+ a ~ ,B -+ abortf i' with execution relation 
[if B do a] = [B?]; [a] U [,B?]; [abort]. 
Alternatively to be consistent with the Dijkstra/Gries type exposition we could take 
'if B do a' to mean 'if B -+ a ~ ,B -+ skip Ji' with execution relation [if B do a] 
= [B?]; [a] U [,B?]; [skip] . (I will use the latter.) 
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(e)' [while B do a]= [if B do a]*= (Un~O [if B do ar) 
where [if B do a]0 = I, and 
[if B do ar+1 = [if B do a]\ [if B do o:J, for n ~ 0. 
(This simplification is possible due to the definition of [if B do a].) 
Now using these definitions we can prove the formulae in Dijkstra's algebra of weakest 
preconditions. 
(9) Theorem For any predicate Q 
(a) (Gries [1981] (8.1)) wp(skip,Q) = Q. 
(b) (Gries [1981] (8.2)) wp(abort, Q) = 0. 
Proof 
(a) wp(skip, Q) =(I: Q')' = (Q')' = Q (by Theorem (1.l)(iv)). 
(b) wp(abort, Q) = ([abort] : Q')' 
= {x I (Vy E S)[(x,y) E [abort]:::} y E Q} 
= { X I (Vy E S)[y = l_ :::} y E Q]} 
={xl1-EQ} 
= 0. ( since predicates do not contain 1-) 
\Ve now come to composition: the point where most relational models fail. 
(10) Theorem For any programs a and /3, and any predicate Q, 
wp(a;/3,Q) = wp(a,wp(/3,Q)). 
D 
Proof Since ran[a] ~ dom[/3] = 5LJ{1-}, this proof follows from Theorem (4.2). D 
For the assignment statement, I assume well-definedness and simply show that 
(11) Theorem For any program variable Xk, expression e and predicate Q: 
wp('Xk := e',Q)= Q[Xk/e]. 
Proof Let a denote the statement 'Xk := e' then wp(a, Q) =([a]: Q')' since [aJ: S = 
S. Now by definition (in §1, p 110) 
([a]: Q')' = {s I (Vt E S)[(t(k) = e and s(j) = t(j) for j =f. k):::} t E Q]} 
where 't E Q' means 'Q is true in state t' that is 'Q[X1 I t(l), ... , Xn I t(n)] is true'. 
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Lets E ([a] : Q')' and let t be any state (actually the unique state) in which s(j) = t(j) 
whenever j -=I= k and t(k) = e. Then t E Q. Thus Q[X1 I t(l), ... , Xk I t(k), ... , Xn I 
t(n)J is true. That is, 
Q[X1 I s(l), ... ' xk-l I s(k - l), xk I e, Xk+l I s(k + 1), ... ' Xn I s(n)] is true. 
Hences E Q[Xk I e], so wp(a, Q) = ([a] : Q')' ~ Q[Xk I e]. 
For the reverse direction, let s E Q[Xk I e], then Q[Xk I e] is true in states. That is. 
Q[X1 I s(l), ... , xk-l I s(k-1), xk I e, Xk+l I s(k+l), ... , Xn I s(n)] is true. Take 
any state t in which t(j) = s(j) whenever j -=I= k and t(k) = e. Then 
Q[X1 I t(l), ... ' xk-l I t(k - l), xk I t(k), xk+l I t(k + 1), ... ' Xn I t(n)] is true. 
Thus Q is true in state t, that is t E Q. Hence s E ([a] : Q')' = wp('Xk := e', Q) so 
Q[Xk I e] ~ wp('Xk := e', Q). D 
It is not surprising that this proof is not equational since to model the assignment statement 
(in §1, p 110) the view of a state as an individual was inadequate - we had to descend to 
a level where a state is viewed as a vector ( or string) over some other individuals ( values of 
program variables). 
vVe now come to the IF construct. Since a special relation test is used to model IF, I need 
to determine its weakest precondition. 
(12) Lemma For any predicates Band Q, wp(B?,Q) = BnQ 
Proof Recall [B?] : Q = B n Q (Lemma (1.2)(a)). Now wp(B?, Q) 
S) n ([B?]: Q')' = (Ens) n (BnQ')' = B n (B'UQ) = BnQ. 
([B?J : 
D 
I also need to determine the weakest precondition of the nondeterministic choice operator 
u. 
(13) Lemma For any programs a and /3} and any predicate Q, 
wp(aU/3,Q) = wp(a,Q) n wp(/3,Q). 
Proof 
wp(aU/3,Q) = ([aU/3]: Q')' = (([a]LJ[/3]: Q')' =([a]: Q' U [/3]: Q')' 
= ([a] : Q')' n ([/3] : Q')' = wp( a, Q) n wp(/3, Q) D 
I also used a relation [(,B1n•B2)?];[abort] = {(x,y) IX E ,B1n•B2 and y = ..l} (by 
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Lemma 1.2( c) ). Let [noguard] denote [( ,B1 n-.B2)?]; [abort]. Then 
(14) Lemma For any predicates B1 and B2, wp(noguard, Q) = B1 U B2. 
Proof 
wp(noguard, Q) = ([noguard] : Q')' 
= {x I (\ly)[(x,y) E [noguard] =} y E Q]} 
= {x I (Vy)[(x E ,B1 n,B2 and y = 1-) =} y E Q]} 
= {x I (Vy)[x E B1UB2 or y-/: 1- or y E Q]} 
= {x Ix E B1 U B2} 
= B1 U B2 
For the IF operator we need to verify Gries [1981] (10.3). 
(15) Theorem For any programs a 1 and a 2 , and any predicates B1 , B2 , and Q, 
wp(if B1 --+ a1 ~ B2--+ a2 Ji, Q) 
= (B1UB2) n (·B1LJwp(a1,Q)) n (·B2LJwp(a2,Q)) 
Proof 
wp( if B1 --+ a1 ~ B2 --+ a2 f i, Q) 
= ( ([B1 ?]; [a1] U [B2 ?]; [a2] U [noguard]) : Q')' 
= ([B1?]; [a1]: Q' U [B2?]; [a2]: Q' U [noguard]: Q')' (by Theorem (1.1) (iii)) 
= ([B1?]; [a1]: Q')' n ([B2?]; [a2]: Q')' n ([noguard]: Q')' 
= ([B1?]: ([a1]: Q'))' n ([B2?]: ([a2]: Q'))' n (B1UB2) (by Theorem (1.l)(i)) 
= (B1 n ([a1]: Q'))' n (B2 n ([a2]: Q')' n (B1 UB2) (by Lemma (1.2)(a) 
= ( ·Bi U ([a1] : Q')') n ( ·B2 n ([a2] : Q')') n (B1 U B2) 
= (B1UB2) n (·B1Uwp(a1,Q)) n (·B2Uwp(a2,Q)) D 
For 'if B do a' and 'if B do a else /3 f i' ( defined above) we get as special cases from 
( 1,5 ): 
(16) Corollary For any programs a and /3, and any predicates B and Q, 
wp(if B do a,Q) = (Bnwp(a,Q)) U (,BnQ) and 
wp( if B do a else /3 f i, Q) = (B n wp( a, Q)) U ( ,B n wp(/3, Q)) 
I can also prove Gries ( [1981] ( 10.5)) 
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D 
D 
( 17) Theorem For any predicates ~ and Q, 
X ~ wp(if B1 ---+ 01 ~ Bz ---+ oz Ji, Q) iff (i) X ~ B1 LJ Bz 
(ii) xnB1 ~ wp(o 1 ,Q), and 
(iii) X n Bz ~ wp(oz, Q), and 
Proof By mutual implication as follows: 
Left to right: Ifs EX thens E (B1UBz) n (,B1 LJwp(o,Q)) n (,BzLJwp(/3,Q)), 
so SE (B1UBz). If SE xnB1 then SE wp(if Bi---+ 01 ~ Bz---+ Oz Ji,Q); so by 
Theorem (15) s E ,B1 LJwp(o1, Q). But s E B1; hences E wp(o1, Q). Similarly, if 
s E XnBz thens E wp(oz,Q). 
Right to left: Suppose s E X. Then by (i) s E B1 U Bz. So either s E B1 or s (/. B1. 
Ifs E B1 thens E xnB1 ~ wp(o1,Q); sos E wp(o1,Q) ~ ,B1LJwp(o1,Q). If 
s (/. Bi thens E ,B1 ~ ,B1LJwp(o1,Q). Similarly, s E ,BzLJwp(a2,Q). Hence 
s E [B1UBz] n [·B1LJwp(o1,Q)] n [,BzLJwp(oz,Q)] 
D 
I conclude this section by reporting that I was unable to verify Gries's [1981] law (11.2) for 
the iterative command using some seemingly obvious execution relations to characterise the 
semantics of 'while B do o'. However, I will draw the attention of the reader to Guerreiro's 
([1980], [1981], [1982]) work on characterising the semantics of the iterative command. This 
is as follows. 
The execution relation for while B do o is defined as the union of two execution relations: 
one capturing the terminating executions of while B do o and the other capturin~ the non-
terminating ones. That is, 
[while B do o] = [if B do o]; [,B?] LJ { (x, _i) Ix E W} 
where Wis a predicate characterising the set of initial states from which u;hz/1 I/ do o does 
not terminate. This predicate W is then the set of all initial states for which t here is no 
integer k so that while B do o will terminate in k or fewer iterations or from w lwh o does 
not terminate. Hence Wis a subset of B. This means that an iteration start1111.!, 1n a state 
in W must either terminate in W or not terminate at all. That is, 
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Vx EU, x E W =} (:ly)[(x,y) E [if B do a] and (y E vV or y = .l)] 
So Vx EU, x E W =} x E [if B do a]: (WLJ{.l}). 
That is, W ~ [if B do a]: (W LJ{.l} ). 
The problem then is to find a nonrecursive definition of this set W. Guerreiro's [1980] 
proposal is to characterise the termination of the iterative command by solving the equation 
W = W n [if B do a] : ( vV U { .l}). 
I have not been able to prove or disprove the claims made in this paper. Towards the end 
of my study I became aware of the paper Guerreiro [1981] (referenced in Guerreiro [1982]) 
which contains a detailed study of the semantics of the iterative command. Unfortunately 
this paper is written in Portuguese and time constraints did not allow me to obtain an 
English translation thereof or to contact the author. 
In this section I have verified all the formulae, except that for the iterative command, 
in the algebra of weakest preconditions using the relational model. All the reasoning was 
done equationally except that for the assignment command. My conclusion is that relational 
model chosen in §4 provides useful tools for reasoning about most nondeterministic programs 
but it is not convenient for dealing with the iterative command. 
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Chapter 5 
Predicate Transformers 
The previous chapter showed how an operation on or a relation between the elements of 
a state space can be used to formalise the behaviour of a program. Another approach 
is to use operations on or relations between predicates. This chapter deals with the use 
of operations on predicates. A unary operation from predicates to predicates is called a 
predicate transformer . The idea of formalising a program as a predicate transfomer was 
introduced in Dijkstra [1975] and in his classic monograph [1976], in which he launched the 
whole enterprise of weakest precondition semantics of programs for total correctness. (In 
Chapter 2, I discussed this approach to the semantic characterisation of Dijkstra's guarded 
command language.) There are two ways of associating a predicate transformer with a 
program: simply to postulate one or constructively to define one. 
The first technique, due to Dijkstra ([1975], [1976]), involves postulating for a notion of 
correctness a set of constraints which must be satisfied by a predicate transformer. These 
constraints are called healthiness properties (Hoare [1978]). Then the idea is to postulate 
for each program in a programming language a predicate transformer which satisfies the 
healthiness properties. For example, Dijkstra's ( [1975], [1976]) healthiness properties ( pre-
sented in Chapter 2.2) are constraints for a useful total correctness predicate transformer. 
He used these properties to postulate for each program in his guarded command language a 
total correctness weakest precondition predicate transformer. The discussion in Chapter 2 
is restricted to the total- and partial correctness weakest precondition predicate transform-
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ers, 'wp(a, -)' and 'wlp(a, -)', and to programs written in Dijkstra's guarded command 
language. My aim in §1 is to address (but not answer) the question of how to postulate 
predicate transformers for all possible notions of correctness and for programs in general. I 
also identify the predicate transformers which have been investigated in the literature. 
The second approach involves presenting an operational model for programs and defining 
the semantics of a program in terms of the operational representations. Here the idea is 
to derive for a program a predicate transformer based on the operational representation of 
the program. For example, in Chapter 4 a relational model based on execution relations 
was given. The semantics of each program in Dijkstra's guarded command language was 
defined in terms of execution relations. Then for each program a total correctness weakest 
precondition predicate transformer was derived from the associated execution relation. 
Since a predicate transformer arising from a program is constructively defined (based on the 
program) while a predicate transformer satisfying a set of healthiness properties is simply 
postulated it is reasonable to ask: How, if at all, are the two definitions related? For this 
we need some sort of representation result, to the effect that: Any predicate transformer 
F : P(U) --+ P(U) which satisfies a set of healthiness properties arises from some program. 
A primary concern in the study of predicate transformers is to develop a uniform framework. 
The fundamental question is: What, if anything, is the relationship between the operational 
and predicate transformer representations of a program? Knowing that they are related 
through a program, we enquire whether there is some way of translating between the two. 
This question has been addressed in a relational context by, for example, Guerreiro ((1980], 
[1982]), Majster-Cederbaum [1980], Jacobs and Gries [1985] as well as Holt [1991], but as 
yet there is no coherent account of how or when these two descriptions may be obtained 
from each other. 
My aim in this chapter is to show that there is an elegant means of both answering this 
question and solving the representation problem. The formal apparatus required is that of 
a power construction. This concept is introduced and investigated in §2. In §3 I investigate 
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within this unifying framework how representations of nondeterministic programs as exe-
cution relations (introduced in Chapter 4.5) allow us to construct nine different predicate 
transformers that capture different aspects of our intuition of the behaviour of programs. I 
show how the healthiness properties of these predicate transformers can be obtained from the 
properties of the execution relations involved. The main result, a representation theorem, 
is proved in §4 by an application of the power construction. 
5.1 Postulating Predicate Transformers 
My aim m this section 1s to point out how predicate transformers for programs may be 
postulated. 
In a practical situation it is often difficult to predict the final state of a program given just the 
program and an initial state. Instead we ask: given a set of final states. what corresponding 
set of initial states would produce those final states via an execution of the program? This 
means that a program determines a relationship between predicates. From this viewpoint, 
we can describe what a program must do without saying how it is to accomplish a specific 
task by simply associating with a specific postcondition for the program a corresponding 
precondition. To capture the semantics of a program, a, under a notion of correctness, 
we want for any given postcondition Q the set of all initial states s from which a has 
some execution property and some final state property. This predicate is called the weakest 
precondition of a with respect to Q, for that notion of correctness. It is a 'precondition' in the 
sense that it characterises a set of initial states; it is the 'weakest' precondition in the sense 
that it contains every set of initial states from which a has a chosen execution property and 
a chosen final state property. (In Chapter 3, I discussed two different weakest preconditions 
for each notion of correctness. Namely, for partial correctness: wlp( a, Q) and wlpa( a, Q); for 
total correctness: wp( a, Q) and wpa( a, Q); for general correctness: g'I.Dp( a. Q), gwpa(a, Q) 
(Jacobs and Gries [1985]).) 
A program a may have many possible postconditions, so we want some sort of rule for 
deriving the weakest precondition for a notion of correctness of a with respect to any given 
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postcondition of a. The current r , )posal is to define for every program a, a predicate 
transformer mapping any given predicate Q (viewed as a postcondition) onto the weakest 
precondition (for a notion of correctness) of a with respect to Q. Such a mapping is called 
the weakest precondition predicate transformer of a for that notion of correctness. (Examples 
of mappings defining sets of initial states of a program a given desired sets of final states 
interpreted under demonic nondeterminism are wlp(a, -), wp(a, -), gwp(a, -); while those 
interpreted under angelic nondeterminism are wlpa(a,-), wpa(a,-), gwpa(a,-) (Jacobs 
and Gries [1985]).) 
Following Dijkstra [1975], most authors denote a weakest precondition (for a notion of 
correctness) of a program a with respect to a postcondition Q by a notation of the form 
'F(a, Q)'. But this notation is somewhat misleading: a predicate transformer appears to be 
an operation 'F : programs x predicates -+ predicates' mapping a program and a predicate 
onto a predicate. In fact, predicate transformers are indexed by programs, so the mapping 
'F(a, -) : predicates -+ predicates' is a predicate transformer for a program a. To avoid 
such confusion, I will use 'Fe,' to denote a predicate transformer for a program a. 
An alternative approach to capturing the semantics of a program a under a notion of cor-
rectness is to introduce a predicate which characterises for a program a and any given 
precondition P the smallest set of possible final states such that a has some exerntion prop-
erty from every state in P which will lead to one of them. By analogy with the previous 
proposal this predicate is called the strongest postcondition of a with respect In JJ for that 
notion of correctness. (For example, under a demonic interpretation of nondett'rmi llism this 
predicate could denote the set of all final states such that every execution of < 1 from some 
state in P is guaranteed to reach one of them; under an angelic interpretatiull of 11ondeter-
minism it could denote the set of all final states such that at least one exec11 t iun of a from 
some state in P is guaranteed to reach one of them.) It is a 'postcondition· in t lw ""nse that 
it characterises a set of final states; it is the 'strongest' postcondition in the --•·r:,,· , hat it is 
contained in every set of final states which a can reach from a state in P. ( \,Jk t !1.tt Chap-
ter 3 was devoted to formulating notions of correctness in terms of weakest pr,·, ,,11ditions. 
Another approach is to use stongest postconditions.) The idea, here, is tli,1t t lw meaning 
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of any program a is entirely characterised by defining a predicate transformer which maps 
any given predicate P (viewed as a precondition) onto the strongest postcondition for a 
notion of correctness of o: with respect to P. This predicate transformer is then called the 
strongest postcondition predicate transformer of the program for that notion of correctness. 
(Examples of mappings defining sets of initial states of a program a given desired sets of 
final states interpreted under demonic nondeterminism are sip(-, a), sp(-, a), gsp(-, a); 
while those interpreted under angelic nondeterminism are slpa(-,a), spa(-,a), gspa(,a) 
(Jacobs and Gries [1985]).) 
If a predicate transformer is to be useful in the definition of programming languages it should 
allow us to describe computationally meaningful constructs rather than arbitrary ones. That 
is, a predicate transformer should be useful for showing that a program has a particular 
execution property or for answering questions of program correctness. Recall from Chapter 
3.2 that a notion of correctness arises from constraints on all or some states s with property 
P in which the program is activated. Since a predicate transformer should capture a notion 
of correctness, it must satisfy some constraints. The contraints on predicate transformers 
for a notion of correctness are commonly called healthiness properties. In particular, the 
healthiness properties on a predicate transformer F0 of a program a could include properties 
describing: 
(i) the outcome of applying F0 to the empty predicate 
(ii) the range of F0 
(iii) the monotonicity of F0 
(iv) how F0 distributes over (at-most-countably-infinite) conjunctions and disjunctions 
( v) how the use of 1- is controlled 
(vi) the continuity of F0 • 
(Note that the original five healthiness properties (Chapter 2.2) postulated in Dijkstra [1975] 
do not include a property for ( v) since nontermination was not explicitly formalised there.) 
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I will call property (v) a strictness property of Fa. Properties (iii) and (iv) are inherent from 
the definition of Fa; while propeties (i), (ii), (v) and (vi) refer to program execution. 
The healthiness properties of a predicate transformer limit the extent to which we can reason 
about programs. In this connection recall Table 11 in Chapter 4.3 which tabulates the 
weakest preconditions of some example programs for notions of general-, total- and partial 
correctness. From Table 11, the program O:(i): skip (which always terminates cleanly) has 
the same partial correctness weakest precondition as the program O:(ii( if true --+ skip ~ 
true --+ abort fi ( which sometimes terminates cleanly). So partial correctness predicate 
transformers cannot be used to express guaranteed termination. 
From Table 11, the program O:(iii): abort (which always terminates messily) has the same 
total correctness weakest precondition as the program o:(ii): if true--+ skip ~ true--+ abort 
fi ( which sometimes terminate cleanly). So total correctness predicate transformers cannot 
be used to distinguish possible clean termination from guaranteed messy termination. 
If we wish to reason carefully about programs that may not terminate, only the gen-
eral correctness predicate transformers, (namely, 'gwp(o:, -)', 'gsp(-, o:)', 'gwpa(o:, -)' and 
gspa(-, o:)') introduced in Jacobs and Gries [1985], are of interest. As motivated in Holt 
[1991], for any program o:, 'gsp(-, o:)' and 'gwpa(o:, -)' are of interest. 'gsp(-, o:)' is intu-
itively appealing in that for any given set of initial states it describes what can be observed 
as a final state of o:. Often a program debugger observes the final states from various ex-
ecutions of a program and then tries to find the set of states from which execution of the 
program must have begun. In such a situation, 'gwpa( a, - ) ' is useful. 
In an earlier investigation, Blikle [1981] introduced a notion of global correctness to capture 
the error of messy termination. It is interesting that Blikle's ( [1981] p 204) global correctness 
predicate transformer is exactly what Jacobs and Gries [1985] independently introduced as 
'wpa(o:, -)'. 
Dijkstra's predicate transformers 'wlp( a, - ) ' and 'wp( a, - ) ' are shown to be best suited to 
practical programming in, for example, Hoare [1978] and Guerreiro [1980]. Hoare [1978] 
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uses trace semantics of programs to postulate predicate transformers and their healthiness 
properties; while Guerreiro [1980] uses relational semantics. Other characterisations of Di-
jkstra's weakest precondition predicate transformer are given in De Roever [1976] and Wand 
[1977]. 
Several authors, including Hoare [1978] and Holt [1991], have pointed out that Dijkstra's 
[1976] healthiness properties for 'wp(a, -)' do not exclude programs which, though com-
putable, are impractical to implement and do exclude some programs with reasonably re-
alistic implementations, namely those which allow unbounded nondeterminism. In the first 
instance, Hoare's [1978] Bowdlerize program is not excluded. This program has a pred-
icate transformer which scans a predicate and replaces every occurrence of a particular 
obnoxious sequence of letters with a zero. Although this predicate transformer satisfies the 
healthiness conditions for 'wp( a, - ) ' it does not map different predicates characterising the 
same sequence of letters (which by definition is finite) to the same predicate simply because 
there are infinitely many possible series of assignments which can implement the program. 
Secondly, as originally recognised in Dijkstra ([1976] p 76,77), the weakest precondition pred-
icate transformer for the program a (in Chapter 2.2, p 41) which assigns to variable, say 
x, an arbitrary positive integer, fails to be continuous. In particular, for a chain {P;}i?:O of 
predicates Pi such that for each i 2:: 0, Pi characterises the set of states in which O < x < i, 
it is possible for wp(a, Ui Pi) to hold but no wp(a, Pi) to hold since 'no a priori upper bound 
for the final value of x can be given'. Recall (from Chapter 2.2, p 40, 41) this program a 
terminates weakly ( that is, there is no integer k such that a is guaranteed to terminate in 
less than k iterations). 
The conclusion drawn in Chapter 2.2 (p 44) was that Dijkstra's weakest precondition seman-
tics do not provide sufficient information to distinguish between guaranteed nontermination 
and weak termination. It therefore seems reasonable to ask: Could the abovementioned 
distinction be made if a special state ..l representing the 'state of nontermination' is added 
to S? Let wp.1(a, -) be the weakest precondition predicate transformer for a with respect 
to S.1 = SLJ{..l}, and let wp(a, -) have their usual meanings with respect to S. That is, for 
Q ~ S, wp.1(a,Q) = wp(a,Q). Then what we want is an interpretation for wp.1(a,{..l}). 
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The fundamental question is: What set of healthiness conditions will capture exactly the 
predicate transformer representations of programs, including those which allow unbounded 
nondeterminism? Guerreiro [1982] suggested an explicit formalisation of the states of nonter-
mination and two extra healthiness properties: one expressing that a program is guaranteed 
to terminate if and only if it is guaranteed not to go on forever and the other expressing 
that a program is guaranteed to terminate from a state only if it is guaranteed to start 
in the state. I show, in the §5, that Dijkstra and Scholten 's [1990] new set of healthiness 
conditions (presented in Chapter 2.4, p 52) can be used. Their theory does not have an 
explicit formalisation of the state of nontermination. 
Nelson [1989] found the normality of 'wp(a, -)' (commonly called the law of excluded mir-
acle, wp(a, 0) = 0) excluded some programs whose implementation would involve much 
backtracking but would nevertheless be reasonable. In particular, programs which may 
not start from a given state are excluded. However, including such programs into a pro-
gramming language raises a rather subtle question concerning nondeterminism: Does the 
notion of nondeterminism allow a program to sometimes proceed from an initial state and 
sometimes not? 
5.2 A Power Construction 
The main algebraic notion in this chapter is the notion of the power algebra of a relational 
structure, as initiated by Jonsson and Tarski [1951]. In the context of this thesis I only need 
to consider the case of binary relations over a set U. All the apparatus needed is introduced 
in this section. 
Given a binary relation R ~ U2 , define a unary operation Ri : P( U) - P( U) by 
(1) Ri(X) = {xl(:ly)[(x,y) ER and y EX]} 
for any X ~ U. 
This unary operation Ri 1s called the power operation of R. Note that for every binary 
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with these properties is called respectively normal and completely additive. For any relational 
structure U = (U, R) where R is a set of binary relations R ~ U2 , we call the structure 
(P( U), :F) obtained by powering every relation R E R, the power algebra of U. (Recalling 
definition 4.1 ( e) we see that the set in ( 1) captures exactly what Brink [1981] calls the 
Peirce product (introduced by Peirce [1870]) of the relation Rand the set X.) 
The operation of powering a relation has an inverse. That is, 
For any normal, completely additive unary operation P : P( U) ---+ P( U) there is a relation 
pl ~ U 2 defined by 
(2) (x,y) E pl iff x E P({y}) 
for any x, y E U; 
I will call this lowering a unary operation P to get its underlying relation pl. These two op-
erations allow us to translate back and forth between binary relations and normal completely 
additive operations. More precisely, 
(3) Theorem ( Jonsson and Tarski [1952]) 
(i) For any relation R ~ U2 , R1 1 = R. 
(ii) For any normal, completely additive unary operation P: P(U)---+ P(C), 
p11 = P. 
For any unary operation P: P(U) ---+ P(U) we can define a unary operation 
P·: P(U)---+ P(U) by 
( 4) P*(X) = [P(X')]' 
for any X ~ U. 
I will call P* the dual operation of P. (Note that the dual of the dual of a lllliH\ operation 
is the original operation and the properties of P* are dual to those of F.) If 111 ,uldition P 
is normal and completely additive then P*(U) = U and P*(n; Xi)= n F"( X, I \11y unary 
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operation with these properties is called respectively full and completely multiplicative. (Note 
that for a relation R, RT* coincides with Peirce's [1870] involution operation (mentioned in 
Chapter 4.1, p112).) 
Let F, G : P( U) --+ P( U) be any unary operations. Then if 
(.5) \IX, Y ~ U, F(X) ~ Y' iff G(Y) ~ X' 
I call Ga converse of F ( as in Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 201 ). In general, the converse 
G of a function F is not a function. If it is we call G the inverse of F and denote it by p- 1 . 
Note that for any binary relation R ~ U2 we can define the power operation R~T of its 
converse R~. \Ve have to be unusually careful about the terminology used for this power 
operation. Holt ([1991] p 12) calls R~T the 'converse' of RT. Jacobs and Gries ([1985] p 69, 
70) introduce the power operation as a boolean operator and call the set representing the 
converse of a relation R, the 'inverse' of R ( denoted by R-1 ) and hence refer to R~ T and 
RT as inverses. 
The following lemma deals with the translation between properties of binary relations and 
the corresponding unary operations. Let U = SU{ J_}. I deal with those relations over U 
called execution relations in Chapter 4.5 (p 138) ( that is, total relations R ~ U2 such that 
(i) for every x E U , if (_L, x) ER then x = _l_, and (ii) for every x E U , {y I (x, y) E R} is 
finite). For later convenience some terminology is introduced here. 
( 6) Lemma Let F : P( U) --+ P( U) be normal and completely additive and let R ~ U 2 
be F!, then the properties of R correspond to F as (ii) to (i) below. Conversely, let 
R ~ U2 be any binary relation and let F = RT, then F : P( U) --+ P( U) is normal 
and competely additive, and properties of F correspond to properties of R as (i) to (ii) 
below. 
(a) (i) Fis full. [F(U) = U] 
(ii) R is a total relation. [<lorn R = U] 
(b) (i) Fis strict. [\IX~ U, _LEX iff _LE F(X)] 
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(ii) R is strict. (Vx E U)[(j_,x) ER=} x = j_J 
(c) (i) F({j_}) = {j_}. 
(ii) R is terminating, that is, (j_, j_) ER. 
[(Vx E U)[(x, j_) E R =} x = j_J and (Vx E U)[(j_, x) ER=} x = l.] 
( d) (i) VY ~ U, F(Y) = F*(Y). 
(ii) R is deterministic. [Vx,y,z E U,(x,y) ER and (x,z) ER=} y = z] 
Proof 
(a) Suppose (i) holds and take x E U arbitrarily. Then (by (i)) x E F(U). But 
F( U) = F(UyEU{Y}) = uyEU F( {y}) by complete additivity of F. Hence for some 
y EU, x E F({y}), so by (2) for some y EU, (x,y) E Fl. Thus x E dom(Fl), so 
U ~ dom(Fl ). Trivially dom Fl ~ U; hence dom R = dom Fl = U. 
For the converse, suppose (ii) holds. Take any x E U. Then by (ii) x E dom R. 
Thus for some y EU, (x,y) ER and hence by (2) for some y EU, x E RT({y}) ~ 
RT(U) = F(U) (by monotonicity of RT, RT({y}) ~ RT(U) since {y} ~ U). So 
U ~ F(U). Trivially F(U) ~ U hence F(U) = U. 
(b) Suppose (i) holds and take any x E U such that ( ..l, x) E R. Then ..l E RT ( { x}) 
and hence (by (i)) 1. E {x} which means x = 1.. So if (..i,x) ER then x = 1.. 
For the converse, suppose (ii) holds and take X ~ U arbitrarily. Suppose 1. E 
F(X). Since F(X) = F(UxEX { x}) = UxEX F( { x}) by complete additivity of F 
there is some x E X such that 1. E F( { x} ), so for some x E X, (j_, x) E F 1 
and hence (by (ii)) x E {1.}, so 1. E {x} ~ X. Thus if ..l E F(X) then ..l EX. 
On the other hand, suppose ..l (/. F(X) = UxEx(F( { x}) then for every x E X, 
l. (/. F({x}), so for every x EX, (..l,x) (/. Fl. Hence for every x EU, (..l,x) E 
pl =} x (/. X. Then by (ii) ..l (/. X. Hence if J_ E X then 1. E F( X). 
(c) Suppose (i) holds. Then ..l E F( {..l} ), so for some y E {j_}, (..l, y) E F 1; hence 
(..l, 1.) E F 1. 
For the converse, suppose (ii) holds, that is, ( 1., J_) E R. Then ..l E RT ( { 1.}), so 
{-.l} ~ RT ( { ..l} ). On the other hand, let x E RT ( { ..l} ). Then by (2) (x, ..l) E R so 
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by (ii) x = l_ (that is, x E {l_} ); hence RT( {l_}) ~ {l_}. So F( {l_}) = RT( {l_}) = 
{ J_ }. 
(d) Suppose (i) holds. Take any x,y,z EU such that (x,y) ER and (x,z) ER. 
Assume y =/= z. Then x E F({y}) = F*({y}) and x E F({z}) = F*({z}) and 
hence XE F*({y})nF*({z}). Then by complete multiplicativity of F*, XE 
F*({y}n{z}), so by (i) x E F({y}n{z}). But y =I= z, so x E F(0) = 0 since Fis 
normal. This contradicts the assumption that x E U. So R is deterministic. 
For the converse suppose (ii) holds. Then Vx E U, {y I (x, y) ER} is empty or a 
singleton, say {t}. Then VY~ U, RT*(Y) = {x I (3t)[(x,t) ER and t E Y]} = 
RT(Y). D 
A unary operation F: P(U) --t P(U) is continuous if for every increasing chain (under~) 
{Xi}iEI of subsets of U, F(Ui Xi) = Ui F(Xi)- Note that for any R ~ U2 , the complete 
additivity of RT implies the continuity of RT. For RT* we have the following result: 
(7) Lemma If Vx E U, {y I (x, y) E R} is finite then RT* is continuous. 
Proof Choose any increasing chain {Xi};Ef of subsets of U with X = U; X;. Take 
x E RT*(U; X;) arbitrarily. Then for every y E U, if (x, y) E R then y E U; X;. But 
by (ii) there are only finitely many y such that (x, y) E R, so since X; ~ X;+1 for 
each i E I, there is some i E I such that (Vy)[( x, y) E R => y E X;]. Hence for 
some i E I, x E RT*(Xi), so x E U RT*(Xi). Thus RT*(U; Xi) ~ LJ; RT*(x;). On the 
other hand, Vi E I, X; ~ U; Xi, so Vi E I, Xi = X; n(Ui Xi). Then by complete 
multiplicativity of RT*, Vi EI, RT*(X;) = RT*(X;n(UiXi)) = RT*(Xi)nRT*(U;Xi). 
So Vi EI, RT*(Xi) ~ RT*(U; X;) and hence U; RT*(X;) ~ RT*(U; X;) (by definition of 
the least upper bound for sets). So Fis continuous at any X ~ U. D 
5.3 Predicate Transformers as Power Operations 
In Chapter 4.3 (p 117) I introduced various relational representation methods Rj(n) (where 
j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8). Recall also from Chapter 3 the notions of general-, total- and 
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partial correctness. The connections between these representation methods and these notions 
of correctness are given in Theorem (4.3.1). Namely, representation methods Rj(5), Rj(7) 
and Rj(8) (for j = 1, 2, 3) are suitable for general correctness; representation methods Rj(l), 
Rj(3), Rj(5), Rj(7) and Rj(8) are suitable for total correctness; representation methods 
Rj(2), Rj( 4), Rj(6), Rj(7) and Rj(8) are suitable for partial correctness. There are at least 
two ways to introduce for a program o: predicate transformers for a notion of correctness 
based on the relational representation of o:. 
(i) One approach is to use the results of Theorem (4.3.1) to choose one representation 
method suitable for the notion of correctness and define the corresponding set of binary 
relations that models the behaviour of nondeterministic programs. Then applying 
the power construction described in §2, I could derive the power versions of these 
relations and their properties and use the notions of a dual and a converse to construct 
three more unary operations for the notion of correctness. This reasoning could by 
applied mutatis mutandis for each notion of correctness. Holt [1991] adopted a similar 
approach. 
(ii) The alternative is to choose one representation method suitable for all the notions of 
correctness and then define a set of binary relations. (One of Rj(7), Rj(8) for j = 1, 2, 
3 can be chosen.) Applying the reasoning above I could derive predicate transformers 
for general correctness. Recall from Chapter 3.5 that the notion of partial correctness 
arises from general correctness by restricting predicates to those which always contain 
..l (because nontermination is always allowed); while the notion of total correctness 
arises by restricting predicates to those which never contain ..l (because nontermination 
is never allowed). Using this observation the total and partial correctness predicate 
transformers can then be obtained by viewing those for general correctness respectively 
as functions of predicates that do not contain ..l and as functions of predicates that 
must contain ..l. This is the approach adopted by Jacobs and Gries [1985]. 
I will adopt the second approach because it shows that partial- and total correctness predi-
cate transformers can be constructed in a consistent fashion based on the general correctness 
execution relations. This is important for technical reasons: it will allow us to define (in 
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§3) a total correctness predicate tr, "sformer in terms of a partial correctness one. We will 
then have answered the open question addressed in Holt ([1991] p 30). However, it should 
be noted that much can be gained from the first approach since it less contrived (being a 
simple application of the power construction). 
I will choose for presentation representation method Ra(7): all kinds of executions are 
represented and a special symbol .l is used to denote the state of nontermination. By 
Theorem ( 4.3.1) it is suitable for general-, total- and partial correctness in a context where 
nontermination is equated with messy termination. (Recall from Chapter 4.4 (p 137) Ra(7) 
was also found to be well-suited to modelling Dijkstra's weakest precondtion semantics.) Let 
U = SU{ .l} be the state space. Let Rel( U) denote the set of execution relations R ~ U2 
(based on Ra(7)) defined in §2. 
I General Correctness 
Consider any program a viewed as a relation [a] E Rel(U). Powering [a] we derive a unary 
operation [a]T : P(U) --+ P(U). Then for any Y ~ U, viewed as a postcondition of a, 
[a]\Y) = {x I (:3y)[(x,y) E [a] and y E Y]} represents the set of all initial states x such 
that at least one execution of a from x is guaranteed to reach a state in Y. The constraint 
characterising this set of states is an angelic statement ( Chapter 1, p 29). T hcrefore this 
predicate [a]T (Y) captures our intuition of a weakest precondition under angelic nondeter-
minism. [a]T is normal and completely additive (and hence continuous) and since [a] is an 
execution relation, by Lemma (2.6) (a) and (b), [a]T is full and strict. Hence [a;' satisfies the 
healthiness properties of the ( angelic) general weakest precondition predicalf t m nsformer, 
'gwpa(a, -)', defined in Jacobs and Gries [1985]. 
Knowing that the dual [af* of [a]T is another unary operation with properties t h,it are dual 
to those of [a]T we next enquire whether it corresponds to one defined in Jacul,, ,uid Gries 
[1985]. By definition of a dual, for any Y ~ U viewed as a postcondition of 11. o((Y) = 
{x I (Vy)[(x,y) E [a]=} y E Y]} represents the set of all initial states I s11ch that every 
execution of a from x is guaranteed to reach a state in Y. Thus [a]T* curnp11t,...,. weakest 
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preconditions under demonic nondeterminism (Chapter 1, p 28). By duality, [a]l* is full and 
completely multiplicative and since [a] is an execution relation [o:Jl* is normal and strict 
(by Lemma (2.6) (a) and (b)) and continuous (by Lemma (2.7)). Hence [o:Jl* satisfies the 
healthiness properties of Jacobs and Gries's [1985] (demonic) general weakest precondition 
predicate transformer, ·gwp(a, -)'. 
From this we can conclude that there is a duality relationship between weakest preconditions 
under the two interpretations of nondeterminism. To formulate strongest postcondition 
predicate transformers first note that the only difference between [ a J T and [ a J ~ l is that the 
former transforms final states to initial states of a and the latter transforms initial states 
into final states of a. This means that for any X ~ U, viewed as a precondition, [a]~T (X) = 
{y I ( :lx) [ ( x, y) E [a] and x E X]} characterises the smallest set of final states such that some 
execution of a from a state in Xis guaranteed to reach one of them. Thus [o:J~T computes 
strongest postconditions under demonic nondeterminism. [a]~ T is normal and completely 
additive (and hence continuous) and since [a] is an execution relation (by Lemma (2.6) (a)) 
[a]~l is full and such that [a]~T({..l}) = {..l} (since [a]~l({..l}) = {y I (:lx) [(x,y) E [a] 
and x E {..l}} = {y I (:lx) [(x,y) E [a] and x = ..l} = {..l} (by property (ii) of execution 
relations)). Hence [a]~T is consistent with Jacobs and Gries's [1985] (demonic) generalised 
strongest postcondition predicate transformer, 'gsp( - , a)'. 
By analogy with the dual of [o:Jl one might expect for any X ~ U, viewed as a precondition, 
([a]~lf (X) = {y I (\fx)[(x,y) E [a]=;, x EX]} to be the strongest postcondition predicate 
transformer of a under angelic nondeterminism. However, there seems to be some doubt 
in the literature as to whether or not a program has a unique strongest postcondition with 
respect to a given precondition under angelic nondeterminism. Jacobs and Gries ([1985] p 
73) claim that 'under angelic nondeterminism there is no unique strongest (smallest) post-
condition for a given precondition, because two "candidates" for the strongest postcondition 
(in the sense that they cannot be made any stronger) can be completely disjoint.' Unfor-
tunately Jacobs and Gries provide no example of two distinct postconditions. I have not 
been able to provide such an example either, nor have I been able to disprove their claim. 
If this claim in Jacobs and Gries [1985] is indeed true then ([a]~ T)*, being a function, is not 
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the only strongest postcondition predicate transformer of o: under angelic nondeterminism. 
(Note that ([o:]~l)* corresponds to 'gspa(-, o:)' used in Jacobs and Gries [1985].) 
II Total Correctness 
In a total correctness model non-termination is never permitted. So only predicates which 
do not contain ..l can be viewed as postconditions. Hence by the strictness property of 
[o:]l: P(U)--+ P(U) for any postcondition Y, ..l t/. [o:]\Y). Thus it is reasonable to con-
sider only predicates that do not contain ..l. Then for any Y ~ U - {..l}, viewed as a 
postcondition of o:, [o:]l (Y) is a predicate which characterises the set of all initial states 
x such that at least one execution of o: from x is guaranteed to terminate in a state in 
Y. Therefore [ o:] l, viewed as a function of predicates over U - { ..l}, computes the weakest 
preconditions for the total correctness of o: under angelic nondeterminism. This predi-
cate transformer satisfies all the properties of [o:]l which do not refer only to predicates 
containing ..l and consequently is consistent with the ( angelic) total correctness weakest pre-
condition predicate transformer, 'wpa(o:, -)' (Jacobs and Gries [1985]). By analogy with the 
dual of[o:]l : P(U) --+ P(U), [o:]l* : P(U - ..l) --+ P(U - ..l) is consistent with the conven-
tional interpretation of the weakest precondition predicate transformer for total correctness, 
'wp(o:, -)' (Jacobs and Gries [1985]). 
A simple restriction of [ o:]~ l does not lead to the ( demonic) total correctness strongest 
postcondition predicate transformer. In the first instance note that the strictness property 
of [o:]~r does not exclude the possibility of ..l t/. X and ..l E [o:]~r (X) for every X ~ U. 
However, for any X ~ U - {..l}, viewed as a precondition of o:, such that execution of o: 
from every state in Xis guaranteed to terminate, [o:]~r (X) is a predicate which characterises 
the smallest set of final states x such that at least one execution of o: from a state in X 
is guaranteed to terminate in x. Under this condition, [o:]~\X) describes the strongest 
postcondition of o: for total correctness under demonic nondeterminism; otherwise it is 
undefined. 
Secondly, [ o:] ~ r, viewed as a function on predicates over U - { ..l}, fails to be monotonic. Take 
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any X s;;; U - { 1-} such that a is guaranteed to terminate from every state in X. Suppose 
x (/. {1-} is a state which leads to nontermination. Then X s;;; XLJ{x} and [a]~\X) 
1s defined but [a]~T(XU{x}) is undefined. Consequently, this predicate transformer is 
only normal and in general, fails to be a useful total correctness predicate transformer. 
However, for any terminating executable relation [a] E Rel(U) (that is, (1-, 1-) E [al), it 
follows from Lemma (2.6)(c) that [a]~T is strict. In this special case, [a]~T viewed as a 
function of predicates over U - { 1-} is always defined and satisfies all the properties of 
[a]~ T which do not refer to predicates containing 1-. Hence this predicate is useful for the 
semantic characterisation of terminating programs and is consistent with Jacobs and Gries's 
[1985] (demonic) total correctness strongest postcondition predicate transformer, 'sp(-, a)'. 
By duality, for any terminating [a] E Rel( U), ([a]~ T) * computes strongest postconditions 
of a for total correctness under angelic nondeterminism. But as for general correctness 
the question of whether or not ([a]~T)*: P(U - {1-})--+ P(U - {1-}) is the unique such 
predicate transformer is left unanswered in this thesis. 
III Partial Correctness 
Based on the semantic distinctions permitted in a partial correctness model it seems that 
preconditions for programs always allow nontermination. By the strictness property of 
[a(: P(U) --+ P(U), 1- E [a]\X LJ{1-} ), \IX LJ{1-} s;;; U. So our attention is henceforth 
restricted to predicates that contain 1-. Then for any X LJ{1-} s;;; U, [a]T (X U{1-}) is 
a predicate characterising the set of all states x such that at least one execution of o: 
from x will either not terminate or terminate in a state in X. This predicate captures 
our interpretation of the weakest liberal precondition under angelic nondeterminism. As 
can be expected any property of [o:]T : P(U) --+ P(U) which refers to predicates not con-
taining 1- is not satisfied by [o:]T: P(U) LJ{1-}--+ P(U) U{1-}. In particular, the nor-
mality property (that is, [o:](0) = 0) does not hold and the strictness property becomes 
1- E [a]\ {1-} ). Hence [a]T, viewed as a function over P(U) U{1-}, is consistent with Jacobs 
and Gries's [1985] ( angelic) partial correctness predicate transformer 'wlpa( a, - )'. By dual-
ity, aT*: (P(U) LJ{..l})--+ (P(U) LJ{..l}) is consistent with the (demonic) partial correctness 
predicate transformer 'wlp(a, -)'. 
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Unlike the total correctness case, the partial correctness strongest postcondition predicate 
transformer is a simple restriction of that for general correctness to predicates that contain 
L The strictness property and monotonicity of [o:J- T ensures that these restrictions are 
well-defined (in the sense that for any XLJ{_i} ~ U, [o:J~\XLJ{_i}) is a predicate con-
taining _i). Therefore [o:]~T : (P(U) LJ{_i})-+ (P(U) LJ{_i}) computes strongest postcon-
ditions for partial correctness under demonic nondeterminism and satisfies all the properties 
of [a]~T: P(U)-+ P(U) except that of normality. This predicate transformer is therefore 
consistent with Jacobs and Gries's [198.S] (demonic) partial correctness strongest postcondi-
tion predicate transformer, 'sip(-, a)'. As before the question of whether or not there is a 
unique strongest postcondition predicate transformer for partial correctness under angelic 
nondeterminism is left unanswered in this thesis. 
Note that we have constructively defined twelve predicate transformers ( as power operations) 
and shown that each satisfies a set of healthiness properties for some notion of correctness. 
Namely, for any program a, 
I General Correctness: For any predicate X, Y ~ U, 
gwp(a, Y) = [o:]T*(Y) 
gwpa(a, Y) = [a]\Y) 
gspa(X, a) = [a]~T* (X) 
gsp(X, a)= [a]~\X) 
II Total Correctness: For any predicates X, Y ~ S, 
wp(o:, Y) = [o:]T*(Y) spa(X,o:) = [a]~T*(X) 
wpa( a, Y) = [o:]T (Y) sp(X, a) = [o:]~ t (X) 
III Partial Correctness: For any predicates X, Y ~ U which contain _l, 
wlp( a, Y) = [o:]T* (Y) 
wlpa( o:, Y) = [a] T (Y) 
slpa(X, a)= [a]~T*(X) 
slp(X, a) = [o:]~\X) 
These converse-duality relationships between the general correctness predicate transformers 
together allow us to define weakest preconditions in terms of strongest postconditions and 
vice versa. For example, by the duality relationships, 
gwp( o:, Y) = [a]T* (Y) = ,[o:JT ( ,Y) = ,gwpa( o:, ,Y). 
gspa(X,a) = [a]~T*(X) = ,[o:]~1(,X) = ,gspa(,X,o:). 
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gwp(a, Y) = [a]T*(Y) = ([ar '-T* (Y) = ,gsp( ,Y, ;B) (also gsp(X, a)= ,gwp(;B, ,X)). 
gwpa(a, Y) = [a]\Y) = ([a]~)~T(Y) = ,gspa(,Y, 8) 
(also gspa(X,a) = ,gwpa(;B, ,X)), where the execution relation of ;Bis [a]~. 
Unfortunately the converse-duality relationships are not so simple under partial- and total 
correctness because the properties of the corresponding predicate transformers are not as 
uniform and complete as those for general correctness ( due to the restictions made on pred-
icates). In §4 I will show that every predicate transformer associated with a program arises 
in this way. 
The inverse of the power operation allows us to lower each of these predicate transformers 
to a corresponding relation. By virtue of Lemma (2.6) we can isolate the corresponding 
set of execution relations. In §4 I will show for a program a how to translate between its 
relational and predicate transformer representations. 
In conclusion I mention how restrictions on the execution relations effect the properties of 
the predicate transformers. 
(i) In our discussion on total correctness we saw that 'sp(-, a)' can be used only for the 
semantic characterisation of terminating execution relations. 
(ii) Determinism restricts the final states but not the initial states of programs and hence 
affects the properties of the weakest preconditions. In particular, for any d<"terministic 
relation [a] E Rel(U), by Lemma (2.6)(d), for any Y ~ U, [a]\Y) = [0(1 }'), which 
means that under any notion of correctness the two interpretations of rw11,k1t>rminism 
are equivalent for deterministic programs. 
5 .4 Representability 
The question of representability ( for predicate transformers) arises in sever al d itf n,·11 t forms. 
Guerreiro [1982] translated back and forth between properties of executabl,· r,·l,it ions and 
properties of predicate transformer representations of programs and provid,·d ,1.., solution 
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to the representation problem the following theorem (formulated using the notation of this 
chapter). 
Theorem ( Guerreiro ( [1982] p 17 4)) 
For any given predicate transformer F there exists an execution relation R such that F is a 
predicate transformer representation of R iff F satisfies the set of healthiness properties for 
Dijkstra's weakest precondition predicate transformer and such that F( U) = F( U - { J_}) 
and F(U) ~ U - {_l_}. 
Some of the ideas introduced there also appear in Jacobs and Gries [1985]. Jacobs and Gries 
derived healthiness properties of predicate transformers from those of execution relations for 
their different notions of correctness and argued (but did not prove) that under a notion of 
correctness a binary relation is consistent with the healthiness properties iff it is an execution 
relation. The fundamental question ( concerning representability) addressed by Holt ([1991] 
p 9, 19) is: How do relations R ~ U2 correspond to unary operations F: P(U) --+ P(U)? 
Although each of these studies is based on a theory of relations, as yet it has not been 
recognised that this question is implicitly answered by an application of Jonsson and Tarski's 
([1951], [1952]) power construction. 
Within the algebraic context of this chapter, the question of representability is: 
(i) Can every relational representation of a program o:, say [o:], be transformed to a 
mapping, say [o:]T: P(U)--+ P(U) which is a predicate transformer representation of 
0:? 
(ii) If (i) holds, does every predicate transformer arise in this way - that is, for every 
predicate transformer, say F : P(U) --+ P(U), which satisfies the set of healthiness 
properties for some notion of correctness under an interpretation of nondeterminism 
is there a relation, say p! ~ U2 which is a relational representation of some program? 
One approach to solving the representation problem for predicate transformers arising from 
programs is to select some properties of predicate transformers associated with programs. 
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Then one could try to show that all predicate transformer representations of programs arise 
in this way. I show here, this can indeed be done within our unifying framework. For this 
we need to adopt a more formal approach. 
I will call a Boolean algebra 8 endowed with a set :F of normal , completely additive unary 
operations a predicate transformer algebra. (Note that this is simply a Boolean algebra 
with unary operators, a concept introduced and investigated in Jonsson and Tarski ([1951], 
[1952]).) A predicate transformer algebra will be called executable if each of its operations 
is a predicate transformer representation of some program, continuous and strict if each of 
its operations is respectively continuous and strict under some notion of correctness. 
From § 1 it is clear that a relational structure U = ( U, R) where R is a set of binary relations 
R ~ U2 , gives rise to a predicate transformer algebra, namely (P( U), :F), where :F = { RT J 
R E R }. Conversely, let A = (8, :F) be any predicate transformer algebra. Then A is a 
Boolean algebra with unary operators. As a Boolean algebra 8 is isomorphic to a subalgebra, 
say P(X), of some Boolean set algebra. By the isomorphism each normal, completely 
additive unary operator over 8 induces another such operation over P( X). Theorem ( 1.1) 
allows us to regard each such operator as the power operation of some binary relation over 
X. Formally, this is the representation theorem for Boolean algebras with unary operators. 
(1) Theorem (Jonsson and Tarski ([1951], [1952])) 
Any Boolean algebra with unary operators is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the power 
algebra of some relational structure. 
Hence any strict predicate transformer algebra, being a Boolean algebra with unary oper-
ators, is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the power algebra of some relational structure. By 
virtue of Lemma (2.6) we can isolate this relational structure which I will call an executable 
relational structure. More precisely, an executable relational structure is a relational structure 
U = (U, R) where Risa set of strict binary relations describing the behaviour patterns of 
programs including those with unbounded nondeterminism ( that is, binary relations R ~ U2 
such that (Vx E U)[(..L,x) ER=;, x = ..L]). 
From here the representation result follows easily. It must be shown that this notion of 
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an executable relational structure translates back and forth into the notion of a predicate 
transformer algebra via the power construction. 
(2) Theorem 
The power algebra of an executable relational structure is a(n) (executable) predicate 
transformer algebra. Conversely, any strict predicate transformer algebra is isomorphic 
to a subalgebra of the power algebra of some executable relational structure. 
Proof Let U = (U, R) be any executable relational structure. Let P(U) = (P(U),F) 
be its power algebra where F = {Rl IRE R}U{R~l IRE 'R.}. By definition of 
powering a relation, each operation in Fis normal and completely additive. Since each 
R E R is a relational representation of a program, each operation in F arises from a 
program. Also since each R E R is strict, each operation in F is strict (by Lemma 
(2.6) (b) ). Hence P(U) is a strict predicate transformer algebra, in fact, an executable 
predicate transformer algebra. 
For the converse, let A = (B, F) be any strict predicate transformer algebra. Then 
A is isomorphic to a subalgebra, say P(X), of some Boolean algebra under some 
isomorphism h : B --+ P(X) and operations of F are induced over P(X) by h. Let 
R = {f 1 ~ X 2 I f E F}. The strictness property of operations over P(X) translates 
(by Lemma (2.6) (b)) into the strictness property of relations over X. Hence (X, R) is 
an executable relational structure. By construction, A is isomorphic to the subalgebra 
of the power algebra of some executable relational structure. D 
(It is worth noting (from Hansoul [1983]) that Stone duality can be used to establish a full 
topological duality for the notion of a predicate transformer algebra. However, I will not 
present this result here.) 
This theorem suggests that in the present context, where we have an explicit representa-
tion of non-termination, we can capture exactly the predicate transformer representations of 
programs including those with unbounded nondeterminism if we drop the continuity prop-
erty from the sets of healthiness properties for each notion of correctness (in Jacobs and 
Gries [1985]). This is not surprising since by Lemma (2.7) the continuity properties al-
low unbounded nondeterminism only if infinitely many final states can be produced by a 
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program. 
~'ithout the use of an explicit formalisation of nontermination, Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] 
proposed a new set of healthiness properties for total correctness predicate transformer rep-
resentations of programs, including those with unbounded nondeterminism. Recall from 
Chapter 2.4 their new approach is to postulate for every program o: a partial correctness 
predicate transformer wlp.o: and a predicate wp.o:.true and then define a weakest precon-
dition predicate transformer wp.o: by wp.o:.X = wlp.o:.X n wp.o:.true for any predicate 
X ~ U. The revised set of healthiness conditions are: 
(Rl) wp(o:,0)=0 
So the representation problem for total correctness predicate transformers would be com-
pletely solved if we could show that the representation result in Theoem (2) is consistent 
with Dijkstra and Scholten's [1990] new postulation (as given in Chapter 2.4). 
In order to do this it must be shown that the power construction covers their new method of 
postulation. Recall from Chapter 2.4 that ( Rl) excludes partial programs ( that is, programs 
which may not always start). 
Let RelT( U) denote the set of total executable relations over U ( that 1s, binary relations 
R ~ U2 satisfying: 
(i) <lorn R = U 
(ii) Vx EU, if (..l,x) ER then x = ..L. 
Now the approach in §3 really pays off: for any program o:, we can construct both 'wp(o:, -)' 
and 'wlp( o:, -) ' from the total executable relational representations of o: and hence define 
'wp(o:, -)' in terms of 'wlp(o:, -)' as follows: Take any program o: with relational repre-
sentation [o:] ~ RelT(U). Recall from §2.III, [o:]T* : P(U) U {..l} --+ P(U) U {..l} computes 
weakest liberal preconditions of o: under demonic nondeterminism and is completely mul-
tiplicative. Since o: is a total executable relation, by the duals to Lemma (2.6) (a) and 
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(b), [ol* is normal and strict. Th: 0 [ol*, viewed as a function over P(U) U{..l}, is con-
sistent with 'wlp.a' as postulated in Dijkstra and Scholten [1990]. From the strictness of 
[a(*, ..l (/. [a]T*(U-{..l}), so [a]T*(u- {..l}) is consistent with 'wp.a.true' in Dijkstra and 
Scholten [1990]. (It is worth noting that, as Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 132) explain, 
the complete multiplicativity of Fa is not explicitly required since it is implied by that of 
[a]T* .) 
Before proving the main result of this chapter I need some more terminology: I will call an 
operation F : P( U) U{ ..l} --+ P( U - { ..l}) healthy predicate transformer if F is completely 
multiplicative (that is, for any predicates Xi~ UU{..l}, F(n;X;) = n;F(X;)) and Fis 
normal (that is, F( {..l}) = 0). 
(The reason for considering mappings with domain P( U) U{ ..l} and range P( U - { ..l}) is that 
wlp.a deals with predicates which contain ..l; while wp.a deals with predicates which do not 
contain ..l. As will become clear in Theorem (3) these restrictions allow for simpler definitions 
of the unary operations and relations needed in the proof. Without these restrictions more 
cases would have to be handled.) 
(3) Theorem For any total executable relation R ~ U2 there is a strict healthy predicate 
transformer F : P( U) U{ ..l} --+ P( U - { ..l}) such that R = F* 1. Conn rsd !J. for any 
strict healthy predicate transformer F: P(U) U{..l} --+ P(U - {..l}) thue 1:, a relation 
R ~ U2 such that F = RT*. 
Proof Let [a] ~ U2 be total executable relational representation of ;;om,· program 
a. Since [a] ~ Relr(U), [a]T is a strict, normal, completely additive opt'ration over 
P(U) (by Theorem (2)). Since [a] is total, [a]T is full (by Lemma (2.6)(iiJJ. Then by 
duality, [a]T* is a strict, full, normal, completely multiplicative operation uv,·r P( U). 
Now define a unary operation Fa: P(U) U{..l}--+ P(U - {_i}) by 
Fa(X) = [af*(x)n[a]T*(U- {_i}) 
= [a]T*(x - {..l}) 
for any X ~ P(U) U{..l}. Then 
Fa({..l}) = [a]i*({..l}-{..l}) = [a]i*(0) = 0 (since [a]i* is normal O\'cr r,t ,1 
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This shows that Fa is normal with respect to P( U)- {-l }. The complete multiplicative 
Fa over P( U) U{ ..l} follows from that of [a('. Therefore Fa is a strict healthy predicate 
transformer. Also Fa *1 = ([a]T*/1 = [a]T 1 = [a] (by Theorem (2.3) and properties of 
duals). Hence Fa : P(U) LJ{..l} -. P(U - {..l}) is consistent with 'wp.a' in Dijkstra 
and Scholten [1990]. 
For the converse, let F: P(U) LJ{..l} -. P(U -{..l}) be any strict, normal, completely 
multiplicative operation. Then by duality F* is a strict, full and completely additive 
operation. Now define a relation R <;;; U2 by 
(x,y) ER iff x E F*({y}) iff (x,y) E F*l 
Firstly R is strict because F* is strict (In particular, Vy E U if (..l, y) E R then 
..l E F* ( {y} ); hence by strictness of F*, ..l E {y}, so y = ..l. Secondly, R is total 
since F* is full. (Suppose R is not total. Then there is some x E U such that {y I 
(x,y) ER}= 0 so for some x EU, {y Ix E F*({y})} = 0. So there is some x EU 
such that Vy, ( x, y) (/. R; hence there is some x E U such that Vy, x (/. F* ( { y}). But 
{y} <;;; U hence F*({y}) <;;; F*(U) (by monotonicity of F*). Thus for there is some 
x E U, x (/. F* ( U) = U ( since F* is full) which establishes the required contradiction.) 
Therefore R <;;; U2 is a total executable relation. Also RT* = (F*1 /* = F (by Theorem 
(2.3) and properties of duals). D. 
As we had hoped, Dijkstra and Scholten [1990] new set of healthiness conditions for to-
tal correctness are exactly our properties for a strict healthy predicate transformer. This 
shows that we correctly predicted the constraints on this predicate transformer which was 
independently postulated and hence solved the open problem set in Holt ( [1990) p 30). 
In conclusion: my aim in this chapter has been to stimulate interest in the algebraic treat-
ment of predicate transformers, not to attempt a detailed exposition. Therefore there are 
several unresolved questions which bear further investigation. I briefly mention two. 
As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter relations between predicates can also be 
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used to formalise the behaviour of programs. This idea is due to Hoare [1969] ( although not 
previously recognised as such). By analogy with predicate transformers relations between 
predicates could be called predicate relators. 
First, can a uniform framework for predicate relators ( analogous to that for predicate trans-
formers) be developed to study notions of correctness? The aim would be to find some way 
of lifting a relation between states to a relation between predicates, instead of to an opera-
tion over predicates. Such a construction ( called power structures) has been investigated in 
Brink [19?] This involves defining for any relation R over a set U, a corresponding power 
relation R+ over its power set. 
Second, is there a way of translating for a program a between its predicate relator and 
its predicate transformer representations? In this connection, if a predicate relator can be 
modelled as a power relation, then a characterisation, such as given in Brink [19?], of the 
power relation in term of power operations may be required. That is, for any relation R ~ U2 
and any sets X, Y ~ U, 
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Chapter 6 
The Flowsets Model 
In earlier chapters the idea of viewing a program as a sequence of atomic steps has occurred 
several times. In Chapter 1 it was used to describe execution methods, in Chapter 2 it 
was used to categorise the state space and in Chapter 3 it was used to discuss notions of 
correctness. My aim in this chapter is to use this approach to model the algebra of weakest 
preconditions. For completeness I include the definitions of all the relevant notation and 
terminology used in the earlier chapters and a page reference to their first use. 
Recall from Chapter 1 (p 24) that an execution of a program yields an execution sequence 
( or exseq) of states; because programs are nondeterministic any initial state s gives rise to 
an execution tree ( or extree ), and the meaning of a program is given by the set of all its 
possible execution sequences. Such a set will in this chapter be called a fiowset (by analogy 
with flow diagram). In §1 I develop a calculus of flowsets. This is used in §2 to verify all the 
Dijkstra/Gries conditions (given in Chapter 2.2) or in some cases small variations thereof. 
Thus the calculus of flowsets models the algebra of weakest preconditions. In §3 I briefly 
consider invariants (in an algebraic setting) in order to prove what Dijkstra [1976] calls 'The 
Fundamental Invariance Theorem for Loops'. 
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6.1 The Calculus of Flowsets 
Let 5 be the state space. In this chapter I distinguish between cleanly terminating-, messily 
terminating and nonterminating executions of a program from a state and represent all 
executions of a program. (That is, I choose representation method Ra(8) defined in Chapter 
1 Table 3 (p 13).) 
Recall from Chapter 3.5 that when these distinctions were made we defined (p 93) the set 
Seq(S) of exseqs as follows: 
( 1) s+ denotes the set of all finite non-empty sequences of elements of S. 
51- denotes the set of all finite nonempty sequences with J_ as the last component 
and elements of 5 as the first and (if any) intermediate components. 
SXJ denotes the set of all infinite sequences of elements of 5. 
The sets s+, 51- and S00 are disjoint. 
Recall the notation for exseq introduced m Chapter 2.5 (p 58): exseqs are denoted by 
x, y, z, ... etc, and 'x = (x1,x2,x3 , ••• )' denotes either a finite or an infinite exseq; while 
'x = (x1, x2, ... , xn)' denotes only a finite exseq with Xn as last element, where either Xn E 5 
(if XE s+) or Xn = J_ (if XE SJ_). 
I now introduce a little calculus of exseqs. Recall from Chapter 2.5 (p 58) two operations 
first and last were defined on exseqs. I now include a third operation length on exseqs. 
For any x E Seq(S), say x = (x1, x2, X3, .• • ): 
(2) f irst(x) = x 1 
{ 
n ifxEs+usj_ andx=(x1,X2,···,xn) 
length(x) = 
oo if x E S 00 
--{ Xn ifxE5+LJ51- andx=(x1,X2, ... ,Xn) last(x) 
undefined if x E 5 00 • 
I also need to be able to compose two exseqs x and y. In the paradigm case this takes 
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place when x terminates in exactl: , hat state in which y begins: then x o y is obtained 
by identifying x's last component with y's first component, thus joining the two exseqs 
together. For other cases special provision must be made. As follows: 
(3) For any x, y E Seq(S), 
X if X E SJ_ u S00 
xoy = 
undefined 
Y = (Yi, Y2, y3, .. . ), and last(x) = first(y) 
otherwise . 
The idea is that if an execution terminates messily, or does not terminate, then formally 
sequencing another execution after it has no effect. Sequencing is only effective when the 
second execution picks up where the first left off. 
As a final operation on exseqs I make explicit the usual prefix ordering of sequences - also 
called 'ordering by initial subsequences'. For any x, y E Seq(S), we have (with n < oo for 
every n EN): 
(4) x Sy iff (i) length(x) S length(y), and 
(ii) Xi = Yi for every i such that O S i S length(x). 
I can now explore some mathematical properties of this little calculus of exseqs. To begin 
with, o is associative and S is a partial order. Thus: 
(5) Lemma (Seq(S), o, S) is a partially ordered semigroup. 
Proof We need to show that o is associative and that S is a partial order ( i<'. reflexive, 
anti-symmetric and transitive). 
First, to show that o is associative (i.e. for any x, y, z E Seq( S) x o (yo z) = 1 x o y) oz) 
consider the following possible cases: 
( i) Let x E S.L LJ S 00 arbitrarily, then for any exseqs y, z, x o (y o z) = x a.nd 
(xoy)oz=xoz=x. 
(ii) Let x Es+ arbitrarily, then for any exseq y with last(x) = f/1·,t1 y 1. there are 
three possible cases: 
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(a) if y E S.1 LJS00 then for any exseq z, x o (yo z) = x o y and 
(x o y) o Z = X o y since X o y E S.l LJ S 00 
(b) if y Es+ with last(y) = Jirst(z) for any exseq z, say 
x=(x1,X2,···,xn), y=(xn,Y2,···,Ym), z=(Ym,Z2,Z3 ... )then 
XO (yoz) = XO (xn,Y2,···,Ym,Z2,z3, ... ) = (x1,···,Xn,Y2,···,Ym,Z2,z3, ... ) 
and (x O y) 0 Z = ( X1, ... , Xn, Y2, ... , Ym) 0 Z = ( X1, ... , Xn, Y2, ... , Ym, Z2, Z3, ... ) 
(c) if y Es+ with last(y) =/:first(z) for any z E Seq(S), then x o (yo z) is 
undefined since y o z is undefined and ( x o y) o z is undefined since x o y E 5+ 
but last(x o y) = last(y) =/: Jirst(z). 
(iii) If x Es+ with last(x) =/: first(y) for every exseq y then for any exseq z, 
x o (y o z) is undefined since y o z is either undefined or an exseq with 
f irst(y oz)= Jirst(y) =/: last(x) and (x o y) oz is undefined since x o y is 
undefined. 
Second, :::; is a partial order. For any x, y, z E Seq(S), 
( i) x :::; x trivially. 
(ii) If x:::; y and y :::; x then 
length(x) s; length(y) and length(y) s; length(x); so length(x) = length(y) 
and Vi : 0:::; i :::; length(x) = length(y), Xi= Yi· 
Thus x = y. 
(iii) If x :::; y and y :::; z then 
length(x) s; length(y) and length(y) s; length(z); so length(x) s; length(z) 
Also Vi : 0 :::; i:::; length(x), Xi = y; and Vj: 0:::; j s; length(y), Yj = Zj; 
so Vi : 0 :::; i :::; length(x), Xi = Yi = Zi. 
Thus x:::; z. 0 
As is often the case in dealing with partially ordered structures (for example, in denotational 
semantics), it will be important that chains have least upper bounds. Recall that a chain C 
in a partially ordered set (X,s;) is a linearly ordered subset of X - that is, one such that 
for any x, y E C either x s; y or y s; x. I denote least upper bounds by the neutral notation 
'lub'. 
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( 6) Lemma Every chain in Seq(S) has a least upper bound. 
Proof Let { x;};EJ be a chain of exseqs ( under the prefix ordering). Define x to be 
that exseq such that (i) length(x) = lub{ length(y)I y E {x;};o} and (ii) Vy E {x;};0 
and Vj : 0 S j S length(y) we have Yj = Xj. Then x is that exseq of which all 
the xi's are prefixes; hence x is an upper bound for { x;};EJ. Any other upper bound 
z for {x;}iEI is prefixed by each Xj. So Vy E {x;}iEI, length(y) S length(z); hence 
length(x) S length(z). Also, Vy E {x;};o, Vj : 0 S j S length(y) Yj = Zj; hence 
Vj : 0 S j S length(x) Xj = Zj. Thus x prefixes z; so x = lub {x;};EI· D 
Exseqs will model executions, but my aim is more ambitious than that: I wish to model 
the programs from which these executions arise. I do so by using the power construc-
tion expounded (for example) in Brink [19?], Goldblatt [1989] and Gratzer and Whitney 
[1984]. Recall that in Chapter 5 I used the notion of a power construction as initiated in 
Jonsson and Tarski ([1951], [1952]) to form from a binary relation R ~Sits power operation 
RT : P(S) ----+ P(S). Here I use a power construction to form from the partially ordered 
semigroup (Seq(S), o, S) its power structure (P(Seq(S)), o, *=, E), where: 
(7) 'P(Seq(S)) is the set of all subsets X, Y, Z, ... of Seq(S); 
X o Y = {xoy Ix EX and y E Y} VX,Y E P(Seq(S)); 
X*=Y iff (Vx E X)(:3y E Y)[x Sy] and (Vy E Y)(:3x E X)[x Sy], 
VX, YE P(Seq(S)); 
E = {(s)ls E 5} (i.e. the set of one-component sequences). 
(Note that *= is the Egli-Milner ordering of powerdomain theory in denotational semantics 
provided by Egli [1975] and Plotkin [1975] (who attributes it to Milner [1973]).) 
The required model of programs is obtained as a substructure of this power structure, namely 
that consisting of certain special sets of exseqs. 
(8) A set X E 'P(Seq( S) )of exseqs is called a flowset if it satisfies 
Axiom 1: Vs ES :3x EX with first(x) = s, and 
Axiom 2: V x, y E X, x I- y. 
The set of all flowsets will be denoted by 'F'. 
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The idea with Axiom 1 is that any state s is a possible initial state of any program. 
(This means we assume programs have initialisation property A(3) in Chapter 1.) An 
execution may not actually progress from s (in which case it is modelled by the exseq ( s)), 
or it may immediately terminate (modelled by the exseq (s, _i)) - but at any rate it is 
defined. One virtue of this idea is that, for any state s, any set of exseqs x with Jirst(x) 
s provides a natural model for the execution tree ( denoted as extree( o, s) in Chapter 
1, p 25) of some program o: from this initial state s. Note that it is risky to rely on a 
graphical presentation of such trees, or a definition intended to capture such a graphical 
presentation. For example, a program o: may, from some given initial state s, have the 
possible execution sequences (s,t 1 ,u,vi) and (s,t 2 ,u,v2 ), and only these. Yet the graphical 
tree representation of Figure 7 would seem to indicate that (s, t1 , u, v2 ) and (s, t2 , u, v1 ) are 
also possible execution sequences. But this is not intended. 
The idea with Axiom 2 is that no initial subsequence of an execution sequence is also an 
execution sequence. This, in fact, is the manifestation of a rather subtle point concerning 
nondeterminism. 
s 
Figure 7 
Generally speaking, a program is said to be nondeterministic if from any given state there 
is no assumption of a unique next state. The question raised here, which does not seem to 
have been addressed before, is whether or not one should uniformly assume the existence 
of a next state. In short: does the notion of nondeterminism allow a program which has 
already proceeded up to some state s to sometimes terminate at s and sometimes not? In 
this chapter, I resolve the matter by simply choosing one of the alternatives: Axiom 2 
rules out a notion of nondeterminism on which initial subsequences of executions can also 
be executions. Note that any extree satisfies Axiom 2 (but not necessarily Axiom 1). 
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The operation o between flowsets is intended to model sequential composition. Think of X 
and Y respectively as the set of all possible executions of programs O' and /3. Then X o Y 
corresponds to the set of all possible executions of the program which consists of doing /3 
immediately after a. Technically: for any sequence x E X, if it does not terminate cleanly 
leave it; if it does then append at its final state (say) Xn all exseqs in Y starting with Xn. 
The relation *== between flowsets is the power order of the prefix relation between exseqs. It 
says that X *== Y iff any exseq in X is a prefix of some exseq in Y, and any exseq in Y has 
some exseq in X as prefix. Thus, intuitively, Y extends X. The set E is useful for technical 
reasons: it will model a program called null, which from any initial state s does exactly 
nothing. 
I now come to the calculus of flowsets. 
(9) Theorem (:F, o, E, *==) is a partially ordered monoid, with E as identity for o, and as 
minimum under*==. 
Proof To establish the monoid part of the Theorem we need to check that the power 
operation o is associative, and that E is a (left- and right-) identity for o. The former 
follows since the power operation of any associative operation is again associative. The 
latter is also easy, but it is not immediate. That X o E = X and E o X = X for 
any flowset X must be checked for all possible cases. To establish the former, take 
z EX o E arbitrarily. Then z = x o (s) for some x EX and some s ES (i.e. z 1s 
defined). So if either x E s+ with last(x) = s or x E SJ. U S00 , z = x; hence z E X 
and thus X o E ~ X. Also for any x EX either x E SJ. LJS00 in which case x o (s) = x 
for any s E S or x E s+ with last(x) = s for some s E S in which case x o ( s) = x. 
Hence x E X o E and thus X ~ X o E. 
For the latter, take z EE o X then z = (s)oy for some s ES and some y EX, namely 
y with Jirst(y) = s (by Axiom 1); hence z EX and thus E o X ~ X. Also for any 
z EX Jirst(z) E S, say Jirst(z) = s; hence z = (s) oz with (s) E E and z EX; 
hence z E E o X and thus X ~ E o X. 
Secondly we must establish that *== is a partial order, and E its minimum. It is known 
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that the power order of any · ,.rtial order is a quasi-order - that is, reflexive and 
transitive. So we only need to check that ? is anti-symmetric. To do so, let X and 
Y be flowsets such that X? Y and Y? X; we need to show that X = Y. For this we 
show that X <;;;; Y, analogous reasoning would then also establish that Y <;;;; X. So let 
x E X arbitrarily. Since X? Y there is some y E Y such that x Sy. But also, since 
Y? X, there is then some z E X such that y S z. But then x S z, hence by Axiom 2 
x = z, hence since x Sy S z we have x = y, hence x E Y. Thus X <;;;; Y, as required. 
To see that E is the minimum element of? we just need to invoke Axiom 1. 
Finally, we must show that for any flowset X ~ Seq(S), E ? X. First, any exseq 
x EE has form x = (s) for some s ES; but by Axiom 1, :ly EX with Jirst(y) = s; 
so x Sy. Second, for any y EX :lx EE namely x = (Jirst(y)) such that x Sy. D 
The next question to address is whether chains in F have least upper bounds. Recall from 
Chapter 4.1 (p 111) that the least upper bound for a chain ( under the inclusion ordering) of 
relations is simply the union of the relations. Note that the 'obvious' response that flowsets 
(like relations) are sets and that therefore lub 's should be unions is fallacious. The union 
of flowsets is indeed a set, but it is not necessarily a flowset: Axiom 2 is easily violated. 
However, our earlier preparation in Lemma (6) pays off: chains of flowsets will have lub's 
because chains of exseqs have them. 
(10) Theorem Let {A;}iEI be any chain of fiowsets under the ordering a=. Let 
A= {x Ix= lubunder S of some chain C in UiEJA,}. 
Then A = lub {Ai}iEI under?, 
Proof To establish that A is an upper bound of {Ai}iEJ let i EI arbitrarily. Then any 
exseq x in Ai prefixes the lub of some chain C in UiEJ A; to which x belong, .\lso any 
y E A is prefixed by each exseq in the chain of which it is the lub; hence 111 pa.rticular 
is prefixed by an exseq in A;. Thus Ai? A, as required. 
To establish that A is the lub let B be any other upp.er bound of { A }iE 1 ( i ,.. \, = B Vi E 
I). Take x E A arbitrarily. Let C be the chain of which xis the lub. Tlwn ,111ce Bis 
an upper bound, there is some element of B prefixed by every element ()f 1 ·. l1ence by 
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x. Also for any y E B there is a chain C of exseqs, one from each A, each of which 
prefixes y. Then lub C is in A and prefixes y. D 
In §2 I will view the iterative command DO as a repetition of IF commands. I therefore need 
to build into the calculus of flowsets the notion of repetition; it is precisely for this purpose 
that I introduced notions of chains and lub's of flowsets. I define iterated composition as in 
Chapter 4.1 (p 111): 
( 11) For any flowset X: X 0 = E 
xn+i = xn o X, Vn 2 0. 
Then: 
(12) Theorem For any flowset X, {Xn}n~o forms a chain under the ordering=. 
Proof 'vVe must show that X 0 ~ X 1 ~ X 2 ~ .... By theorem (9), E ~ X for any 
flowset X, so we only need to show that Vn 2 0, xn ~ xn+i = xn o X. First let 
XE xn; then either XE 51- LJ500 or XE 5+. If XE 51- u 5 00 then XE xn oX = xn+I; 
hence :Jz E xn+1, namely z = x such that x ~ Z. If X E 5+ then last(x) E 5 so by 
Axiom 1, :ly EX with first(y) = last(x). Thus XO y E xn+l with X ~XO y. 
Second, let z E xn+1; then by definition of composition, z = x o y for some x E xn 
and some y E X; hence x is an exseq in xn which prefixes z as required. D 
It now follows from Theorem ( 10) that for any flowset X the chain { xn }n~o must have a 
lub. This is an important notion, for which I reserve both a notation and a name. 
( 13) For any flowset X, the iteration X* of X is defined by X* = lub{ xn }n~o-
This iteration operation corresponds to the reflexive transitive closure of a relation defined 
in Chapter 4.1 (p 111). 
Finally we introduce into the calculus of flowsets an operator which does not explicitly feature 
in the Dijkstra/Gries algebra of weakest preconditions, but which is quite useful as an aid 
in modelling such operations. It is the nondeterministic choice operator which for programs 
a and /3 would correspond to a program o: V /3, interpreted as: 'Nondeterministically choose 
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either a or /3 and then run the chosen program'. In the relational semantics discussed in 
Chapter 4.1 nondeterministic choice is modelled by set-theoretic union. But in the calculus 
of flowsets this won't do, since the union of two flowsets need not be a flowset. Instead 
we choose to model a V /3 by what is known as Hilbert's epsilon operator. (This operator 
originates from Church's [1940] t-operator.) 
This operator, E, features strongly in Higher-Order Logic - see for example Andrews [1986], 
Gordon [1989a], and Gordon [1989b]. It is a variable-binding operator, like quantifiers, and 
can be used as a primitive logical symbol. For the purpose of this thesis, however, it will 
suffice to make clear its semantics. Namely, the E-operator acts as a choice function: given 
any set A, E picks out some unknown but fixed element of A, which is then denoted by E.A. 
In particular, 
( 14) For any indexed set { Xi} iEl of flow sets 
f.{X;};E[ 
denotes some particular unspecified but fixed X;, i E /. 
Note that if the indexed set I is finite then E.{X1 ,X2 , ... ,Xn} is some particular one of 
n flowsets. But we make no finiteness constraints on I in (14), in order to cater for the 
unbounded nondeterminism of Dijkstra and Scholten [1990]. 
In conclusion I point out some related work. Blikle [1987] also models programs as sets of 
computations and presents an algebra of such sets. But Blikle adopts a notion of 'generalised 
composition', whereas my approach uses the power construction. Another relevant paper is 
Hoare [1978], which models programs as sets of 'possible traces', along the lines of operational 
semantics. It is interesting that Hoare ([1978] p 425) proves exactly what I called Axiom 
1 and Axiom 2 for flowsets. 
6.2 Verifying the Gries/Dijkstra Conditions 
My aim in this section should be clear, and is easy to state. I model each of the programs 
in the Dijkstra/Gries language by a flowset, each operation on programs by an operation 
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on flowsets, and I try to prove the given formulae of the algebra of weakest preconditions in 
the calculus of flowsets. I also add a few extra features to the Dijkstra/Gries algebra, as an 
aid to the exposition. 
I adopt the square bracket notation '[·]' of denotational semantics to map each program o: 
onto its meaning [o:], which will be a flowset. I may also specialise this to 'the meaning of 
a program o: at some initial states', written [o:](s), which is an extree (or execution tree) 
in the sense of Chapter 1 (p 25, where it is denoted by extree( o:, s)): the set of all those 
exseqs x in [o:] such that first(x)= s. In Chapter 1 (p 14) the representation with respect 
to a representation method Rj(n) (in Table 3, p 13, where j = 1, 2, :3; n = 1, 2, ... , 8) of 
the execution of a program o: from a states is denoted by exrepR·(n)(o:, s). Recalling from 
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§1 that we have chosen representation method R3(8) in this chapter, we see that [o:](s) 
corresponds to exrepR3 (8)( o:, s) and [o:] corresponds to LJsE5exrepR3 (8)( o:, s ). 
To begin with: 
(1) [skip] = {(s,s)Js ES} 
[abort] = {(s, ..l)Js ES} 
[havoc] = {(s, t)Js ES and t ES} 
[null] = {(s)Js ES}= E 
Recall from Chapter 4.6 (p 141, 142) that the execution relations for skip and abort are 
exactly the flowsets given in (1). I introduce the atomic program null because it will be 
useful in defining IF. (This program was not used in Chapter 4 because there is no way 
of representing 'a· state related to no state' as an input-output pair.) By analogy with the 
relational model, I model sequential composition of programs by composition of flowsets. 
That is: 
(2) For any programs o: and /3, [o:; /3] = [o:] o [/3]. 
The assignment statement, as was mentioned in Chapter 4.1, is problematic in the Dijk-
stra/ Gries algebra insofar as it is the only command which deals directly with program 
variables. But the problems raised by assignment are extraneous to the modelling proposed 
here, and does not affect the issues I discuss. I therefore simply adopt the Dijkstra/Gries 
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technique ( also used for the relational model in Chapter 4.1) of indicating notationally a 
change in state effected by a change in the value of a program variable. Namely: 
(3) For any states ES, 's[e/z]' will denote that state which differs from sonly in that the 
value of the program variable z is replaced by the value of the expression e evaluated 
lil s. 
It is then easy to model the assignment statement as a flowset. (Note: As in Gries [1981] 
and Chapter 4.1 (p 110), I assume e to be well-defined in every s.) 
( 4) For any program variable z and expression e, 
[z :=ell= {(s,s[e/z])Js ES} 
To model IF I use both the Hilbert epsilon operator and the null command. I first define 
nondeterministic choice. 
(.5) For any programs o: and /3, [o: V /3] = t:.{[o:], [/3]}. 
I then define the meaning of IF at an arbitrary initial state s, thus obtaining an extree, and 
take the union of all of these extrees. As follows: 
(6) For any programs o:1 and o:2, any predicates B1 and B2, and any state s E S, the 
meaning of 'if B1 --t o:1 ~ B2 - 0:2 f i' at s is given by: 
and the meaning of IF itself is: 
[o:](s) ifs E B1 ands r/. B2 
[/3Il(s) ifs(/.B1 andsEB2 
[aV/3Il(s) ifsEB1 andsEB2 
[null](s) ifs rf. B1 ands r/. B2 
[if B1 - 0:1 ~ B2 --t 0:2 Ji]= UseS [if B1 - 0:1 ~ B2 - 0:2 fi](s). 
The intention here should be clear. How does 'if B1 --t o:1 ~ B2 --t o:2 f i' execute from any 
initial states? If B1 is true but B2 is not o:1 will be executed from s; if B1 is false but B2 is 
true then o:2 will be executed; if both are true exactly one of o:1 and o:2 will be nondetermin-
istically selected and executed, and if neither B1 nor B2 is true nothing will happen. Two 
typical special cases of IF are 'if B do a', which I equate to 'if B --to: ~ ,B --t null Ji', 
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and if B do a else /3 Ji', which It ,;iate to 'if B --+ a ~ ,B--+ /3'. It is then easy to read 
. 
off their meanings from ( 6) above. This definition does not appear to be as simple as the 
definition of the execution relation [if B1 --+ a 1 ~ B2 --+ a 2 Ji] in ( 4.6)( e)' (p 143). The main 
reason is that I have not introduced, for any predicate ( or guard) B, a special program B? 
as was done in Chapter 4.1 (p 110) to give the relational semantics of IF. 
With Gries and Dijkstra I assume the guards to be well-defined in every state, so that the 
four possibilities enumerated above are the only ones. On the other hand, unlike Gries 
([1981] p 132), Dijkstra ([1976] p 34) and Dijkstra and Scholten ([1990] p 144) I do not say 
that if no guard is true then IF does not terminate because there is a danger of confusion 
(as mentioned in Chapter 2.1 (p 35)) concerning what happens for any program a, when 
the composition 'IF;a' is executed from a state where no guard of IF is true. Instead I say 
that if no guard is true nothing should happen. What will be made clear by my exposition, 
I trust, is that having (literally) the null-option available makes for a tidy treatment of 
IF, both technically and conceptually. Such a change is warranted because my aim is to 
model the algebra of weakest preconditions, and that in doing so I am not con st rained by 
any particular intuitive semantics of the constructs involved. A final point: each extree by 
assumption satisfies Axiom 2 (of §1), hence a union of extrees over every states ES will 
be a flowset. Thus [if B1 --+ a 1 ~ B2 --+ a 2 Jill is well-defined as a flowset. 
For the iterative command DO, in the simple form 'while B do a', the earlier preparation 
( in § 1) really pays off. First I need the following lemma: 
(7) Lemma to Definition (8) For any program /3, [/3r = [/3nll, 'in 2 0. 
Proof By induction on n. 
For n = 0, [/3°] = [nullll = E and [/3Il0 = E. 
Assume as induction hypothesis that [/3r = [/3nll for some n. Then 
[/3r+l = [/3r O [/3Il (by definition (1.11)) 
= [/3n Il o [/3Il ( by induction hypothesis) 
= [/3n; ,Bil (by definition (2)) 
= [,Bn+lll (by definition of composition) 
The definition is quite simple: DO is the iteration of IF. 
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(8) [while B do a]= [if B do a]* (= lub{[if B do ar}n2o = lub{[(if B do o:t]}n2o) 
That is, by definitions (1.11) and (1.13) DO is defined as the least upper bound of the chain 
of flowsets arising from repeating the IF command. (Note: This is the second equality in 
(8). The third is proved in Lemma 7.) Intuitively, to perform 'while B do a' consists of 
repeatedly doing the following, until it has no further effect: check whether B is true, and 
if so do o:. Recall the problems encountered in Chapter 4.6 (p 146) with describing the 
semantics of 'while B do a' in terms of execution relations. Definition (8) shows one virtue 
of the flowsets model over the relational model based on execution relations ( in Chapter 
4.6): 'while B do a' can easily be modelled as flowset. 
I now come to the central definition, which is that of weakest precondition: for any program 
o: and predicate Q, Dijkstra ([1976] p 16,17), Gries ([1981] (7.1) p 108) and Dijkstra and 
Scholten ([1990] p 129) are unanimous that 'wp(a,Q)' must denote the set of all those 
states such that execution of o: begun in one of them is guaranteed to terminate, and when 
it does it satisfies Q. My definition will capture this intuition, but it adds a clarification: 
'wp(a,Q)' will denote the set of all states from which o: terminates cleanly (and satisfies Q 
upon termination). In this context, if o: terminates but does not terminate cleanly ( that is, 
terminates messily) it cannot satisfy Q, since _l is not a state. 
(9) For any program o: and predicate Q, 
wp(a, Q) = {s E Sl(Vx E [o:](s))[x Es+ and last(x) E Q]} 
I can now verify the formulae of the algebra of weakest preconditions (presented in Chapter 
2.2 (p 38, 40)). 
(10) Theorem For any program a and predicates Q and R: 
(a) (Gries [1981] (7.3)) Law of the Excluded Miracle: wp(a, 0) = 0. 
(b) (Gries [1981] (7.4)) Distributivity of Conjunction: 
wp(a,Q)nwp(a,R) = wp(a,QnR). 
(c) (Gries [1981] (7.5)) Law of Monotonicity: 
If Q ~ R then wp( a, Q) ~ wp( a, R). 
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(d) (Gries [1981] (7.6)) Distributivity of Disjunction: 
wp(a,Q)LJwp(a,R) ~ wp(a,QLJR). 
Proof All of these depend upon simple logical properties, such as in (b) the distribution 
of universal quantification over conjunction. 
( a) If wp( a, 0) -::J 0, say s E wp( a, Q) then every x E [a]( s) terminates cleanly and in 
0, a contradiction. Hence wp( a, 0) = 0. 
(b) s E wp(a,QnR) iff (Vx E [a](s))[x Es+ and last(x) E QnR] 
iff (Vx E [a](s))[x Es+ and last(x) E Q and last(x) ER] 
iff (Vx E [a](s))[x Es+ and last(x) E Q] and 
(Vx E [a](s))[x Es+ and last(x) ER] 
iff s E wp(a,Q) ands E wp(a,R) 
iff s E wp(a,Q)nwp(a,R) 
(c) Takes E wp(a, Q) arbitrarily then every x E [0:](s) terminates cleanly and in Q 
and hence in R (since Q ~ R). So s E wp( a, R) as required. 
(d) Note Q ~ QUR and R ~ QUR, then by (c) wp(a,Q) ~ wp(a,QLJR) and 
wp(a,R) ~ wp(a,QUR); hence wp(a,Q)Uwp(a,R) ~ wp(a,QLJR). D 
To check that in the context of this chapter the converse of Theorem ( 10) ( d) does not hold 
in general an example such as that of Gries ([1981] p 111) would suffice. But the converse 
does hold for deterministic programs. 
(11) A program 0: is said to be deterministic iff for every s ES [a](s) is a singleton set. 
That is, from any initial state 0: can proceed to execute in exactly one way. 
(12) Theorem For any predicates Q and R, and any deterministic program a 
(Gries [1981.] (7.7)) wp(a,Q)LJwp(a,R) = wp(a,QLJR). 
Proof By theorem ( 10( d)) the left to right inclusion holds; so for the reverse inclusion 
take any s E wp(a,QLJR). Then the (unique) exseq in [0:](s), say x terminates 
cleanly and in Q UR. Hence x terminates cleanly and either in Q or in R; so s E 
wp( a, Q) U wp( a, R). D 
The atomic programs are easy to characterise from Definition (1). 
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(13) Theorem For any predicate Q 
(a) (Gries [1981] (8.1)) 
(b) (Gries [1981] (8.2)) 
(c) (Dijkstra and Scholten [1990], (7.12)) 
(d) 
Proof By definition ( 1 ): 
wp( skip, Q) = Q. 
wp( abort, Q) = 0. 
wp(havoc, Q) = 5. 
wp(null, Q) = Q. 
(a) Execution of skip is guaranteed to terminate cleanly after one step and leaves the 
state unchanged; hence wp(skip, Q) = Q. 
(b) Execution of abort never terminates cleanly but is guaranteed to terminate in 
J_ (/. 5; hence u:p( abort, Q) = 0. 
( c) Execution of havoc is guaranteed to terminate cleanly but in any possible state; 
hence wp(havoc, Q) = 5. 
( d) From any initial state s, null has that same state also as a terminal state, hence 
wp(null, Q) = Q. D 
I now come to composition: the place where the relational models using representation 
methods Rj(n) (for j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and Rj(n) (for j = 1, 2; n = 7, 8) 
fail. Recall Theorem ( 4.4.2) established a sufficient condition under which Gries (8.3) holds: 
total relations ( Chapter 4.1, p 109) must be used to model programs. That is, for Gries 
(8.3) to hold each state must be related to at least one outcome in the sense that something 
must happen when a program is activated in a state. Note that this condition corresponds 
to my Axiom 1 for flowsets. 
(14) Theorem For any programs a and /3, and any predicate Q, 
wp(a;/3,Q) = wp(a,wp(/3,Q)). 
Proof Left to right: Lets E wp(a;/3,Q), then by (9) any zE [a;/J](s) terminates 
cleanly, and in Q. To show thats E wp(a,wp(/3,Q)), let u E [a](s) arbitrarily. If 
u E 51. or u E 5 00 then also by (1.3) (and (2)) I would have u E [a; Bil(s), which 
would then contradict the fact that u must terminate cleanly. Sou Es+, hence last(u) 
E S. To show that last(u) E wp(/3, Q), consider any v E [/3](/ast(u)). Then u o v E 
[a;/J](s), hence by assumption u o v terminates cleanly, and in Q. But then v must 
terminate cleanly, and in Q. Hence last(u) E wp(/3, Q), as required. 
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Right to left: Let s E wp( a, wp(/3, Q)); then any x E [a] ( s) terminates cleanly and in 
wp(/3, Q). So last(x) E wp(/3, Q); hence any y E [/3]( last(x)) terminates cleanly and 
in Q. To show thats E wp(a;/3,Q), take any z E [a;p](s). Then if z E S.LLJS00 
z E [a](s), which would contradict the fact that every exseq in [a](s) terminates 
cleanly. So z Es+, say z = UOY for some u E [a](s) ns+ and some VE [f3](last(u)). 
Then since last(u) E wp(/3, Q), v and hence z terminates cleanly and in Q. Hence 
s E wp(a;/3,Q) as required. D 
As with the definition of the assignment statement I also pass lightly over its weakest pre-
condition result: issues such as definability and non-classical conjunction raised by Gries 
[1981] (9.1.1) are (as in the Chapter 4) not germane to my discussion. What I should do is 
check: 
( 15) Theorem For any program variable z, expression e and predicate Q: 
wp('z := e',Q)= {sl s[e/z] E Q}. 
Proof Lets E wp('z := e',Q) then every x E [z := e](s) terminates cleanly and in Q. 
But by definition (4) x = (s,s[e/z]); hence s[e/z] E Q. For the reverse direction, let 
s be such that s[e/ z] E Q. To show that s E wp('z := e',Q) take any x E [z := e](s ), 
then by definition (4) x = (s,s[e/z]). Hence x terminates cleanly and in Q; sos E 
wp(·z := e',Q). D 
I now come to the IF statement, 'if B 1 -+ a 1 ~ B 2 -+ a 2 Ji'. As mentioned, the Dijk-
stra/Gries idea is that if no guard is true IF does not terminate. Accordingly, in Gries 
[1981] (10.3b) wp(IF,Q) is given as an intersection of three facts: some guard is true, if B1 
is true then we have wp(a1 , Q), and if B2 is true then we have wp(a2 , Q). My treatment, as 
pointed earlier, differs from that of Dijkstra/Gries in also covering explicitly the case where 
no guard is true: in that case wp(IF,Q) is just Q. It seems to me that this better captures 
the intuition behind IF than the Dijkstra/Gries idea that IF is non-terminating when no 
guard is true. On my treatment I get: 
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(16) Theorem For any programs c »ind /3, and any predicates B1 , B2 , and Q, 
wp( if B1 -. 01 ~ B2 -. 02 f i, Q) 
= [B1n·B2nwp(o1,Q)] U [,B1nB2nwp(o2,Q)] U [B1nB2nwp(o1 Vo2,Q)] 
u [·B1 n ,B2 n QJ. 
Proof Left to right: Let s E wp(if B1 -. o 1 ~ B2 -. o 2 Ji, Q). Then every 
x E [if B1 -. o 1 ~ B2 -. o 2 f i] ( s) terminates cleanly and in Q. To show s is in the 
right hand side I distinguish four mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive cases: ei-
ther s E B1 n ,B2 or s E ,B1 n B2 or s E B1 n B2 or s E ,B1 n ,B2. I only con-
sider the first case; the others are similar: If s E B 1 n ,B2 then by definition (6) 
[if B1 -. o 1 ~ B2 -. o 2 Ji](s) = [o1](s); hence every x E [o1](s) terminates cleanly 
and in Q. Sos E B1n,B2 nwp(o1,Q). 
Right to left: Let s E right hand side arbitrarily. 
To show s E wp( if B 1 -. o 1 ~ B2 -. o 2 Ji, Q) I consider four cases. either: s E 
B1 n ,B2 or s E ,B1 n B2 or s E B1 n B2 or s E ,B1 n ,B2 • I need only con-
sider the first case; the others are similar: If s E B 1 n ,B2 then s E tcp( o 1, Q) 
wp(if B1 -. o 1 ~ B2 -. o 2 Ji, Q) (by assumption and by definition (6) ). D 
This presentation of wp(IF,Q) exactly parallels the definition of IF in (6). That is. wp(IF,Q) 
breaks down as follows: If the first guard is true and the second false I are dealing with 
wp( o 1, Q); if the first guard is false and the second true I are dealing with U'fJ( a 2 , Q); if 
both guards are true I are dealing with the weakest precondition of one of a 1 or o 2 (without 
knowing which), and if no guard is true the weakest precondition is Q itself. 
What can we say about the weakest precondition for (nondeterministic) choice opnator 'V'? 
Only this: 
(17) Theorem For any programs o and /3, and any predicate Q, 
wp(o V /3,Q) 2 wp(o,Q)nwp(/3,Q). 
Proof Lets E wp(o,Q)nwp(/3,Q); then every x E [o](s) must ll'rrllin,11,· cleanly 
and in Q, and so must every x E [/3](s). To show that s E wp(o V .J. (j I take any 
x E [o V /3](s). Then x E t:.{[o](s), [,B](s)}; so x must terminate cleanh ,rnd in Q. 
Hence x E wp(o V ,B, Q). D 
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The converse of (17) fails, since if every x E [a V ,B](s) terminates cleanly and in Q this only 
tells us (by (5)) that every x in one of [a](s) and [,B](s) terminates cleanly and in Q. In 
consequence we can prove the analogue of Gries [1981 J ( 10.3b) in one direction only. 
(18) Theorem For any programs a and ,B, and any predicates B 1 , B2 and Q, 
wp(if B1 --+ D1 ~ B2--+ a2 Ji, Q) 
2 [(B1UB2)n(,B1LJwp(a1,Q))n(,B2LJwp(a2,Q))] U [·B1n·B2nQJ. 
Proof 
Let s be an element of the set on the right hand side of '2 '; there are then two cases. If 
s E ,B1 n ,B2 n Q then by (13)(d) s E wp(null, Q) and by (6) and (8) this is exactly 
wp( if B1 --+ a1 ~ B2 --+ a2 Ji, Q). In the second case s E B1 U B2, ifs E B1 then it is 
also in wp(a1 , Q) and ifs E B2 then it is also in wp(a2 , Q). Distinguish three subcases: 
s E B1 n ,B2 ors E ,B1 n B2 ors E B1 n B2. In the first subcase s E wp(a1, Q) which 
in this case by (6) and (9) equals wp(if B 1 --+ a 1 ~ B2 --+ a 2 Ji, Q). In the second sub-
cases E wp(a 2 , Q) which likewise in that case equals wp(if B 1 --+ a 1 ~ B 2 --+ a 2 Ji, Q). 
In the third cases E wp( 0'.1, Q) n wp( 0'.2, Q), which by ( 16) is contained in wp( D V ,B, Q), 
which by (6) and (9) in this case equals wp(if B 1 --+ a1 ~ B2--+ a2 Ji, Q). D 
I spoke of 'the analogue' of Gries [1981] (10.3b): this indicates my addition of the extra 
possibility that no guard is true. With or without this addition it remains true that what 
Gries takes to be wp(IF, Q) is included in what I take to be wp(IF,Q). The point is that 
my wp(IF ,Q) is thus weaker than wp(IF,Q) in Gries; since finding the weakest precondition 
is what the game is all about I count this as a virtue of my approach. 
For 'if B do a' and 'if B do a else ,B Ji' I get as special cases from (16): 
(19) Corollary For any programs a and ,B, and any predicates B and Q, 
wp(if B do a,Q) = [Bnwp(a,Q)] U [,BnQJ 
wp( if B do a else ,B Ji, Q) = [B n wp( a, Q)] U [,B n wp(,B, Q)] D 
Finally, I come to the iterative command, 'while B do a'. Like Gries ([1981] p 140) I define 
for any given predicate Q a sequence Hn( Q) of predicates, where Hn( Q) represents the set 
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of all states from which execution of DO terminates ( cleanly!) in n or fewer iterations, with 
Q true. But my definition simplifies that of Gries. Namely: 
(20) For 'while B do a' define predicates Hn( Q), n 2: 0, by: 
Ho(Q) = ,B n Q 
Hn+1(Q) = wp(if B do a, Hn(Q)), Vn 2: 0. 
The simplification is possible because of my treatment of IF in the case where no guards are 
true. To prove that nothing is omitted by the simplification I require two Lemmas. 
(21) Lemma ,B n Hn(Q) = ,B n Q, Vn 2: 0. 
Proof By induction on n as follows: 
Forn=O, ,B nHo(Q)=,B n(,BnQ)=,B n Q. 
Assume as induction hypothesis that ,B n Hn( Q) = ,B n Q for some n. Then 
,BnHn+1(Q) = ,B n wp(if B do a,Hn(Q)) (by (20)) 
= ,B n ([B n wp( a, Hn( Q) )] U [,B n Hn( Q)]) (by Corollary (19)) 
= ,B n [,BnQJ 
= ,B n Q 
Hence by the principle of mathematical induction, Vn 2: 0, ,B n Hn( Q) = ,B n Q D 
This says that any state from which DO terminates in n or fewer iterations, and in which 
B is false, is also a state in which Q is true. 
(22) Lemma Hn+i(Q) = [,BnQ] U [Bnwp(a,Hn(Q))], Vn 2: 0. 
Proof For any n 2: 0, 
Hn+1(Q) = wp(if B do a, Hn(Q)) (by (20)) 
= [,BnHn(Q)] U [Bnwp(a,Hn(Q))] (by Corollary (19)) 
= [,BnQ] U [Bnwp(a,Hn(Q))] (by Lemma (21)). o 
This gives exactly the form of Gries 's Hn+I ( Q). An inductive argument then suffices to show 
that it is also the same set. So I get: 
(23) Theorem Hn(Q) as defined by Gries ([1981] p 140) on the basis of his definition 
{10.3b) (p 132) ofwp(IFJQ) is the same setVn as Hn(Q) defined in Definition (20) on 
the basis of wp(IFJQ) given in Theorem (16), arising from our Definition (6) of IF. 
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Proof By induction on n. 
For n = 0, Ho( Q)cries = ,B n Q = Ho( Q)(B&R)· 
Assume as induction hypothesis Hn(Q)cries = Hn(Q)(B&R) for some n. Then 
Hn+1(Q)cries = Ho(Q)cries LJ wp(if B do o:, Hn(Q)cries) (Gries [1981] p 140) 
= [,BnQ] U [Bn(,BLJwp(o:,Hn(Q)cries)] (Gries [1981] 10.3b) 
= [,BnQ] U [Bnwp(o:,Hn(Q)cries)] 
= [,BnQ] u [Bnwp(o:,Hn(Q)(B&R))l (by induction hypothesis) 
= Hn+1 ( Q)(B&R) (by Lemma (22) ). D 
It remains to verify Gries [1981] (11.2). 
(24) Lemma For 'while B do o: '} and any predicate QJ {Hn(Q)}n2:o forms a chain under 
the set-theoretic ordering ~-
Proof I establish by induction on n that Hn(Q) ~ Hn+i(Q), \In~ 0. 
For n = 0, Ho(Q) = ,BnQ ~ [,BnQ] U [Bnwp(o:,,BnQ)] = H1(Q). 
Assume as induction hypothesis Hn(Q) ~ Hn+ 1(Q) for some n. Then, 
Hn+1(Q) = [,BnQ] U [Bnwp(o:,Hn(Q))] (by Lemma (22)) 
~ [,B n Q] U [B n wp( o:, Hn+ 1 ( Q) )] (by induction hypothesis and monotonicity) 
= Hn+2(Q) (by Lemma (22)). 
Hence by the principle of mathematical induction, Hn( Q) ~ Hn+l ( Q), \In ~ 0. D 
This means that Gries really characterises wp( DO, o:) as the least upper bound of the chain 
(under~) of the Hn(Q)'s. And so do I. Again I need two Lemmas. Both demonstrate my 
approach of defining DO in terms of IF. 
(25) Lemma Hn(Q) = wp((if B do o:)n, ,B n Q), \In~ 0. 
Proof [Note: For any program o:, o:0 = null and o:n+l = o:n; o:.] 
By induction on n. 
For n = 0, H0 (Q) = ,BnQ and wp((if B do o:) 0 ,,BnQ) = wp(null,,BnQ) = 
,B n Q. Assume as induction hypothesis Hn( Q) = wp( ( if B do o: )n, ,B n Q) for some 
n. Then, 
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Hn+l ( Q) = wp( if B do a, Hn( Q)) (by (20)) 
= wp(if B do a,wp((if B do a)n.,BnQ)) (by induction hypothesis) 
= wp((if B do a);(if B do at,,BnQ) (by Theorem (14)) 
= wp((if B do at+1,,BnQ) (since; is associative). 
Hence by the principle of mathematical induction, Vn 2: 0, 
Hn(Q) = wp((if B do at,,BnQ). D 
(26) Lemma For any s ES, if [while B do a](s) is finite then :3n EN such that 
[while B do a](s) = [(if B do at](s), and t (/. B for every leaf t of this extree. 
Proof By saying 'the tree is finite' I mean 'only has branches of finite length'. (Since 
I are dealing with unbounded nondeterminism there may well be infinitely many 
branches). From (8) I get that [while B do a] = lub{[(if B do at]}n~o, hence if 
for any particulars E S [while B do a](s) is finite it follows from Theorem (1.12) 
that there must be a least number m E N such that 
[(if B do ar](s) = [(if B do ar+1](s) = ... 
But then [while B do a](s) = [(if B do ar](s), and t (/. B ( since otherwise 
[(if B do a)m+ 1](s) would extend [(if B do ar](s)). D 
The idea here is quite simple: a terminating DO from an initial states is precisely then-fold 
composition of an IF-statement, for some n E .JV. 
(27) Theorem (Gries [1981] (11.2)) For any program a and predicates B and Q, 
wp(while B do a,Q) = Un~oHn(Q) = Un~0 wp((if B do a)n,,B n Q). 
Proof Left to right: Let s E wp( while B do a, Q). Then every exseq x in 
[while B do a](s) terminates cleanly and in Q. Hence [while B do a](s) is finite, so 
by Lemma (26) :3m E N such that [while B do a](s) = [(if B do a)m](s) (and 
t (/. B for every leaf t of this extree). But then every exseq x E [(if B do a)m](s) 
terminates cleanly and in Q, hence in ,B n Q. Thus by Lemmas (25) and (24), 
sEwp((if Bdoar,,B n Q)=Hm(Q)~Un~oHn(Q). 
Right to left: Lets E Un~O wp((if B do at, ,B n Q), say 
s E wp((if B do a)m,,B n Q) forsomem EN. Theneveryexseqx E [(if B do a)m](s) 
terminates cleanly and in ,B n Q. But then 
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[(if B do I ~rn](s) = [(if B do ar+l](s) = ... 
and hence [(if B do ar](s) = (lub{[(if B do at]}n~o)(s) = 
[while B do a](s) by (8). Hence every x in [while B do a](s) terminates cleanly and 
in Q and so s E wp( while B do a, Q). D 
6.3 Invariants 
Recall from Chapter 2.2 (p 41, 42) that with DO, as with IF, the weakest precondition is not 
always the most useful precondition. The sought-after precondition is called an invariant of 
the loop. To model the notion of an invariant in the context of this chapter I come forward 
with two suggestions. 
( 1) Suggestion 1 Instead of restricting the notion of an invariant to loops. define it for 
any program a. 
That is, for any program a a predicate I ~ S will be called an invariant of a ifL Vs E J, 
if a is executed from s then every final state is again an element of I. However there is an 
immediate problem: a may not terminate cleanly, or may not terminate at all. so that an 
appropriate final state may not exist. For this I have: 
(2) Suggestion 2 Think of invariants by analogy with subalgebras: 'I is an imariant of 
a' is analogous to a subset of an algebra being closed under a given opcratiun. 
The virtue of this suggestion is that the problem just raised has been exhausti\ely investi-
gated in Universal Algebra, and so we may borrow from there. Since a may not terminate 
( cleanly, or at all), we may think of it as analogous to a partial operation in an alg,·bra. The 
question of how to define invariants for programs which do not terminate cl,s,uih- is then 
analogous to this: W'hat is the correct notion of subalgebra for partial alg< bm.,' For this, 
consider the comment of Griitzer ([1978] p 79): 
For algebras there is ony one reasonable way to define the concepts uf , ,ii ,,1lge-
bra, homomorphism and congruence relation. For partial algebras we w 111 d..ti ne 
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three different types of subalgebra, three types of homomorphism, and two types 
of congruence relation ... all of these concepts have their merits and their draw-
backs, and each particular situation determines which one should be used. 
Time limits disallowed further investigation, so I simply report that of the three kinds of 
subalgebra considered by Gratzer I may use two in the present context to give the following 
alternative notions of an invariant of a program o:. 
(3) Alternative 1 A predicate I is called an invariant of a program o: iff Vs E J the extree 
[o:](s) is finite and all leaves are E J. 
( 4) Alternative 2 A predicate I is called an invariant of a program o: iff Vs E J, if the 
extree [o:] ( s) is finite then all its leaves are E J. 
Recall from Chapter 2.2 (p 41) that in the Dijkstra/Gries formulation of invariants termina-
tion is not built in - it must be proved separately by a bound function. Thus Dijkstra/Gries 
implicitly select Alternative 2, hence, for current purposes, so do I. 
I now prove in the context of this chapter a version of the theorem called 'The Basic Theorem 
for the Repetitive Construct' (also 'The Fundamental Invariance Theorem for Loops') in 
Dijkstra ([1976] p 38), Theorem (11.6) ('a theorem concerning a loop, an invariant and a 
bound function') in Gries ([1981] p 144) and the 'Main Repetition Theorem' in Dijkstra and 
Scholten ([1990] p 180). Before proving my version I need the following Lemma: 
(5) Lemma wp(while B do o:,Q) = wp(while B do o:,,BnQ) 
Proof By Theorem (2.27) it suffices to show that Vn ~ 0, Hn( Q) = Hn( ,B n Q). We 
use induction on n as follows: 
For n = 0, Ho(Q) = ,BnQ and Ho(,BnQ) = ,B n (,BnQ) = ,BnQ. 
Assume as induction hypothesis Hn( Q) = Hn( ,B n Q) for some n. Then, 
Hn+1(Q) = [,BnQ] U [Bnwp(o:,Hn(Q))] (by Lemma (2.22)) 
= [,BnQ] U [Bnwp(o:,Hn(,BnQ))] (by induction hypothesis) 
= [,Bn(,BnQ)] U [Bnwp(o:,Hn(,BnQ))] 
= Hn+1(,BnQ) (by Lemma (2.22)) 
Hence by the principle of mathematical induction, Vn ~ 0, Hn( Q) = Hn( ,B n Q). D 
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(6) Theorem For any predicates I, B and Q, and any program a, if 
(a) ,B n I~ Q, and 
(b) B n I ~ wp( a, I), and 
(c) [while B do a](s) is finite, Vs EI, 
then 
I~ wp( while B do a, Q). 
Proof It suffices to show that I ~ wp( while B do a, I) since by ( a) and monotonic-
ity of wp, wp( while B do a, ,B n I) ~ wp( while B do a, Q) and using an inductive 
argument it is easy to verify that 
wp( while B do a, I) = wp( while B do a, ,B n I). 
So let s E I then either s E B or s E ,B. Ifs E ,B then [while B do a](s) 
[(if B do a)0](s) = null(s) = {(s)}. Hence every exseq in this extree terminates 
cleanly and in I, so s E wp( while B do a, I). Now suppose s E B. \,Ve must show 
that Vx E [while B do a](s), x terminates cleanly and in I. By (c) and Lemma (2.26) 
:lm EN such that [while B do a](s) = [(if B do ar](s) (and tr/. B for every leaf of 
this extree). So we need only show that every exseq x in [(if B do a)m](s) terminates 
cleanly and in I. But [(if B do ar] = [if B do a]m, hence any such X has m nested 
initial subsequences x;, 1 s; i s; m, such that last(x;) E B for 1 s; i < m. But then 
since s (= first(x)) E BnI we get from (b) that last(x;) EI for 1 s; is; m. Hence, 
in particular, last(x) E I, as required. 0 
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Index of Notation 
Set Theoretic Notation 
{ } (set) 
E (member) 
(/. (non-member) 
C, ~ (subset) 
=:i, 2 (superset) 
U, U;, Un2:o, UxEX (union) 
n, ni, ni2:0 (intersection) 
0 ( empty set) 
' ( as in X') (complement) 
+ (addition) 
- (subtraction) 
(equality) 
i- (inequality) 
::::} (implication) 
"', --, (negation) 
I (Sheffer's stroke) 
:l ( existential quantifier) 
V ( universal quantifier) 
e, l ( definite description) 
J (for yes), x (for no) 
---; (for 'is subsumed under') 
---; (for 'is coarser under') 
===} (for 'implies') 
Mappings 
---; (for mapping) 
J(U) (for image) 
12, 123, 127 
9, 13 
20 
9, 13 
32 
32 
F( a, - ), Fe, 
wlp( a,-), wlp( a, Q) 
wp(a, -), wp(a, Q), wp1_(a, -) 
gwp(a, -), gwp(a, Q) 
wlpa( a, - ), wlpa( a, Q) 
wpa( a,-), wpa( a, Q) 
gwpa( a, - ), gwpa( a, Q) 
slp(-, a), slpa(-, a) 
sp(-, a), spa(-, a) 
gsp(-,a),gspa(-,a) 
at, at(a), af, af(a,Q)) 
at00 , atoo(a), afoo, af00 (a, Q) 
at1_, at1_(a), af1-, aJ1_(a,Q) 
atu, atu(a), afu, afu(a, Q) 
Orderings 
~ (inclusion ordering) 
2:,~ 
::::} ( as in ( S, =})) 
<, ~ (prefix ordering) 
~ (Egli-Milner ordering) 
States 
s, t, u, ... 
S1,S2,,,.; X1,X2,··· 
..l, 00 
s 
SLJ{..l}, S1-
SLJ{oo}, S00 
199 
1.51 
44 
32, 154 
90, 151 
87, 151 
89, 151 
90, 151 
152 
152 
152 
60 
85 
93 
99 
50, 51 
36, 41 
48 
176 
178 
1, 32 
39, 58 
11, 58 
25, 32 
93, 116, 118 
81, 116, 118 
SU{oo}U{..L}, Su, U 
s(j), s[e/ z] 
Predicates 
99, 116, 119, 134 
P, Q, R, ... ; P; 
C2, BB 
Q;, Q[Xk/e] 
P(S) 
P(U) 
Programs 
a, 3, ,, ... 
O'.(i), O'.(ii), · · ·, O'.(iv), O'.(vii) 
~ , skip, abort 
havoc 
null 
z := e, xk := e 
Z := e, (z1, ... , Zn) := (e1, ... , en) 
a;/3 
aLJ/3, a V /3 
B? 
IF, IF; 
if B1 ---t 0'.1 ~ , , , ~ Bn ---t O'.nf i 
if B1 -+ a1 ~ B2 -+ a2 f i 
if Ji 
if B do a 
if B-+ a Ji 
110, 185 
2, 32, 39 
39, 140 
34 
36, 37 
40, 143 
32 
149 
1, 32 
34 
125 
34 
53 
184 
34, 110 
34 
36 
34 
110, 185 
110 
34 
34, 36 
34 
35 
35 
35 
55,63 
if B do a else do /3 f i 112 
if B; -+ a; ~ B;+1 U ... U Bn -+ /3;+1 Ji 37 
if B -+ a ~ ,B-+ skip f i 37 
DO 34 
doB1 ---+ a 1 ~ ... ~ Bn ---t O'.nod 34 
do B -+ a od, while B do a 37 
do BB-+ IF od 37 
* 0 n+l LJ n a , a , a , n>o a 111 
wp(skip, Q), wlp(skip, Q) 40, 54 
wp( abort, Q), wlp( abort, Q) 40, ,54 
wp(havoc, Q), wlp(havoc, Q) 189, 54 
wp(null, Q) 189 
wp(a; /3, Q), wlp(a; /3, Q) 40, 54 
wp('z := e', Q), wp(Xk := e, Q) 40, 143 
wlp('z := e', Q) 54 
wp(a U /3, Q) 144 
wp(aV/3,Q) 191 
wp(B?, Q) 144 
wp(if B1 -+ a1 ~ B2-+ a2 Ji, Q) 40 
wlp(if B1-+ a1 ~ B2-+ a2 Ji, Q) 54 
wp(if B do a, Q) 145, 192 
wp( if B do a else do /3 Ji, Q) 145, 192 
wp(if B ---+ a,Q) 55, 63 
wlp( if B ---+ a, Q) 55, 63 
wp( while B do a, Q) 40, 55 
wlp(while B do a,Q) 55 
Un?_O Hn( Q), Ho( Q), Hn+l ( Q) 40 
wp(if B do a, Hn(Q)) 40 
Dijkstra and Scholten 's Notation 
P, Q, R, .. . ; P; 45, 50 
200 
true, false 
= ' ::::} ' ¢:: 
[ J (as in [X]) 
=,=,V 
{F, T}, /\,, 
(S,::::}) (S, V, /\, ,, true,false) 
(z:=e)(Q) 
Y = b(X, Y), Y: [b.X.Y] 
Y = b(Y), Y: [b.YJ 
g.X, h.Y 
µ, V 
wp.o:.Q, wlp.o:.Q, '.' 
Correctness 
P{o:}Q, {P}o:{Q} 
Ck(x) (k = 1, 2, 3; x = 1, 2) 
Ck(x) (k = 4, 5, 6; x = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
C7(x) (x = 1, 2, ... , 8) 
Cs(x) (x = 1, 2, 3) 
Nj( Ck(x)) 
{P}o:{Q}(Pd), {P}o:{Q}(Pa) 
{ P}o:{ Q }(Td), { P}o:{ Q }(Ta) 
{P}o:{ Q}(cd), {P}o:{ Q}(ca) 
{P}o:{Q}x (x = (a), (b), (c), (d)) 
w Px ( 0:' Q) ( X = (a) ' ( b)' ( C) ' ( d) ) 
{P}o:{Q}(c) 
Relations 
( s, t) 
(s,oo), (s,l.), (oo,s), (l.,s) 
R, S, T (for relations) 
45 P, Q, X, Y (for sets) 
45 x ( as in S x S) 
46 0, I, S x S 
47 ~ (as in R~),' (as in R') 
48 , (as in R; S) 
48, 49 U, n (as in RUS, Rns) 
49 R*, R0 , Rn+1, Un>O Rn 
49 (as in R: Q, (R: Q')') 
49 <lorn, ran ( as in <lorn R, ran R) 
50 [ J ( as in [ o:]) 
50 Pictorial Representations 
50 Rl(i) (i = 1, 2, 3) 
107 
107 
108 
108 
108 
108 
108, 111 
108, 112 
109 
110 
8 
51 R2(i)(x) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4; x = a, b) 10, 11, 12 
Rj(n) (j = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2, ... , S) 13, 14 
6 7, 69 exrepR, (n), exrepR, (n) ( o:, s) 
J J 
1-L 118, 184 
72, 73 [exrepR,(n)] 
J 
7 4, 75 • -t , ( • -t) 
76 • -t ... , ( • -t ... ) 
77 •..P,(•~) 
79, 80 •4, (•~) 
86, 87 .L-+ ... ,( .L-+ ... ) 
88 .'\.~, ( .'\.~) 
90 .~,(·~) 
96 •, ( •) 
96 Relational Representations 
100 Rl(i) (i = 1, 2, 3) 
19 
15, 17 
15, 17 
15, 17 
15, 17 
1.s. 11 
15, 17 
15, 17 
15, 17 
11,5 
R2(i)(x) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4; x = a. l" 115, 116 
104 Rj(n) (j = 1, 2, 3; n = L 2. . . , 1 
117, 137 [o:]R,(n) 
J 
107 re/E 
201 
117 
118 
121 
{s}xS ({s}xS) {s}x{s} 
' ' 
{s}x{1-} ({s}x{1-}) {s}x{1-} 
' ' 
{s}x{oo} ({s}x{oo}) {s}x{oo} 
' ' 
{s}xS.1 ({s}xS.1) {s}x{s,1-} 
' ' 
{s}x500 ({s}x500 ) {s}x{s,oo} 
' ' 
119, 120, 126 first, last 
119, 120, 126 length 
119, 120, 126 out 
119, 120, 126 first1_, last1_, out1_ 
119, 120, 126 firslc,::i, las(x,, out00 
{s}x{oo,1-} ({s}x{oo,1-}) {s}x{oo,1-} 119 120 126 firstu, /astu, outu 
' ' ' ' 
{s}xU
1 
({s}xU), {s}x{s,1-,oo} 119, 120, 126 fin, infin 
{s}x0, ({s}x0)
1 
{s}x0 119, 120, 126 o (as in X o y) 
Predicate Transformers N, 
U2 , P(U) 155 <, :S, (Seq(S), o, :S) 
R (for relations over U2 ) 155 (X, :S), lub 
X, Y,Xi (for subsets of U) 155, 156 {xi}iEI (chain) 
x,y,z, ... (forelementsofU) 155 (s) 
F, G (for operations over P( U)) 156 Flowsets 
T (as in RT) 155 P(Seq(S)) 
! (as in Fl),* (as in F*) 156 X, Y, Z, ... 
~ (as in R~), -l (as in p-1 , R- 1 ) 157 E 
+ (asinR+) 173 o(asinXoY) 
U, (U,R), (P(U),:F) 156,168 *=, (P(Seq(S)),o,*=,E) 
U, Rel(U), Relr(U) 161,170 :F, (:F,o,E,*=) 
B, :F, P(X), A, (B, :F) 168 {Xi}iEI ( chain) 
h 169 X*,X0,xn+1,un>Oxn 
Execution Sequences { xn }n~o (chain) 
exseq, extree, extree 24, 25 lub 
x,y,z ... 
Seq(S) 
25, 58, 175 V (as in a V /3) 
178 t, E (as in t:.{Xi}iEI) 
58, 93, 175 [·Il (as in [all, [all(s )) 
58, 175 
58, 175 
26 
202 
58, 175 
175 
59 
93 
85 
99 
58 
175 
176 
176 
177 
178 
178 
178 
178 
178 
178 
178 
178, 180 
181 
182 
182 
182 
182 
183 
184 
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